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Preface 

 

Language is generally perceived as the method of communication. 

It is essentially a social phenomenon, through which, we share our 

thoughts, experiences, emotions, commands, wishes, statements of facts 

etc. Thus, the basic function of language is 'communication'. Ancient 

scholars in India inquired into this concept and went beyond its mere 

communicative perspective. They portrayed it as the lamp that brought to 

light all the material objects. Had there been no language, everything 

would have remained in the darkness of ignorance. No knowledge or 

science would have originated. Nobody can fulfill his/her life in this 

material world, without the medium of language. Language which thus 

spreads over all walks of life is not just a medium of communication, 

based on syllable-word-sentence. Language can be perceived as the carrier 

of thoughts and ideas. Thus, beyond its communicative level, language is 

something, which carries within itself the entire culture of a community. 

Therefore an insight into the working of language can be the beginning of 

the philosophical inquiry. 

 One of the fundamental problems in the philosophy of language, 

that has attracted the serious attention of all thinkers, is the relation 
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between øabda (the linguistic element) and its meaning (artha). The term 

øabda is normally used to refer to a linguistic element, which is the 

meaningful unit of speech. Indian thinkers uphold different views on the 

linguistic element that is referred to by the term øabda. According to 

various thinkers, it is the articulated phoneme (var∏a) or the word (pada) 

or the sentence (v°kya). But all of them emphasise the role of sentence in 

communicating the ideas conceived by the speaker. Therefore the study of 

sentence and sentence-meaning became one of the major concerns of 

linguists, grammarians and philosophers. 

The present study titled "The Treatment of the Concept of Sentence: 

A Study Based on V°kyapad¢ya", puts stress upon the different prospects 

regarding the basic element of the language-sentence and its meaning. The 

studies on sentence and sentence-meaning in ancient India are 

disseminated among the different systems of knowledge. The scholars in 

the Schools of M¢m°∆s°, Ny°ya and Vy°kara∏a have devoted their effort 

to unravel the basic problems regarding these concepts. While analysing 

the concept of sentence, ancient thinkers tried to deal with two vexed 

questions: What is a sentence? and What constitutes the sentence-

meaning? They have endeavored to answer these questions according to 

their preconceived notions. 
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In the science of Grammar, it was Bhart§hari (hereafter Bh), the 

great grammarian and philosopher, who discovered the depth and breadth 

of Sanskrit grammar. His magnum opus V°kyapad¢yam (hereafter VP) 

created a philosophical dimension in the science of Grammar hitherto 

unseen. He explains the concept of language in different levels to have a 

comprehensive idea of its function. If language is perceived in the 

communicative level, sentence is the basic unit of language. The entire 

second k°∏∑a of VP is dedicated for the syntactico-semantic analysis of 

the sentence. Here, Bh sets forth new visions and dimensions in the 

concept of sentence and sentence-meaning. His whole theory of language 

is to be understood from the context of his general theory of 

Akha∏∑av°kya. According to this theory, a sentence is the indivisible 

spho∂a or a unitary whole and the sentence-meaning is the kind of a flash 

of understanding called Pratibh°. The present study tries to analyse the 

concepts and discussions on sentence and sentence-meaning, with special 

stress to VP. 

Today, language study possesses a multi-dimensional perspective, 

which has moved up even into the realm of the studies on history, culture, 

psychology and philosophy. In this scenario, an inquiry into the linguistic 

perspectives of ancient Indian thinkers is useful and appropriate. The 

present study tries to understand the sentence theory of Bh in a deeper 

level and find out whether his unnoticed ideas could be useful in 
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interpreting the language phenomena. Bh's concepts are studied by many 

scholars of the East and West. Though many of his concepts are treated as 

mystic entities, the linguistic value of his views on sentence and sentence 

meaning is unraveled by modern scholars. But the ideas of 

Akha∏∑av°kyaspho∂a, Pratibh° etc. are either taken for granted or are not 

given much importance in the linguistic point of view. Therefore it is 

significant to analyse these concepts wherever is available rather than 

keeping them away because of their philosophical or metaphysical label 

on them. 

The present study comprises four chapters. The first chapter entitled 

"The Philosophy of Language; a Bhart§harian Perspective" discusses the 

syntactic and semantic thoughts in India and the importance of Bh in 

Indian linguistic tradition. A brief survey of Bh's works and the 

commentaries of VP are also included in this chapter.   

The second chapter titled "Various Perspectives on the Concept of 

Sentence in Indian System of knowledge" elaborately discusses various 

definitions of sentence propounded by different schools of thought. The 

different views of ancient Sanskrit scholars on the relation among the 

words in a sentence and their meanings, through which they are 

semantically connected to give a unified sense, are also explained in detail. 
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The third chapter named "The Concept of Sentence and Sentence 

Meaning: Gleanings from V°kyapad¢ya" is the discussion of the concepts 

of Bh on sentence and sentence meaning. It begins with presenting the 

definitions of sentence which are enumerated in the first verses of the 

second k°∏∑a of VP. In the second part, different ideas on the concept of 

sentence-meaning discussed by Bh are analysed and Bh's concept of 

Pratibh° as the meaning of sentence is also pointed out. 

In the fourth chapter "The Treatment of the Concept of Pratibh° and 

its Implications", the origin and development of the concept of Pratibh° in 

various systems of knowledge is discussed. The characteristics of Bh's 

Pratibh° and the implications of this very concept are also explained in 

this chapter. The thesis ends with a conclusion which is the conspectus of 

the important points noted during the study. The scope for the further 

study in the topic is also pointed out in this chapter. 

At this juncture, I thankfully remember all who supported and 

inspired me throughout the period of research. First of all, I express my 

deepest gratitude to my supervising teacher Prof. P Narayanan 

Namboodiri, whose proper guidance and wholehearted support helped me 

to materialise this thesis. I am grateful to Prof. C Rajendran, whose 

valuable suggestions helped me in choosing the topic of the study. I would 

like to thank Prof. N K Sundareswaran, Head of the Department of 
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Sanskrit, Prof. K K Geethakumary and Dr. K K Abdul Majeed for their 

help with all matters related to my doctoral study.  

I am deeply obliged to my teachers Prof. R Vasudevan Potti, Prof. 

O Vatsala and Prof. Krishnakumar, whose blessings made me confident to 

endure in Sanskrit Grammar. I am particularly thankful to Dr. Ajithan P I, 

whose timely interventions helped me a lot in preparing the doctoral 

thesis.  

I take this opportunity to thank the librarians of CHMK central 

library and the department library and the non-teaching staff of the 

department for providing all the timely support. I would also like to thank 

the University Grants Commission for funding the research.  

It would be really unkind if I do not thank my wife who stood as a 

pillar for me to lean on during the difficult phases of my research. Last but 

not least, I thank all my family members and friends who supported me in 

all ways during my research. 

Sarath P Nath 
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Chapter 1 

The Philosophy of Language:  

A Bhart§harian Perspective 

 

1.1. The Concept of Language: Indian Perspectives 

Language can be defined as the method of human communication, 

either spoken or written, consisting of the use of words in a structural and 

conventional way (https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/language). 

The word language has its origin from the Old French word 'langage' and 

from the Latin word 'lingua'. The word lingua in Latin signifies 'tongue'. 

Thus the word 'language' simply denotes the human interaction, which 

involves gestures and spoken or written words. A human being thinks, and 

as a necessary corollary of his thinking, he wishes to communicate the 

ideas conceived. Language, as a tool of communication, achieves its goal, 

when the listener understands what the speaker intends to convey. Thus, 

thought and language are the two characteristics that differentiate man 

from animals. Aldous Huxley states that ''for in spite of language, in spite 

of intelligence and intuition and sympathy, one can never really 

communicate anything to anybody" (2007, p.3). Harold G Coward rightly 

observes that language is a fascinating aspect of human behaviour and it 
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not only makes distinction between man and animals, but mediates human 

knowledge also (1980, p.1). Thus, language can rather be perceived as the 

very essence of thought, than a mere tool of communication.   

 Language has been one of the fundamental concerns of Indian 

schools of thought and has attracted the serious attention of all thinkers 

from the outset. They perceived language as one of the most precious gift 

given by god to human beings ("samsk§tam n°ma daiv¢ v°ganv°khy°t° 

mahar¿ibhi≈", K¡vy¡dar¿a, 1.33). All knowledge from the time immemorial 

had been handed over to us in the form of language. Bh also mentions that 

there is no cognition without the operation of the word and all knowledge 

is illuminated by language.  

 na so' sti pratyayo loke ya≈ øabd°nugam°d§te  

 anuviddhamiva jµ°nam sarvam øabdena bh°sate (VP, 1.123) 

Thus, it can be stated that the ancient preceptors were aware of the 

importance of language in our social life. In the study of language, they 

tried to deal with various vexed questions like What is language? What is 

its structure? How can it be analysed? etc. They have been endeavoured to 

solve these problems according to the basic norms of their philosophies.  
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1.2. The Philosophy of Language 

In India, the study of language has never been the monopoly of the 

grammarians or the rhetoricians. Almost all schools of thoughts have 

given emphasis to the fundamental problems of verbal communication. 

The earlier references of linguistic thoughts in India are glimpsed in the 

Vedas and Upani¿ads. The Vedic seers praised language as a powerful 

deity, known as V°k, who bestows all the favours to its devotees. In RV, a 

complete s£kta in the glorification of V°k can be found. Even more 

examples can be cited from RV which shows the prominence of V°k. It 

states that those who do not understand the real nature of V°k, cannot see 

language, even when they are seeing and cannot hear it, even when they 

are hearing. The V°k unfolds herself only to those, who understand the 

essence of speech.  

uta tva≈ paøyanna dadarøa v°cam 

uta tva≈ ø§∏vanna ø§∏otyen°m  

uto tvasmai tanva∆ visasre  

j°yeva patya uøat¢ suv°s°≈.(10.71.4) 

The seers of RV praise the speech as the great deity (Mah°deva), who 

possesses himself in humans.  
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catv°ri ø§¥g° trayo asya p°d° dve ø¢r¿e saptahast°so asya  

tridh° baddho v§¿abho rorav¢ti maho devo marty°ƒ °viveøa. (4.58.3).  

Apart from the Vedic passages, three among the six Ved°¥gas are directly 

concerned with language viz. Vy°kara∏a (Grammar), Nirukta 

(Etymology) and ·ik¿° (Phonetics). This indicates the prominence of 

linguistic study in the Vedic ages. 

 The study of linguistic aspects has been emphasised in all systems 

of Indian philosophy. The Schools of M¢m°∆s° and Vy°kara∏a have 

contributed much in this regard. P£rvam¢m°∆s° is also known as 

V°kyaø°stra, which is devoted in interpreting sentences, either Vedic or 

ordinary. The Ny°ya system, known as Pram°∏aø°stra, also discusses the 

basic linguistic problems. Though the School of Vy°kara∏a do not possess 

the status of darøana or philosophy, the ancient grammarians were 

interested in the linguistic and philosphical analysis of speech and they 

claim the status of an independent darøana. 

1.3. The Basic Problems of the Philosophy of Language 

The Indian approach to the study of language has been characterised 

by both analysis and synthesis. The study of language essentially requires 

a process of analysis in which the speech utterance is analysed in terms of 
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sentences and words, stems and suffixes, morphemes and phonemes
1
. The 

earlier reference regarding the language analysis can be seen in 

Taittir¢yasa∆hit°. It says that once Gods (devas) requested Lord Indra to 

analyse speech and on behalf of their request, he performed the duty. 

Since then, the speech is called vaik§ta or analysed (6.4.7). ·°kalya's 

Padap°∂ha of RV is also one of the earlier attempts of language analysis. 

The RV, originally in the sa∆hit° form has been broken down into words 

in this Padap°∂ha. In B§haddevat°, ·aunaka defines a sentence as the 

group of words and words as the group of phonemes (2.117). We can find 

similar analytical methodology in Pr°tiø°khyas also. But the systematic 

analysis of speech begins from the time of Y°ska, who analysed the 

speech on the basis of etymology. He was the first to divide language into 

four parts viz. n°ma (noun), °khy°ta (verb), upasarga (prefixes) and nip°ta 

(prepositions) ("tat y°nyet°ni catv°ri padaj°t°ni n°m°khy°te 

copasarganip°t°øca", 2002, p.3). This fourfold analysis is accepted by 

almost all the later Indian systems of knowledge.  

The whole system of Vy°kara∏a has been dedicated in the linguistic 

analysis of speech. P, who propounded the descriptive grammar of 

Sanskrit language in his A¿∂°dhy°y¢, has been praised by many modern 

                                                           

1
 This analytical method is very popular in Sanskrit. Generally this method is 

considered as older, but some scholars like Punitha Sharma holds that it is a later 
development in the history of language (1998, p.12). 
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linguists. A¿∂°dhy°y¢ is primarily concerned with building up of words 

from verbal roots, preverbs, primary and secondary suffixes and nominal 

and verbal terminations. This treatise also points out some syntactic 

problems involved in the formation of compound words and the 

relationship of the nouns in a sentence with the verb. The followers of the 

P°∏inian School developed this analytical method of language study in 

their works.  

 The School of M¢m°∆s° is mainly concerned with the methodology 

of textual interpretation of the Vedic texts. M¢m°∆sakas use both analysis 

and synthesis in their approach to the problems of textual interpretation. 

They give the semantic definition of the sentence and introduce the 

concepts of °k°¥k¿° (mutual expectancy), yogyat° (consistency) and °satti 

(congruity), which are necessary for the unity of the sentence. Naiy°yikas 

hold that øabda, uttered by a trustworthy person, is one of the means of 

valid knowledge. Therefore the method of language analysis has been 

occupied a prime position in their philosophy. Thus it is clear that the 

various schools in India have carried out significant studies, which have 

produced insights into the working of language (Harold G Coward and K 

Kunjunni Raja, 2008, p.5).  
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1.4. Syntactic and Semantic thoughts in India 

One of the fundamental aspects of the philosophy of language, that 

has attracted the serious attention of all thinkers, is the relation between 

øabda (the linguistic element) and its meaning (artha). The term øabda is 

normally used to refer to a linguistic element, which is the meaningful unit 

of speech. Philosophers held different views on the linguistic element that 

is referred to by the term øabda. According to various systems, it is the 

articulated sound or the phoneme (var∏a) or the word (pada) or the 

sentence (v°kya). M¢m°∆sakas consider the letters or phonemes as øabda, 

which are eternal. Words and sentences are only the manifestations of 

these phonemes.  For the Naiy°yikas, the term øabda refers to the word 

which is produced by the speaker and heard by the listener. Therefore, 

øabda is impermanent for them. According to the Spho∂a theory of 

grammarians, øabda is eternal, but not in the form of letters. To Bh, øabda 

is the complete utterance of the sentence and is the unit of language called 

v°kyaspho∂a (Coward and Raja, 2008, p.5). Grammarians analyse the 

sentence also into morphemes for grammatical purpose, which are termed 

as padaspho∂a and var∏aspho∂a. 

1.5. The Concept of Sentence 

As discussed, language is perceived as the method of 
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communicating one's thoughts. An idea or a thought can never be in bits 

and pieces, but is a unitary whole. Thus, it is communicated also as a 

unitary whole, but not in terms of its parts. Since words cannot 

communicate the speaker's thought fully, sentence is to be considered as 

the unit of language, which can communicate the whole idea. Different 

thinkers accept either a letter or a word or a sentence as the unit of 

language.  But all of them emphasise the role of sentence in 

communicating the ideas conceived by the speaker. Therefore the study of 

sentence and sentence-meaning became the most important concept for 

linguists, grammarians and philosophers. Though we cannot find any 

explicit discussions on this topic in the ancient literature, some glimpses 

can be seen in Vedic texts. As stated, a simple definition of sentence is 

cited in B§haddevat°. Later, Naiy°yikas and M¢m°∆sakas have 

expounded the syntactico-semantic analysis of sentence. They have 

produced several independent treatises on the systematic analysis of 

sentence. In Sanskrit grammar, the emphasis has been given to prakriy° or 

the formative aspect of words, while the treatises on the syntactico-

semantic analysis of sentence are a few and far between. VP of Bh, 

Bh£¿a∏as°ra of Kau∏∑abha∂∂a, Laghumaµj£¿° of N°geøa etc. have 

completely devoted their attention into this topic. Among them, VP 

possesses a prime position in the realm of the philosophy of language. 
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1.6. Bh: The Philosopher Linguist 

Bh is considered as an outstanding figure in the history of Indian 

linguistic thought. He led Grammar into philosophy proper, by making a 

case for Vy°kara∏a as a darøana, a view about ultimate things, eventually 

about liberation. Gaurinath Sastri therefore aptly refers to his work as an 

"astoundingly original system of thought which to the best of my 

knowledge has no parallel" (Introduction, 1959, p.xxiv). VP became the 

most extensive work in the medieval period which represented the most 

fruitful epoch of Indian thought. Bh was also the major architect of Spho∂a 

theory, which is regularly identified as the contribution of grammarians to 

the philosophical problem of meaning. His linguistic philosophy is to be 

considered as unique and singular among the linguistic thoughts in India. 

1.6.1. Date of Bh 

 Although Bh is a renowned grammarian, philosopher and author in 

Sanskrit literature, we have very little information about his personal life 

and date. There are references of many Bhs and one may find different 

traditions about him in different places. Bha∂∂i, the author of the 

grammatical poem Bha∂∂ik°vya, was also known as Bh. There are 

references to another Bh, who was the ruler of Malwa, in T°r°n°tha's 

History of Buddhism. He also mentions a Bh who was intimately 
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connected to the King and one of the nine great siddhas of the 

N°thapanth¢ya religious order. But neither the King nor the siddha is 

known to have been a poet (K V Sharma, Introduction, 1969, p.8). One of 

the traditions says that, Bh was the youngest son of a Brahmin who had 

four wives from four different casts and that Bh was the son of ø£dra wife. 

Another tradition says that Bh was a king, perhaps a brother of either 

Vikram°ditya or ·£draka, who gave up his worldly life and became a 

sanny°sin. Bh's life has been dramatized by Harihara in his 

Bhart§harinirveda. In this story, Bh is portrayed as a student of 

Gorak¿°n°tha, from whom he learns Yoga and renounces the world 

(Coward, 1980, p.11). However, these traditions cannot be taken as 

evidence to fix the date of Bh. Since he had commented upon the MB of 

Ptj (150 BCE), the date of MB can be taken as the upper limit. His major 

work VP is referred to by V°mana and Jay°ditya in K°øik°v§tti (650 CE).  

adhik§tya k§te granthe, (P, 4.3.87). øiøukrandayamasabhadvandvendra- 

janan°dibhiøcha≈, (P, 4.3.88). taditi vartate. adhik§tya k§te granthe iti ca. 

dvandv°t (dvit¢y°samarth°t) cha≈ pratyayo bhavati adhik§tya k§te 

granthe. øabd°rtasambandh¢yam prakara∏am. V°kyapad¢yam." (Under 

P, 4.3.87-88) 

 Hence Bh can be placed within the limits 150 BCE-650 CE. Much 

of the evidence regarding his date supports him being placed nearer to the 
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latter date. I-tsing, the Chinese traveller and a Buddhist, who studied at the 

Nalanda monastery in 670 CE, reported Bh died forty years earlier. If this 

report is accepted as authentic, Bh probably died in 630 CE. But I-tsing 

also reported that Bh was a contemporary of Dharmap°la, who lived from 

530 to 561 CE. Here it can be noted that I-tsing's opinions are self 

contradictory and unacceptable. More reliable evidence can be seen in the 

Tibetan translation of Traik°lya Par¢k¿° of the famous Buddhist author 

Di¥n°ga. He quotes two verses from the Svopajµav§tti (hereafter V§tti) of 

VP. This evidently says that Bh must have preceded Di¥n°ga, who 

flourished between 480-540 CE. Some autobiographical references can be 

seen at the end of the second k°∏∑a of VP, where he mentions his teacher 

with great respect (2. 478-487). Pu∏yar°ja, in his commentary, makes it 

clear that it is Vasur°ta, the teacher of Bh (VP, 2.481). The Tibetan 

translations of Di¥n°ga and some works of a Jaina writer Simhas£riga∏i 

suggest that Vasur°ta was a Brahmin and a brother-in-law of B°l°ditya, a 

pupil of the great Buddhist scholar Vasubandhu, whose date is fixed as 

400 CE (Coward, 1980, p.11).  

We can collect as many references supporting the latter date limit of 

Bh. In ·atapathabr°hma∏a, while commenting on the portion 'v°gv° 

anu¿∂ub, v°co v° idam sarvam prabhavati' (1-3-2-16), Harisw°mi quotes 

two verses from VP as follows. 
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v°co v° ity°di. v°ca≈ øabdasya sak°ø°t 'idam' sarvamarthaj°ta∆ 

prabhavati. ata eva jagata≈ øabdavivartam°hu≈. tadyath°- 

an°dinidhana∆ brahma øabdatattva∆ yadak¿aram 

vivartate' rthabh°vena prakriy° jagato yata≈. iti. 

  tath°nyatr°pi øabdavedh°t tatk°ryatvam arthasyoktam- 

 na so' sti pratyayo loke ya≈ ø°bd°nugam°d§te 

 anuviddhamiva jµ°na∆ sarva∆ øabdena bh°sate. iti." (1-3-2-16)  

Harisw°mi was evidently lived in the sixth century CE. Another 

important reference that historians point out is that of Kum°rilabha∂∂a who 

flourished in the fifth century CE. He quotes several verses of VP in his 

famous work Tantrav°rtika. In the light of all these discussions,  it may be 

deduced that the date of Bh can be fixed between 450 -500 CE. 

1.6.2. Works of Bh 

 There are several philosophical, grammatical and literary works 

attributed to Bh. Harold G Coward mentions five works which are 

attributed to Bh (1976, p.12). They are:- 

1. Mah°bh°¿ya∂¢k°: a commentary named D¢pik° on the MB of Ptj of 

which, only a fragment still exists. 

2. V°kyapad¢yam, Chapters I, II, III: Bh's great work on the Sanskrit 

philosophy of language. 
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3. V§tti on VP I and II: a commentary explaining the above work.
2
 

4. ·abdadh°tusam¢k¿°: a work that is currently lost. 

5. ·atakas on N¢ti, ·§¥g°ra and Vair°gya: well-known Sanskrit poems 

on politics, passionate love and renunciation. 

We can undoubtedly fix that Bh, the grammarian-philosopher is the 

author of Mah°bh°¿ya∂¢k° namely Mah°bh°¿yad¢pik°, VP and V§tti in the 

light of many evidences. Vardham°na S£ri, a Jain grammarian says about 

two works of Bh in his Ga∏aratnamahodadhi as "Bhart§hari≈ 

V°kyapad¢yaprak¢r∏akayo≈ kart° Mah°bh°¿yatrip°dy°≈ vy°khy°t° ca" (1963, 

p.2). Another grammatical work of Bh, ·abdadh°tusam¢k¿° have 

unfortunately not come to light so far. But, there is little evidence to prove 

that the author of the literary work ·atakatraya and the grammarian Bh are 

the same. K V Sharma, while introducing the text Puru¿°rthopadeøa, 

which is also attributed to Bh, clearly states that the grammarian Bh 

                                                           

2
 Recent studies of scholars like Ashok Aklujkar claim that the V§tti of the first two cantos 

of VP cannot be attributed to Bh. The first two cantos, according to one manuscript 
tradition, consist of k°rikas as well as v§tti. The other manuscript traditions have only the 
k°rikas, accompanied by a ∂¢k°, evidently authored by someone other than the k°rik° author 
(1972, p.181-198). 
In the V§tti of the first canto, the author states that his name is Hariv§¿abha (2007, p.236). 
Many scholars in Sanskrit treats Bh and Hariv§¿abha as one, but Aklujkar argues that 
Hariv§¿abha is different from Bh. According to him, Hariv§¿abha is the author of the 
commentary Paddhati. (2007, p.179) 
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mentioned by the Chinese traveller I-tsing is different from the author of 

VP and Mah°bh°¿yad¢pik° (1969, p.8).  

1.6.2.1. Mah°bh°¿yad¢pik° 

 It is evidently known that Bh has written a commentary on MB of 

Ptj. Unfortunately only one manuscript of this work is available till now, 

which has the commentary up to P 1-1-55. In the colophon of this 

manuscript, the name of the commentary is given as Bhart§hari∂¢k°, 

Mah°bh°¿ya∂¢k° and Mah°bh°¿yad¢pik° (MB, Preface, 1984, p.3). Ashok 

Aklujkar points out that, early commentators in the grammatical tradition 

refer to this work as Trip°d¢, which signifies that the commentary is only 

up to the third p°da of A¿∂°dhy°y¢ (2007, p.122). Kaiya∂a, in the 

beginning of his commentary Prad¢pa on MB refers to D¢pik° as: 

bh°¿y°bdhi≈ kv°tigambh¢ra≈  kv°ha∆ mandamatistath° 

ch°tr°∏°mupah°syatva∆ y°sy°mi piøun°tman°. 

tath°pi haribaddhena s°re∏a granthasetun°  

kramam°∏ai≈ øanai≈ p°ra∆ tasya pr°pt°smi pa¥guvat. (Introductory 

verses, 6-7) 

These lines throw light to two facts that Kaiya∂a must have had before him 

a complete text of Bh's Mah°bh°¿yad¢pik° and the authenticity of the 

commentary was also unquestionable. 
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1.6.2.2. VP 

 VP can be treated as the Magnum opus of Bh. This is probably the 

first book which laid down a new path way to the philosophy of grammar 

in India. Later, philosopher-grammarians like Kau∏∑abha∂∂a and N°geøa 

accept VP as the authentic text to explain their views. K A Subramania 

Iyer opines that not only grammarians but other Indian philosophers also 

admitted the authenticity of this work (Introduction, 2006, p.2). The word 

'V°kyapad¢ya' is derived from two words viz. 'v°kya' (sentence) and 'pada' 

(word). As stated, the derivation of this word is explained by V°mana and 

Jay°ditya in K°øik° (Under P, 4.3.87-88). Hence the title V°kyapad¢yam 

signifies 'a work which is related to v°kya and pada'. According to this 

derivation, the text VP elaborately discusses the concepts of word and 

sentence, which are the main topics in it.  

1.6.2.3. Structural Analysis of VP 

VP consists of three chapters or K°∏∑as and because of this reason; 

it is termed as Trik°∏∑¢ by some scholars
3
. The first chapter is called 

Àgamak°∏∑a or Brahmak°∏∑a. But in the colophon of first chapter, the 

                                                           

3 Aklujkar holds a different opinion that only the first two k°∏∑as constitute the text 
VP. He argues that the title V°kyapad¢ya could have reffered to the second of the 
three cantos. The third canto named Padak°∏∑a or Prak¢r∏ak°∏∑a (which means 
'miscellaneous') seems to be no older than sixteenth century CE (2007, p.547-555). 
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name of the chapter is given as Àgamasamuccaya or Brahmak°∏∑a. ("iti 

ør¢mad padav°kyapram°∏ajµamahop°dhy°ya Bhart§harik§te v°kyapad¢ye 

°gamasamuccayo n°ma prathama∆ brahmak°∏∑am, 2006, p.282). This 

chapter elucidates the real nature of the speech element øabdatattva or 

øabdabrahma which is eternal and beyond birth or death. The first four 

verses of the first canto VP give a vivid picture of øabdabrahma, which is 

the sum total of Bh's theory of language. He describes øabdatattva as the 

all pervaded essence of the universe, from which the whole world is 

derived. His arguments in the whole VP can be traced to this concept of 

øabdatattva. Probably, Bh is the first to proclaim word or øabda as eternal 

Brahma in the history of Indian philosophy
4
. Bh says that the one and 

indivisible øabdatattva apparently seems to be many, due to its different 

inherent factors
5
 (VP, 1.2). Bh says that the real nature of øabda or 

øabdatattva is not external; but it is the inner consciousness. Bh explains 

this øabdatattva in two dimensions. He perceives øabdatattva as the 

essence of language, which is described as Brahma and is not external. He 

also views øabdatattva as the cause of verbal cognition or spho∂a. Hence 
                                                           

4 Later, a similar reference can be seen in K°vy°darøa of Da∏∑in. He states that 
unless the light called language shines in the world, it would sink in deep darkness.  

idamandham tama≈ k§tsnam j°yeta bhuvanatrayam 
yadi øab°hvayam jyotir°sams°ram na d¢pyate. (1.4) 

5 This concept of øabdabrahman seems to be similar with that of 'Brahman' in 
Ved°nta. But when it is analysed thoroughly, it cannot be analogous with the concept 
of Brahman. 
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we can find that Bh manifests language in its metaphysical background 

and as a tool of communication. According to Bh, every expression 

contains three elements i.e. dhvani (uttered sound), spho∂a (the 

intermediary or the sound image from which bears meaning) and artha 

(meaning). Bh discusses the first two in the first k°∏∑a of VP. The third 

element, which is a multi-dimensional entity, is elaborately discussed in 

the second canto. 

Along with øabdatattva, Bh discusses other relevant topics also in 

this chapter. The importance and advantages of studying grammar, 

authenticity of °gamas or Vedas, the real nature of øabda, discussions 

about spho∂a and dhvani, apabhramøa etc are the major topics dealt with in 

this chapter. After describing the characteristics of øabdabrahma, Bh 

suggests that the Vedas are the way to manifest this øabdatattva. Here we 

may find a detailed discussion on the authenticity of the Vedas and other 

pram°∏as. He accepts the Vedas as one, compiled by many sages and 

therefore it became many (VP, 1.5). Various darøanas and ø°stras are also 

derived from the same Veda by various philosophers (VP, 1.7). Grammar 

should be considered as the main Ved°¥ga according to Bh, for it is the 

only way to know the real nature of øabda and through which, we can 

attain the final goal apavarga (taddv°ramapavargasya v°¥mal°n°∆ 

cikitsitam, VP 1.14). 
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As indicated, Bh defines øabda in two dimensions; one is the cause 

and the other is the external word that we utter. Former is termed as spho∂a 

and the latter is termed as dhvani or vaikhar¢. Ptj also explains øabda in 

this manner in the first chapter of MB (yenocc°ritena 

s°sn°l°¥g£lakakudakhuravi¿°∏in°∆ sampratyayo bhavati sa øabda≈, Vol.I, 

11). Bh explicates the nature of spho∂a and dhvani in this canto. He 

analyses this concept from the point of view of the speaker as well as the 

hearer. While we analyse øabda in the speaker's dimension, spho∂a is the 

cause of vaikhar¢ or the uttered sound. The order is reversed when øabda is 

analysed from the hearer's point of view. What is worthy of note here is in 

both cases spho∂a is the meaning bearing unit.  

Bh sets forth spho∂a as the real øabda in the first chapter and a 

detailed study on the concept of sentence is included in the second chapter 

V°kyak°∏∑a. While we enter into this chapter, various views about the 

definition of sentence can be found. Bh elucidates two main views 

regarding the concept of sentence. According to some philosophers, 

sentence is indivisible or akha∏∑a while in some others view, sentence is 

an aggregation of its parts and thus, it can be divided into parts or it is 

sakha∏∑a. Bh is in favour of the akha∏∑apak¿a or the indivisibility of 

sentence, for he clearly states in the first chapter that words in a sentence 

and syllables in a word are not true, but only imaginary  
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pade na var∏° vidyante var∏e¿vavayav° na ca 

v°ky°t pad°n°m atyanta∆ praviveko na kaøcana (VP, 1.73). 

Along with these eight views on sentence, Bh discusses the 

definitions given by K°ty°yana, the author of V°rtikas and Jaimini, the 

founder of M¢m°ms° philosophy. After explaining these views, Bh affirms 

the indivisibility theory of sentence through the v°kyav°din-padav°din 

controversy and refutes the padav°dins, who do not accept the authenticity 

of sentence. 

Various views on sentence-meaning by different thinkers are also 

discussed in this chapter. Bh elucidates the theories of Anvit°bhidh°na and 

Abhihit°nvaya, the two prominent theses propounded by padav°dins. He 

then discusses the Pratibh° theory of sentence-meaning, in which the 

meaning of a sentence is accepted as a flash of understanding. The 

particulars of the concept of Pratibh° are also expounded here in detail.  

The third chapter, named as Padak°∏∑a or Prak¢r∏ak°∏∑a is again 

divided into fourteen chapters called samuddeøas. As the name indicates, 

the discussions in this chapter are focussed on the linguistic as well as 

philosophical analysis of words. The fourteen samuddeøas are 

J°tisamuddeøa, Dravyasamuddeøa, Sambandhasamuddeøa, Dravyalak¿a∏a 

samuddeøa, Gu∏asamuddeøa, Diksamuddeøa, S°dhanasamuddeøa, 
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Kriy°samuddeøa, K°lasamuddeøa, Puru¿asamuddeøa, Sa¥khy°samuddeøa, 

Upagrahasamuddeøa, Li¥gasamuddeøa and V§ttisamuddeøa.  

1.6.2.4. Commentaries of VP 

The text of VP has been commented upon by several scholars, but 

most of these commentaries are not available for the complete text. 

Ancient commentaries of VP are available for several cantos of the text, 

while some later commentaries are up to the end of the text. Ancient 

commentaries include V§tti by Hariv§¿abha, T¢k° of Pu∏yar°ja, Paddhati 

of V§¿abhadeva and Commentary of Hel°r°ja. There are some modern 

commentaries also, which emphasise on imparting a clear idea of the 

verses of VP for the students. A brief analysis of the commentaries of VP 

is given here. 

1.6.2.4.1. V§tti 

There is an old tradition, which says that Bh himself had written a 

commentary on VP, named V§tti. This is probably the oldest commentary 

available on VP. I-tsing, the Chinese traveller, who visited India in 670 

CE, records that Bh had written a work containing 700 k°rikas and Bh 

himself had written a commentary on it consisting 7000 k°rikas. If so, the 

original commentary is in the form of k°rikas, but it is available in the 

form of prose commentary. In the commentary of Brahmak°∏∑a, the name 
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of the author is found as Hariv§¿abha (iti ør¢ 

Hariv§¿abhamah°vaiy°kara∏aviracite V°kyapad¢ye °gamasamuccayo n°ma 

brahmak°∏∑a∆ sam°ptam, 2006, p.236). Many scholars in Sanskrit 

explains the word 'V§¿abha' in praise of Hari (Bh), just as Indra in 

R°jendra. This commentary is available for the first two k°∏∑as. The 

commentary of first canto is available in full, but there are many gaps in 

that of the second canto.  

The authorship of this commentary has been recently questioned by 

scholars like Ashok Aklujkar. He discusses the problem elaborately in his 

article titled "The Authorship of V°kyapad¢ya-V§tti", published in 1972. 

He sets forth many evidences to prove that the author of the k°rikas and 

that of the prose commentary are not the same (181-198). Anyway, there 

is a scope for more authentic research to draw any conclusion in this 

regard. 

1.6.2.4.2. Pu∏yar°ja 

 Pu∏yar°ja is believed to be born in Kashmir in the last decades of 

800 CE. The details about the life of Pu∏yar°ja have not come to light 

fully. He himself says that he was known as R°j°nakaø£ravarma and 

studied the entire second canto of VP from ·aø°¥kaøi¿ya (V P Limaye and 

K V Abhyankar, Appendix II, 1965, p.213). V°man°c°rya, who authored 
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K°vy°la¥k°ras£tra, was known to be the disciple of ·aø°¥ka. If ·aø°¥ka, 

who is referred to by Pu∏yar°ja and the teacher of V°man°c°rya are the 

same, then Pu∏yar°ja should be flourished after V°mana, whose date is 

known to be in 800 CE (M Srimannarayana Murthy, 1997, p.13). These 

are the available details about the life of Pu∏yar°ja. But M S Murthy holds 

that this information is subject to controversy.  

Pu∏yar°ja wrote commentaries on the first and second canto of VP. 

The first two cantos along with the T¢k° of Pu∏yar°ja have been published 

by Benares Sanskrit Series, Benares in 1884. But the available 

commentary on the first canto has many gaps in it and hence cannot be 

taken as complete. Fortunately the T¢k° on the second canto including the 

V§tti of Hariv§¿abha is available in full. Peri Sarveswara Sharma is of the 

opinion that the commentary on the first canto is an abridged version of 

Bh's own V§tti and it is wrongly attributed to Pu∏yar°ja (1972, p.3). 

Pu∏yar°ja has also composed a synopsis of the contents of the 

second canto of VP at the end of his commentary. He comprises almost all 

the essential points of the second canto in 59 verses. The verses are written 

in a lucid style, that the students and scholars can easily enter into the 

concepts of VP. 
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1.6.2.4.3. Hel°r°ja 

Hel°r°ja has composed commentary on all the three cantos of VP, 

but his Prak¢r∏aprak°øa, the commentary on the third canto alone is extant 

now. In one of the introductory verses of his commentary on third k°∏∑a, 

Hel°r°ja says ñ 

k°∏∑advaye yath°v§tti siddh°nt°rthasatattvata≈ 

prabandho vihito'ísmabhir°gam°rth°nus°ribhi≈ (7-8). 

Thus it is observed that he has written commentaries on the first two 

cantos. The commentary on the first k°∏∑a was named as ·abdaprabh°. 

Hel°r°ja himself says that "vistare∏°gamapr°m°∏yam v°kyapad¢ye'ë 

sm°bhi≈ prathamak°∏∑e øabdaprabh°y°m nir∏¢tam" (1994, p.54). Aklujkar 

holds that Hel°r°ja's commentary on Brahmak°∏∑a was named as 

·abdaprabh° and that on the second k°∏∑a as V°kyak°∏∑a∂¢ka or 

V°kyaprad¢pa (1972, p.193).  References can be found that Hel°r°ja has 

composed another three works viz. Advayasiddhi (VP, 1994, p.117), 

Kriy°viveka (VP, 1994, p.60) and V°rtikonme¿a (VP, 1994, p.149). But 

none of which is available now. Among these works, V°rtikonme¿a, as the 

name indicates, was an explanation of K°ty°yana's V°rtikas. Kriy°viveka 

was intended to establish action (kriy°) as the main idea expressed by a 

sentence. The third, named Advayasidhi, seems to have been a work on 

øabd°dvaita or linguistic monism (Coward and Raja, 2007, p.193).  
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A few references of the personal details of Hel°r°ja can be found in 

his commentary Prak¢r∏aprak°øa. Hel°r°ja gives the following 

information about himself in the last portion of his commentary on 

Padak°∏∑a. He says that Hel°r°ja, the son of Bh£tir°ja, born in the family 

of Lak¿a∏a, who was a generous minister at the court of wealthy and 

famous Kashmiri King, popular with the name of Mukt°p¢∑a, composed 

this commentary called Prak°øa. 

mukt°p¢∑a iti prasiddhimagamat k°øm¢radeøe n§pa≈ 

ør¢m°n khy°tayaø° babh£va n§patestasya prabh°v°nuga≈ 

mantr¢ lak¿a∏a ityud°racaritastasy°nvaye bhavo 

Hel°r°ja imam prak°øamakarocchr¢ bh£tir°j°tmaja≈. (VP, 3.14, 

Hel°r°ja, 1-2) 

Abhinavagupta, who have studied with Bh£tir°ja, refers to the son 

of Bh£tir°ja, whom he calls 'Indur°ja'. Raja argues that Abhinavagupta 

refers to Hel°r°ja in some passages as; he is credited with having written a 

grammatical work named Prak¢r∏akavivara∏a. This is probably the 

commentary of VP by Hel°r°ja known as Prak¢r∏akaprak°øa (Coward and 

Raja, 2007, p.193). It is evident that Kalha∏a, in his famous work 

R°jatara¥gi∏¢, refers to a King called Lalit°ditya Mukt°p¢∑a, who lived in 

Kashmir at about 650-736 CE (2009, p.130). Kalha∏a also says that the 

King has many ministers in his court (2009, p.144). Lak¿a∏a may have 
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been one of these ministers. From these references, scholars conclude that 

Hel°r°ja lived in the second half of 10
th
 century CE. 

 Hel°r°ja's commentary on the third canto appears in the 

manuscripts sometimes as Prak¢r∏aprak°øa and sometimes as 

Prak¢r∏akaprak°øa. Both may be deemed correct because the real name of 

the commentary is Prak°øa and Prak¢r∏a or Prak¢r∏aka is the name of the 

third canto of VP. While we go through the commentary, it can be found 

that Hel°r°ja composed it according to the V§tti of Bh. In the opening 

verse itself he says "yath°v§tti", which means, this commentary is in 

accordance with the V§tti (Hel°r°ja, p.1). This makes the commentary 

more authentic. Several chapters in the Padak°∏∑a seem to be very 

difficult to understand as they deal with certain complicated philosophical 

as well as linguistic problems. Hel°r°ja's commentary helps to have a 

vivid understanding of those complicated ideas. While going through the 

verses of Bh, sometimes we may get confused to determine Bh's own 

view, since he also quotes the views of others. In such situations, Hel°r°ja 

distinguishes Bh's views from others. While explaining the concept of 

time (k°la) in K°lasamuddeøa, Bh states that some call it as øakti, while 

others call it as devat° (VP, 3.7.62). Hel°r°ja, commenting on this verse, 

opines that Bh is of the view that time as power (øakti). To satisfy this, he 

refers to the third verse of the Brahmak°∏∑a which reads together with the 
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V§tti (VP, 5). There are some gaps in this commentary; so says K A S Iyer 

. He says that all the manuscripts contain the indication of some scribe that 

the gaps have been filled up with the commentary of one Phullar°ja 

(Introduction, 1994, p.13-14) 

1.6.2.4.4. V§¿abhadeva 

 A commentary of VP called Paddhati is attributed to V§¿abhadeva. 

He commented upon Bh's k°rikas and the V§tti together. The Paddhati 

commentary also is available for the first canto only. From the 

introductory verses of the commentary, we may get some information 

about the author. 

vimalacaritasya r°jµo vidu¿a≈ øri vi¿∏uguptadevasya bh§tyena 

tadanubh°v°cchridevayaøastanujena bandhena vinod°rtha∆ 

ør¢v§¿abhe∏a sphu∂°k¿aram n°ma kriyate Paddhatire¿a 

v°kyapad¢yodadhe≈ sugam°.  (1) 

It can be deduced from this verse that V§¿abhadeva was the son of 

·ridevayaøa, who was in the court of King Sri Vi¿∏uguptadeva. 

V§¿abhadeva mentions that there were many scholars who commented 

upon VP before him. Unfortunately, none of which are available now. 

According to S Murthy, V§¿abhadeva is supposed to have lived before the 

first half of 8th century CE (1997, p.28). Again he opines that 
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V§¿abhadeva have commented upon the first two cantos along with the 

V§tti, but the commentary on the second canto is not available. The style 

of commentary is lucid that even those who do not enter into the realm of 

grammar can understand the verses and V§tti of VP by this commentary. 

This is probably the only ancient commentary available for the first canto, 

which follows the traditional style of commenting ø°stra works. The word 

Paddhati in Sanskrit signifies path, way, manner etc. Hence as the name 

indicates, this commentary pays a path to enter into the philosophical 

treatise VP. 

1.6.2.4.5. Dravyesa Jha 

 Sanskrit grammarians consider VP as authentic as MB of Ptj. Hence 

this text has been included in the curriculum from old days. The verses of 

VP are so complicated that even the students of grammar are not able to 

understand the meaning easily. Hence some scholars have written 

commentaries to enter the students easily into the text. Dravyesa Jha, a 

famous scholar in Sanskrit grammar composed a commentary 

Pratyek°rthaprak°øik° on the first canto of VP, in this dimension. This 

was published from Vrindavan in 1926. The commentary is only for the 

verses of VP, but not for the V§tti. While we go through the commentary, 

it can be noted that the author puts his mind on a brief meaning of each 
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verse. He had no intentions to compose an elaborated commentary to untie 

the complicated issues which are conceived in the k°rikas of Bh. 

1.6.2.4.6. Suryanarayana Sukla 

 Bh°vaprad¢pa, a commentary on the Brahmak°∏∑a of VP is written 

by Suryanarayana Sukla, which was published initially in 1937. Later it 

was published from Chaukhamba Sanskrit Sansthan, Varanasi, which has 

many editions also. 

The author acknowledge his intension to write this commentary in 

the text as follows:  

tasya paramop°deyat°m°locya tattatparik¿°dhyak¿ai≈ vy°kara∏°c°rya 

parik¿°y°m niveøitasya tasya yath°rtham arth°vabodh°ya 

saralavy°khy°m anvi¿yadbhi≈ ch°trai≈ tadal°bhena pr°rthitena may° 

V°kyapad¢yabh°vaprad¢pan°mn¢ vy°khy° viracayya 

viøveøvaracara∏akamalayo≈ samarpya bhavat°∆ karakamalayo≈ 

upah°r¢kriyate. (S Sukla, 1937, acknowledgement)  

We can understand from this passage that this commentary is also actually 

intended for the students to have a clear idea of the verses of VP. In a 

thorough evaluation, we can say that this is equally helpful for the scholars 

also. The commentator says about the nature of the commentary in the 

opening verse as ñ 
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 prad¢pas°h°yyam av°pya bh°øyam 

 vig°hya tantr°ntaram °gam°møca 

 vitanyate V°kyapad¢yabh°va- 

 prad¢pa e¿o' titar°mud°ra≈. (S Sukla, 1) 

This verse shows that he wrote Bh°vaprad¢pa commentary, 

absorbing the views from MB of Ptj along with the commentary Prad¢pa 

by Kaiya∂a as well as other tantras or schools of thought. He quotes from 

other texts also to give a clear idea of Bh's verses, wherever necessary. 

While commenting upon the 31
st
 k°rik° of VP, Sukla quotes from 

·lokav°rtika. In the same manner he refers to many other texts, which 

makes the commentary lucid as well as authentic. 

1.6.2.4.7. Raghunatha Sarma 

 Raghunatha Sarma, a famous Sanskrit scholar not only in Grammar 

but in other Schools of thought, wrote a commentary on VP, which is 

equally praised by scholars and students. Probably this commentary, 

named Amb°kartr¢ is the only commentary available for the whole text of 

VP along with the V§tti. In addition to this, he has included all the 

available authentic commentaries in his work. In the introduction to this 

commentary on the first book of VP, K A S Iyer describes that the present 

commentary is helpful for students as well as scholars (Introduction, 2006, 
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p.11). All the three cantos of VP along with the commentary Amb°kartr¢ 

have been published from Sampurnananda Sanskrit Visvavidyalaya, 

Varanasi. The Amb°kartr¢ commentary of the first canto of VP is 

published along with the Svopajµav§tti, while the second canto is with the 

Svopajµav§tti and T¢k° of Pu∏yar°ja and the third canto is with the 

Prak¢r∏aprak°øa of Hel°r°ja. Hence this edition can be taken as a 

complete reference about the text VP. 

 Sarma took 16 years to complete his commentary Amb°kartr¢ on 

the whole VP. He admits that he wrote commentary on the first book of 

VP by studying the verses and V§tti of Bh and Paddhati commentary of 

V§¿abhadeva (acknowledgement). Though Raghunatha Sarma admits that 

he follows the commentary of V§¿abhadeva, this commentary can be 

considered an independent work. 

1.6.2.4.8. Vamadeva Acarya 

 Vamadeva Acarya wrote a commentary on the first canto of VP, 

which is named Pratibh°. This is a bilingual commentary both in Sanskrit 

and Hindi.  This is a later commentary published in 1987 from 

Chaukhamba Sanskrit Sansthan, Varanasi. Apart from following the 

traditional way of commenting a ø°stra text, Vamadeva Acarya had a new 

approach to VP. The text has an elaborated preface, which expounds the 

ideas of Bh in a new dimension. 
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1.6.2.4.9. Dr. K A Subramania Iyer 

 Dr. K A Subramania Iyer, a versatile scholar in more than one 

school of thought has set forth orginal concepts on Bh and VP. He has 

critically edited all the three cantos VP along with the authentic 

commentaries. The first canto of VP is edited with the V§tti and the 

ancient commentary Paddhati of V§¿abhadeva from Deccan College, 

Pune. The second canto is edited with the V§tti and Ÿ¢k° of Pu∏yar°ja, 

which has been published from Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi. He compiled 

and edited the third canto along with the Prak°øa commentary of Hel°r°ja 

in two parts, which is published in Deccan College Series. He also 

translated all the three k°∏∑as into English along with exegetical notes. A 

brief summary of the topics in each canto is also done by K A S Iyer. He 

has produced several orignal and authentic studies in the studies of Bh and 

VP. 

1.6.2.4.10. Dr. K Raghavan Pillai 

There are several scholars from Kerala, who have endeavoured in 

the studies oh VP and Bh. Dr. K Raghavan Pillai, who had been the 

Director and Professor of Sanskrit in the Oriental Research Institute and 

Manuscripts Library, Kerala University for a long time, have produced 

notable contributions in this regard. He has edited and translated the first 
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two cantos of VP into English. Though several translations of VP are 

available, this translation is unique in its rendition. In the present 

translation, each verse is preceded by an introduction and followed by 

summary, commentary and notes. Dr. Pillai himself states that this style of 

translation will be helpful for the readers to comprehend the main points 

of each verse. He acknowledges that the style of the translation is similar 

to the one rendered to a øi¿ya by a Guru in the traditional way. The 

Translation consists of a brief but scholarly introduction, which is useful 

to both students and researchers. 

1.6.2.4.11. Prof. M H Sastri 

Some scholars from Kerala also have commented upon and 

translated VP into Malayalam. Prof. M H Sastri, who was a great scholar 

in more than one school of thought, wrote a commentary named 

Hariharaputr¢yam. As the author says, he had an intention to write this 

commentary in Malayalam, but with the inspiration of some students, he 

decided to compose it in Sanskrit, English and Malayalam. The author's 

name was actually Hariharaputra and hence the work was named 

Hariharaputr¢yam. 



 

 

Chapter 2 

Perspectives on the Concept of Sentence in 

Indian Systems of Knowledge 

 

2.1.   ·abda: A Valid Source of Knowledge 

 As we know the prime use of language or øabda is communication. 

Da∏∑in, the famous rhetorician affirms that all the three worlds would be 

in blinding darkness unless the light called øabda had shone all around us 

(1.4). Usually øabda conveys information to the listeners hitherto 

unknown. Information, goods and whatever we wish to have, we gain 

them with the help of øabda. Thus, øabda makes human life possible. 

These are the probable implications of this verse. Here the face of 

language, which is used for communication, is unveiled. In 

communication, language is a signifier or sa¥keta, which is popular in a 

society. In a particular society, certain meanings are assigned to a word 

and hence we should be familiar to those assignations (sa¥keta) to 

communicate with that society. In this communicative level of language, 

words, which are the group of syllables, are only symbols of the meaning. 

This primary level of language is well said by Ptj in the passage "athav° 
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prat¢tapad°rthako loke dhvani≈ øabda ityucyate. tasm°d dhvani≈ øabda≈" 

(MB, 1984, p.12). But before the utterance, the speaker conceives an idea, 

which is to be expressed and this is also considered as øabda by Sanskrit 

grammarians. We can trace this level of language also in MB, where Ptj 

defines øabda as:- "yenocc°ritena s°sn°l°¥g£lakakudakhuravi¿°∏in°∆ 

sampratyayo bhavati sa øabda≈" (1984, p.11). In this passage, the term 

'sampratyaya' signifies the idea, which is manifested in the hearer's mind 

and is defined as øabda. Without these conceptions, an utterance could not 

be happened. At this point, language possesses a philosophical 

perspective. Hence we can analyse øabda or language in two distinct 

perspectives viz. from the point of view of communication and that of 

philosophy. Both the perspectives have attracted linguists as well.  

Apart from mere communication, øabda unveils information that is 

not known to us, till it is uttered. Thus, øabda can be accepted as a source 

of valid knowledge. In Indian Philosophy, Vaiøe¿ikas and C°rv°kas do not 

accept the validity of øabdapram°∏a, arguing that it can be included in 

inference. While the preceptors of Ny°ya and M¢m°∆s° accept øabda as a 

distinct pram°∏a, which is a source of valid knowledge. Naiy°yikas like 

Jayantabha∂∂a, Jagad¢øa and Gad°dhara refute the arguments of Vaiøe¿ikas 

and C°rv°kas and put forth much logic to establish øabda as a different 

means of knowledge. 
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 Grammarians give prime position to øabda, for their whole science 

is relied on it. This is evidently accepted by Ptj as: "øabdapram°∏ak° 

vayam, yacchabda °ha tadasm°kam pram°∏am" (MB, 1984, p.56). Bh, in 

accordance with Ptj, accepts the superiority of øabda among the sources of 

valid knowledge. After establishing øabda as the essence of the whole 

world saying that it is word that form the basis of meaning, purposes, 

activities and truth (VP, 1-13). Bh remarks that Vedas are the soul means 

of attaining this principle of language. Bh presents a keen discussion about 

the authenticity of Vedas. Vedas are also in the form of øabda and hence 

the authenticity of øabda as a valid source of knowledge can be 

established. 

2.2. ·abdapram°∏a and Sentence 

 ·abda is accepted as a distinct pram°∏a by most of the 

schools of thought born and developed in India. Therefore, the followers 

of each school have to define øabda in accordance with their 

preconceptions. In general, philosophers use the term øabda to denote 

word as well as sentence. Gautama defines øabda in the aphorism 

"°ptopadeøa≈ øabda≈" (1.1.7), which says that øabda is that which is 

uttered by a trustworthy person. The commentators explain the 

characteristics of a trustworthy person. A trustworthy person is he, who 

has the knowledge of objects conducive to the attainment of what is 
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beneficial and the avoidance of what is harmful. It is to be noted that the 

sentence uttered by the trustworthy person should consist of words having 

mutual expectancy (°k°¥k¿°), congruity (yogyat°) and proximity 

(sannidhi). Then only it can be accepted as valid verbal testimony or 

øabdapram°∏a. Thus the commentators interpret this aphorism, by 

elaborating the word upadeøa into the context of verbal testimony. The 

word upadeøa signifies the medium, through which something is 

communicated. It is generally accepted by almost all philosophers that 

sentence is the basic unit of communication, through which a complete 

idea hitherto unknown is communicated. Thus the definitions of øabda by 

various philosophers can be applied only to sentence, neither to words nor 

to syllables. Mutual expectancy, congruity and proximity are the qualities 

of a sentence, but not of a word. V°caspatimiøra in his commentary on 

Ny°yav°rtika, clearly states that the word upadeøa denotes the cognition 

of sentence-meaning ("upadiøyate' nena iti upadeøo v°kyajµ°nam", 1967, 

p.173). Jagad¢øa airs his idea about øabdapram°∏a in the opening verse of 

·abdaøaktiprak°øik°, a treatise on verbal testimony of the Ny°ya School. 

 anubhavahetu≈ sakale sadya≈ samup°sit° manuje 

s°k°¥k¿°sann° ca sv°rthe yogy° sarasvat¢ dev¢. (1) 

Goddess Sarasvat¢ is worshipped in this verse. Equivocally he refers to 

øabdapram°∏a, which should be s°ka¥k¿am (having mutual expectancy), 
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°sannam (proximate) and yogyam (congruent). These characteristics of 

øabda obviously denote a sentence. 

Ga¥geøa defines øabdapram°∏a in his Tattvacint°ma∏i as: "atha 

øabdo nir£pyate. prayogahetubh£t°rthatattvajµ°najanya≈ øabda≈ 

pram°∏am"(1). According to him, the word, which is caused by the 

speaker's knowledge of facts and which causes an utterance of that word, 

only can be taken as øabdapram°∏a. 

In Tarkasa¥graha, Annambha∂∂a defines øabda as; "°ptav°kya∆ 

øabda≈" (1971, p.65). He is also of the view that øabda is the sentence, 

uttered by a trustworthy person. Govardhana, while commenting on this 

statement, says that a trustworthy person is the person who has the 

knowledge of an object which is the cause of verbal expression 

(Ny°yabodhin¢, 1971, p.65). In all these definitions, the word øabda is 

used in the technical sense of a sentence. 

M¢m°∆s° philosophy contributed much in the scenario of 

ø°bdabodha or verbal cognition. This school admits the unquestioned 

authenticity of Vedas, which are in the form of øabda. Thus øabdapram°∏a 

is one of the most important valid sources of knowledge in this 

philosophy. They also accept øabdapram°∏a in the form of sentence. 

·abara, the author of the Bh°¿ya of M¢m°∆s° S£tras, opines that "ø°stram 
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øabdavijµ°n°d asannik§¿∂e' rthe vijµ°nam" (Under Jaimini, 1.1.5). He 

clarifies this statement saying that "ya≈ øabda≈ svavi¿ayakajµ°nena 

m°n°ntarapr°pt°b°dhit°rthajµ°na∆ janayati sa pram°∏am". That word, 

which is already known and gives rise to the cognition and that is not 

known by any other valid means of knowledge or pram°∏a and also not 

contradicted subsequently, is known as øabdapram°∏a. Here, the word 

which gives rise to the cognition is also in the form of a sentence. 

Ved°nta also accepts øabdapram°∏a as a distinct valid source of 

knowledge. Ved°ntadeøika defines øabdapram°∏a as "an°pt°nuktav°kyam 

øabda≈" (Quoted by Ramanuja Tatacharya, Introduction, 2005, p.9). 

According to this definition, the sentence, which is not uttered by an 

untrustworthy person, is the valid source of knowledge. In this statement, 

he uses two negatives 'na', to affirm that the sentence uttered by a 

trustworthy person only should be considered as authentic. Thus, it can be 

applied to both Vedas, which are not uttered by anyone as well as secular 

statements, uttered by a trustworthy person. While in his 

Ved°ntaparibh°¿°, Dharmar°ja Adhvarin puts forth a different opinion 

that "yasya v°kyasya t°tparyavi¿ay¢bh£ta≈ sa∆sarga≈ m°n°ntare∏a na 

b°dhyate tad v°kya∆ pram°∏am iti" (1985, p.208). Here, the sentence 

which gives rise to a valid cognition of the relation between the words and 

is not cancelled by any other pram°∏a subsequently, is accepted as the 
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valid source of knowledge. In both the definitions, the term v°kya is used 

and hence they also admit the authenticity of øabda. Hence it can be 

concluded that almost all Indian schools of thought, who accept 

øabdapram°∏a, accept it in the form of sentence.  

2.3. Defining Sentence: Various Views 

It is observed here that Indian philosophies have given øabda a 

prime position in their metaphysic and epistemology. Technically 

speaking, philosophies like M¢m°∆s° and Ny°ya as well as the School of 

Vy°kara∏a have contributed much to the analysis of the concept of øabda. 

They have analysed words, sentences and their meaning in a scientific 

way. In addition to this, they have also discussed various philosophical as 

well as linguistic problems regarding words, sentences and their meaning.  

Since these schools of thought accept øabda in the form of sentence 

as one among the pram°∏as, they have tried to define sentence in their 

own perspectives. Ancient texts of Indian philosophy have discussed about 

the concepts of V°k, øabda etc, but none of them specifically define a 

sentence. A reference can be seen in B§haddevat° that a sentence is the 

sa¥gh°ta or collection of words ("padasa¥gh°tajam v°kyam", 2.117). 

Amarasi∆ha gives two definitions of sentence; as a group of verbs and 

nouns and as a verb, which is connected with k°rakas ("supti¥antacayo 
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v°kya∆ kriy° v° k°rak°nvit°", 1.6.2). Later, many scholars in different 

branches of knowledge have tried to define sentence in manifold ways 

according to their perspectives. This chapter tries to converge various 

views on the concept of sentence and sentence-meaning in Indian systems 

of knowledge. 

2.3.1. Sentence According to the M¢m°∆s° School 

 M¢m°∆s° is the oldest system among the Indian Schools of 

thought, that tries to define a sentence. As stated, an early simple 

definition is seen in B§haddevat°, one of the ancient works in M¢m°∆s° 

(2.117). It is in the M¢m°∆s°s£tras of Jaimini that we first come across 

the real definition of a sentence. He states that "arthaikatv°d eka∆ v°kya∆ 

s°k°¥k¿a∆ cedvibh°ge sy°t" (2.1.46), which can be explained as, a group 

of words serving a single purpose forms a sentence, if on analysis, the 

separate words are found to have °k°¥k¿° or mutual expectancy. Kunjunni 

Raja opines that M¢m°∆sakas enunciate this principle so as to deal with 

the passages of Yajurveda (1963, p.152). ·abara also explains this 

aphorism as referring to the Vedic mantras only, and the term 'arthaikatva' 

is interpreted in the sense of 'serving a single purpose' ("y°vanti pad°ni 

eka∆ prayojanam abhinirvartayanti t°vanti pad°ni eka∆ v°kyam", under 

Jaimini, 2.2.26). 
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 Though Jaimini coined this definition for explaining the Vedic 

sentences, it is capable of much more extended application. Bh reiterates 

this as one of the well-known definitions of sentence. 

s°k°¥k¿°vayavam bhede par°n°k°¥k¿aøabdakam 

karmapradh°nam gu∏avadek°rtham v°kyami¿yate. (VP, 2.4)  

Kum°rila also sets forth the same view that sentence is a group of words. 

He says: "it must be concluded that those words on hearing which we are 

clearly cognizant of a single idea, must be regarded as one sentence, either 

ordinary or of the mantra and br°hma∏a"(Tantrav°rtika, 1984, p.586). He 

explains the word 'arthaikatva' in the aphorism in the sense of 'single idea'. 

Among his followers, P°rthas°rathimiøra favours the view of ·abara and 

explains the word 'artha' in the sense of 'purpose' (Ganganatha Jha, 1942, 

p.190). Someøwarabha∂∂a in his Ny°yasudh° commentary, takes the term 

in the sense of 'meaning' to admit a wider scope of the definition (1984, 

p.681). ·°likan°tha refers to Prabh°kara's view in his Prakara∏apaµcik°. 

Here, it states that a sentence is a group of words ("pad°nyeva v°kyam. 

pad°rth° eva v°ky°rtha iti gurumatasthiti≈", 1961, p.377). Ganganatha Jha 

argues that according to Prabh°kara, the word 'artha' in the definition of 

Jaimini stands for 'meaning' as well as 'purpose', for both are interrelated. 

He says that the words of a sentence must be related to the purpose, which 

is the most important factor in a sentence (1942, p.190). If we analyse 
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these definitions, it may be noted that, like the Naiy°yikas, M¢m°∆sakas 

also accept the group of words as a sentence. But they lay stress on the 

necessity of °k°¥k¿° or syntactic expectancy among the words, in order to 

bring about the unity of idea or of purpose. Kunjunni Raja refers to some 

of the definitions of sentence found in ·rautas£tras, and he states that 

those definitions are based on the M¢m°∆s° views (1963, p.154). 

 M¢m°msakas do not admit a sentence as distinct from words and 

words as distinct from letters. ·abara refers to Upavar¿a, who says that the 

word 'gau' is constituted by the letters g, au and visarjn¢ya. Thus, syllables 

are comprehended by the sense of hearing and not anything different from 

it (Quoted by Tatacharya Introduction, 2005, p.15). ·abara then  explains 

how the letters attain the status of a word. The last syllable associated with 

the latent impressions born out of the cognitions of each preceding syllable 

which gives rise to the cognition of the word meaning. In the same way 

the last word associated with the latent impressions of each word gives 

rise to sentence meaning.  

 M¢m°∆s°kas refute the spho∂a theory and the concept of 

indivisibility of the sentence, formulated by the grammarians. But they 

maintain that the articulate phonemes are eternal. Tatacharya summarises 

the view of M¢m°∆s°kas as, øabda is none other than the articulated 
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syllables and they are eternal. They are associated together to form words 

and sentences.  

ørotragr°hy° var∏° eva øabda≈. te¿°meva v°cakatvam- 

arthapraty°yakatvam. te ka∏∂hat°lv°dyabhigh°tavya¥gy°≈ nity° 

vibhavaøca. ta eva var∏°≈ samudit°≈ 

padav°kyavyapadeøabh°jo'rthapraty°yak° ity°hu≈. (Tatacharya, 2005, 

p.115).  

Thus, the M¢m°∆s°kas admit the articulate phonemes are eternal, while 

the grammarians accept the eternity of sound in the form of sentence. 

2.3.2. Sentence according to the Ny°ya School 

Gautama, in his Ny°yas£tra, refers to the word 'V°kya' in the 

aphorism "v°kyavibh°gasya c°rthagraha∏°t" (2.1.161). But no precise 

definition of sentence is formulated by him. V°tsy°yana, in his 

commentary on the aphorism 2.1.54, states that a sentence consists of 

several units in the form of two or more words. Thus he considers 

sentence as that which is consisting of a group of words. Jayantabha∂∂a 

makes his opinion that the absence of any reference to the sentence in 

Ny°yas£tras shows that the early Naiy°yikas treated the sentence to be 

merely a combination of words ("ki∆ punarida∆ pada∆ n°ma, ki∆ ca 

v°kyam iti uktam atra var∏asam£ha≈ pada∆ padasam£ho v°kyamiti", 
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1970, p.143). V°caspatimiøra states that var∏as or syllables constitute a 

word and the collection of words denotes a sentence. He also opines that 

the semantic relation among word-meanings has been comprehended to 

give rise to the recollection of their meaning and then to the sentence-

meaning which is unknown hitherto ("tasm°t pad°ni k§tasa¥ket°ni 

sv°rtha∆ sm°rayitv° °k°¥k¿°-yogyat°-°satti-s°dhr¢c¢n°ni ad§¿∂ap£rva∆ 

v°ky°rtha∆ bodhayanti, 1967, p.178). Later scholars in Ny°ya consider 

sentence as not mere combination of words, but group of words possessing 

°k°¥k¿a, yogyat° and sannidhi. 

Among the later scholars, Keøavamiøra gives a vivid description 

about the nature of sentence in his Tarkabh°¿°. He defines sentence as the 

group of words possessing three qualities viz. °k°¥k¿° (verbal 

expectancy), yogyat° (congruity) and sannidhi (proximity) ("v°kya∆ tu 

°k°¥k¿°yogyat°sannidhimat°∆ pad°n°∆ sam£ha≈, 1995, p.121). Thus he 

says that a mere combination of words like 'gau≈, aøva≈, puru¿a≈, hast¢' 

etc. cannot be called a sentence, for it lacks verbal expectancy. Similarly 

the sentences like 'vahnin° siµcati' (spray with fire) is also not an authentic 

sentence as it lacks congruity. Fire cannot be taken as an instrument for 

the act of spraying. Similarly if one says the word 'g°m' and after a long 

interval, he says '°naya', it will not form a sentence because of the absence 
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of proximity. Thus, he mentions that sentence is a group of words, which 

have these peculiarities; 

(i)  Words produce the verbal expectancy in the listener's mind through 

the denotation of their meanings. 

(ii)  They convey meanings that are capable of being connected without 

contradiction. 

(iii)  They are close enough to produce the intended meaning without 

undue delay. (arthapratip°danadv°r° ørotu≈ pad°ntaravi¿ay°∆ 

v°k°¥k¿°∆ janayat°∆, prat¢yam°na-paraspar°nvaya-yogyat°rtha-

pratip°dak°n°∆, sannihit°n°∆ pad°n°∆ sam£ho v°kyam, 1995, 

p.125). 

 When compared to the Old School of Ny°ya, the Neo Logicians 

(Navya Naiy°yikas) have special interest in the concept of language and 

language analysis.  Dr. L C Mullatti, argues in his thesis The Navya Ny°ya 

Theory of Inference that the Neo Logicians gave much importance to 

sentences because of their special interest in the extra-linguistic entities, 

namely, cognitions. 

There was, in fact, an important reason, for the Navya Naiy°yikas' 

interest in sentences. Though they did not realise it, they were inevitably 

faced with the problem of individuation of the extra-linguistic entities 
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they allowed, namely, cognitions. Lacking any other principle of 

individuation, they were forced to rely on linguistic considerations 

(1972, p.40). 

This special emphasis on the concept of sentence and its analysis can be 

evidently seen in the works of Neo Logicians. 

 Udayana in his Ny°yakusum°µjali, one of the major works in the 

Navya Ny°ya School, affirms that sentence is only a group of words. He 

also states that the group of words is not different from the words, which 

are its constituents. It is also known to him that words, which do not have 

the syntactic expectancy (°k°¥k¿°), congruity (yogyat°) and proximity 

(sannidhi), do not constitute a sentence or verbal testimony (5.6). Another 

major work in this School, Tattvacint°ma∏i of Ga¥geøa too explains the 

nature of sentence as the group of words and it constitutes the cause of 

verbal cognition. He states that the words are the instrumental cause 

(kara∏am), the recollection of word-meaning is the intermediate cause 

(vy°p°ra), the syntactic expectancy etc. are the auxiliary cause 

(sahak°rik°ra∏am) and the experience (anubhava) of the relation among 

the recollected word-meanings on the strength of the auxiliary cause is the 

fruit ("tasm°t padam kara∏a∆, pad°rthasmara∏a∆ vy°p°ra≈, 

°k°¥k¿°disahak°rivaø°t sm°rit°rth°nvay°nubhava≈ phalam", 1990, 

p.548). A statement from Tattvacint°ma∏i is referred to in the work 
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Ny°yakoøa as follows: "v°kya∆ padasam£ha≈. v°kyatva∆ ca 

viøi¿∂°rthaparaøabdatvam"(1978, p.730). It says that a sentence is a group 

of words; and the state of a sentence lies in giving rise to the cognition of 

the relation among the word-meanings. 

 ·abdaøaktiprak°øik° of Jagadiøa is one of the major works in Navya 

Ny°ya, which specially focuses on the language theory of Naiy°yikas. He 

elaborately discusses on the nature of sentence. According to him, 

sentence is a group of words having mutual syntactic expectancy 

(°k°¥k¿°) etc. and which is conducive to give rise to a unified awareness 

of the connected meanings of the words ("athav° y°d§øaøabd°n°∆ 

y°d§ø°rthavi¿ayakabodha∆ pratyanuk£l° paraspar°k°¥k¿°, 

t°d§øaøabdastoma eva tath°vidh°rthe v°kyam", 2002, p.12). Annambha∂∂a 

also says that a word is that which have a semantic potential and a 

sentence is a group of such words ("øakta∆ padam. v°kya∆ 

padasam£ha≈", Tarkasa¥graha, 1971, p.151). Thus it can be concluded 

that Naiy°yikas accept sentence as a group of words having syntactic 

expectancy, congruity and proximity. 

 According to them, the collective form is not different from its units 

or parts and therefore a sentence is not different from the articulated 

alphabets. But how the articulated alphabets can be perceived as a 
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sentence is the problem to be solved. V°tsy°yana, in his Ny°yabh°¿ya, 

tries to explain how the sentence is not distinct from the phonemes. 

v°kyasthe¿u khalu var∏e¿£ccaratsu prativar∏am t°vat ørava∏a∆ bhavati. 

øruta∆ var∏amekamaneka∆ v° padabh°vena pratisandhatte. 

pratisandh°ya pada∆ vyavasyati. sambaddh°∆øca pad°rth°n g§h¢tv° 

v°ky°rtha∆ pratipadyate. (3.2.59)  

It is Jayantabha∂∂a who discusses the matter elaborately in his 

Ny°yamaµjar¢. He says that initially, the cognition of the first phoneme is 

awakened and it is followed by its latent impression. Then the cognition of 

the second phoneme, followed by its latent impression takes place. In this 

manner, the latent impressions are awakened till the cognition of the last 

phoneme. In the end, when the last phoneme is heard, there occurs a single 

recollection comprehending all the phonemes and is the word. In the same 

way, there takes place the cognition of the first word followed by its latent 

impression and by the recollection of its significative relation to its 

meaning simultaneously. Thus the word-meaning is also cognised, 

followed by its latent impression. The same continues till the cognition of 

the last word. Thus due to the previous latent impressions, a recollection 

comprehending all the words is occurred and is the sentence. There 

happens another recollection based upon the latent impressions of all the 

word-meanings comprehending the meaning of the last word and is the 
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sentence-meaning (6.2). Similar view can be seen in Ny°yal¢l°vat¢ also as 

"ki∆ tarhi pr°tipadikam? kramavadvar∏asa∆hatiriti br£ma≈" (Quoted by 

Tatacharya, 2005, p.115). 

 Naiy°yikas, in contradiction with grammarians, do not accept the 

eternity of øabda. They refute the theory of Spho∂a and the theory of 

sentence indivisibility, formulated by grammarians. Gautama refutes the 

view of øabdanityatva saying that øabda is not eternal, as it has a 

beginning and an end ("°dimatv°t-aindriyakatv°t k§takatv°t-upac°r°cca", 

2.2.13). As described, logicians accept sentence as an aggregate of 

phonemes. According to them, word is the meaningful unit of language 

("øaktam padam", Tarkasa¥graha, 1971, p.151). They refute the theory of 

spho∂a and the theory of indivisibility of sentence because they hold that a 

word or a sentence becomes the source of valid knowledge when it is 

uttered by a trustworthy person. Spho∂a, being eternal, does not owe its 

existence to a trustworthy person (Punitha Sarma, 1998, p.80). 

2.3.3. Sentence According to the School of Vy¡kara¸a 

 In the science of grammar, the early preceptors P, Kty and Ptj, also 

known as Trimuni, pointed out some aspects of sentence in their works. P 

has not given a vivid definition of sentence in his monumental work 

A¿∂°dhy°y¢. But there are two occasions, where P hinted his views on 
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sentence. He refers to the term 'v°kya' in the aphorism "v°kyasya ∂e≈ pluta 

ud°tta≈" (8.2.82). The whole idea of P about sentence can be traced in the 

aphorism "samartha≈ padavidhi≈" (2.1.1). Usually, M¢m°∆s°kas are 

considered to be the first to promulgate the necessity of °k°¥k¿° among 

the meanings of the words in a sentence in order to bring about the unity 

of idea. But the necessity for interdependence of words to give a unified 

meaning was recognised even earlier by P, who conceived the concept of 

°k°¥k¿° by the word 'samartha' ("samartha≈ padavidhi≈, 2.1.1). This term 

has been variously interpreted by the commentators of P. Ptj states that 

according to some, the word s°marthya denotes vyapek¿° or mutual 

connection pertaining to the meaning ("parasparavyapek¿°∆ 

s°marthyameke", MB, 1991, p.365). This interpretation is similar to the 

concept of °k°¥k¿° given by the Mim°∆sakas. Kty explains the term 

s°marthya as ek°rth¢bh°va or unification of meaning ("p§thagarth°n°m 

ek°rth¢bhava≈ s°marthyam, under P, 2.1.1). This implies the capability of 

words to make compounds in which, different words with different 

meanings are infused together to signify a unified meaning. This 

explanation of the term s°marthya seems analogous to the condition of 

arthaikatva formulated by Jaimini, if it is interpreted as unity of meaning 

(Raja, 1963, p.155). Here P intends to say that the words are capable of 

forming either a sentence or a compound. When words possess 
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ek°rth¢bh°vas°marthya or the capability of giving a unified sense, they 

could make compound words, losing their individual meanings and 

acquire a special signification. Similarly when the words possess 

vyapek¿°r£pas°marthya, they could make sentences, in which they retain 

their own meanings, but are mutually related. Commentators like Kaiya∂a 

are of this opinion; he says "iha vyapek¿°y°m sam°so na bhavati, 

ek°rth¢bh°ve v°kya∆ neti" (Under P, 2.1.1). Haradatta, in his work 

Padamaµjar¢, states that both ek°rth¢bh°va and vyapek¿° are necessary in 

a compound word, because in the absence of mutual connection of 

meanings, words are not allowed to form a compound (Under P, 2.1.1). 

We can infer from these discussions that P has summarised all his ideas 

about sentence in the word samartha. 

 In Sanskrit Grammar, it was Kty, who did the first attempt to define 

a sentence. Ptj remarks that "idam ady°p£rvam kriyate v°kyasa∆jµ° 

sam°nav°ky°dhik°raøca" (MB, under P 2.1.1). Some scholars hold that 

because of this reason, Kty was also known as V°kyak°ra (Dr. 

Dhanurdhara Jha, 2002, p.5). Kty defines sentence in two perspectives as 

"ekati¥v°kyam" and "°khy°ta∆ s°vyayak°rakaviøe¿a∏a∆ v°kyam" 

(Under P, 2.1.1). The former definition states that sentence is that which 

has one finite verb. But this definition is somewhat absurd in nature. There 

are obviously sentences having more than one finite verb like 'paøya m§go 
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dh°vati' (behold, the animal runs). Later grammarians accept this as a 

single sentence as it gives a unified sense. Thus Kaiya∂a interprets this 

definition in a different perspective as "eka≈, sam°na≈ ti¥ yasmin tat 

ekati¥" (Under P 2.1.1). Thus, from the formal surface level approach, 

such a sentence may be considered as a complex one made up of two 

simple sentences. But at the deep structure level, it has a semantic unity 

and thus it is considered as a single sentence. Thus Kty proposes the latter 

definition.  According to this, there is only one verb in a sentence, the 

meaning of which is the primary substantive (viøe¿ya) and the other words 

(including verbs) are adjectives (viøe¿a∏a) of the main verb. Thus in the 

above sentence, though there are two verbs, the meaning of the one 

(paøya) is the primary substantive and the meaning of the other (dh°vati) 

is only its attribute (viøe¿a∏a).  

2.3.4. Sentence According to Other Schools 

 The subdivisions of the School of Ved°nta viz. Advaita, 

Vi¿i¿∂°dvaita and Dvaita Schools also deny the eternity of øabda, 

advocated by Bh and the concept of spho∂a. Though any of these schools 

do not emphasise the concept of language and language analysis in the 

technical discussions, some glimpses can be found in several works of 

these schools. Advatins admit that, letters, the objects of recollection, 

which results from the latent impressions born out of each letter, is the 
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word or sentence. ·a¥kara states that the letters generate the notion of a 

word thanks to their definite sequence (Under 1.3.28). This school also 

admit the necessity of syntactic expectancy etc. of words in a sentence. 

The Viøi¿∂°dvaitins as well as Dvaitins also accept the same view as of 

·a¥kara. According to them, letters constitute a word and the words 

constitute a sentence (Tatacharya, Introduction, 2005, p.xxx) 

 The S°¥khya system, like the Naiy°yikas, views sentence as the 

group of words and a word as the group of phonemes. The followers of 

this school reject the spho∂a theory of the grammarians 

("prat¢tyaprat¢tibhy°m na spho∂°tmaka≈ øabda≈", S°¥khyas£tra, 5.57) and 

the theory of eternity of letters, advocated by the M¢m°∆sakas ("na 

øabdanityatvam k°ryat°prat¢te≈", S°¥khyas£tra, 5.58). In the Yoga 

system, the nature of sentence is explained in the aphorism 

"øabd°rthapratyay°n°mitaretar°dhy°s°t sa¥kara≈ tatpravibh°gasamyam°t 

sarvabh£tarutajµ°nam" (3.17). According to this aphorism, the letters are 

uttered in a particular order and they become the content of a single 

cognition and thus constitute a single unit, word. Though the word is 

manifested by the final letter along with the latent impressions of previous 

letters, it does not have any reference to the sequence of letters. Thus the 

Yoga School accepts the nature of sentence similar to that of Grammarians 

(Tatacharya, Introduction, 2005, p.xxxiii). 
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2.4. Nature of Sentence-Meaning: Various Perspectives 

 Most of the Indian Schools of thought admit that a sentence is 

composed of words. They also accept that words have potentiality of 

expressing definite meanings. When they are connected together, a single 

cognition is awakened and is the sentence meaning.  The preceptors of 

various branches of learning have been enquired this relation among the 

words in a sentence and their meanings, through which they are 

semantically connected to give a unified sense. This resulted in various 

theories regarding the cognition of the meaning of a sentence and is 

generally called theories of ø°bdabodha (verbal cognition). 

 If these theories of verbal cognition advocated by various 

philosophers are analysed, two distinct perspectives on the concept of 

ø°bdabodha can be found. They are Kha∏∑aø°bdabodha (import by parts) 

and Akha∏∑aø°bdabodha (unitary import). In the first perspective, the 

import is produced by parts. Here, each word in the sentence is analysed 

on the basis of its attributives like kart§tva, karmatva etc. The Akha∏∑a 

school of ø°bdabodha implies the verbal import of the sentence as opposed 

to that by parts. Here, the entire meaning of the sentence is conveyed and 

thus in most of the ø°stra works, the term ø°bdabodha refers only to the 

unitary import (Veluri  Subba Rao,1969, p. 4).   
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2.4.1. M¢m°∆sakas' View on Sentence-Meaning 

 M¢m°∆sakas generally maintain that sentence-meaning is the 

word-meaning related to another word-meaning. ·abara states that 

sentence-meaning is the aggregate of the meanings of its parts. He 

emphasizes that sentence-meaning is neither without any basis, nor is 

based upon the significative relation (Under Jaimini, 1.1.7). Again he 

stresses upon the point that sentence-meaning is not the significance of 

words. Thus, a word-meaning, which is not related to another word-

meaning do not constitute the sentence-meaning (Under Jaimini, 3.2.1.1).  

According to him, a word conveys the universal (s°m°nya) while a 

sentence conveys a particular (viøe¿a) (Under Jaimini, 1.1.24). This 

statement is explained in B§hat¢ as: a sentence conveys a particular, 

because of the interconnection of word-meanings. The state of words 

which are not connected to each other is universal (Under Jaimini, 1.1.24). 

When isolated, a word signifies its meaning, which is universal in nature. 

For example when one says 'øukl°m g°m °naya', the word 'øukl°m' in 

isolation signifies the white colour, which is universal. Similarly the word 

'g°m' in isolation denotes any cow, which is not characterised by its 

colour. When these words come together to form a sentence they lose their 

universal significance and denote a connected sense, which is particular.  

·abara repeats the same view in several contexts in his commentary 
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("viøi¿∂°rthasa∆pratyayaøca v°ky°rtha≈", Under Jaimini, 1.1.25; 

"pad°rthai≈ sa∆sk§ta≈ pi∏∑ita≈ artha≈ v°ky°rtha≈", 1.1.8.32). The 

conclusive view of ·abara on sentence-meaning is that, the meanings of 

words, which are universal in nature, when connected together, gives the 

sentence meaning, which is particular. Thus the meaning of a sentence is 

none other than sa∆sarga (interconnection) of its constituent words.  

 In Tantrav°rtika, it is stated that "°k§tipad°rthapak¿e øuklathva-

gotvayo≈ swar£pe∏a abhihitayo≈ sannidh°n°t itaretar°nuraµjanam 

arthasidhabhedam v°ky°rtha≈" (2.1.14.46). Here, the word 

'itaretar°nuraµjanam' refers to sa∆sarga (interconnection of words). 

·°likan°tha describes the nature of sentence-meaning from the point of 

view of Prabh°kara. He states that a sentence is the collection of words 

and the word meanings together constitute the sentence-meaning. But it is 

to be noted that, one word-meaning is primary and when it is associated 

with the meanings of the other words in a sentence, which are secondary, 

gives the sentence-meaning (Tatacharya, Introduction, 2005, p.25).  

 After hearing the words in a sentence, the listener manifests a 

unitary sense, by the mutual association of word-meanings. Here, it may 

be doubted that, whether this unitary sense is manifested directly from the 

collection of the words, or indirectly through the recollection of the 

meanings of the individual words that comprises it. These two views give 
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rise to two theories of explaining the comprehension of the meaning of a 

sentence namely Anvit°bhidh°na and Abhihit°nvaya theories. The 

Pr°bh°kara School of M¢m°∆s° and its followers take the former view, 

while the Bh°∂∂a School of M¢m°∆s° and some of the Naiy°yikas accept 

the Abhihit°nvaya theory of verbal comprehension. 

2.4.1.1. Abhihit°nvaya and Anvit°bhidh°na Theories of Sentence- 

Meaning 

If every word has its own definite meaning, how is it possible for a 

sentence, which is only a collection of words, to have a unified meaning? 

The same problem arises in the case of compound words also (Raja, 1963, 

p.191). At this point, various philosophers hold different theses. Bh 

presents his views on these theories by presenting the V°kyav°din-

Padav°din controversy discussed in the second canto of VP. Among them, 

Abhihit°nvayav°da and Anvit°bhidh°nav°da are the most important 

theories. These two views explain how a sentence is imported to cognize 

the meaning of it.  

2.4.1.1.1. Abhihit°nvaya Theory 

According to this theory, each word in a sentence expresses a 

complete meaning, which can be comprehended separately. When a 

sentence is heard, the listener first understands the separate meanings of 
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the words one after the other. The isolated word-meanings, expressed 

successively by the words are put together by the collective memory of the 

listener which is termed as sam£h°la∆banasm§ti. The individual word 

meanings are remembered separately until all the words are heard. Then 

the simultaneous cognition of the sentence-meaning takes place by putting 

together these word-meanings according to the three factors namely 

°k°¥k¿°, yogyat° and sannidhi. The listeners can cognize the meaning of 

the sentence by this process. Thus the followers of this theory advocate 

that the meaning of a sentence is a concatenation of the individual 

meanings expressed by its parts (Raja, 1963, p.203).  

Kunjunni Raja suggests that this theory is deep-rooted in the views 

of the great grammarian V°japy°yana and thus it is one of the earliest 

theories about the nature of sentence-meaning. V°japy°yana advocates 

that the meaning of the sentence is sa∆sarga or the mutual association of 

the individual word-meanings (Raja, 1963, p.205). Abhihit°nvayav°dins 

argue that ·abara seems to refer to this theory when he says: "pad°ni hi 

sva∆ svam artham abhid°ya niv§ttavy°p°r°∏i, athed°n¢∆ pad°rth°vagata≈ 

santo v°ky°rtha∆ gamayanti"(Under Jaimini, 1.1.25).  In a sentence, 

words cease to function after expressing their own meanings. Then the 

meanings of the words, thus known, give rise to the sentence meaning. 

Kum°rilabha∂∂a, the founder of the Bh°∂∂a School propagated this theory 
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by giving it an important role in his philosophy. He affirms that the 

meaning of the sentence is always conveyed by the meanings of the words 

expressed by the individual words ("pad°rthai≈ padavijµ°tai≈ v°ky°rtha≈ 

pratip°dyate", 1983, p.445). According to him, a sentence cannot signify a 

meaning, independent of its parts. Words in a sentence first express their 

meaning independently and then the connection among these word-

meanings is established. This leads to the cognition of sentence-meaning 

and the three requisites °k°¥k¿°, yogyat° and sannidhi constitute the 

grounds of relationship among word-meanings (1983, p.455). 

Many preceptors rightly observed that the sentence-meaning is 

something more than the sum of the individual word-meanings. Ptj is in 

favour of this view, when he states "yadatr°dhikyam v°ky°rtha≈ sa≈" 

(MB, 1991, p.462). Bh also explains the nature of sentence-meaning in the 

similar manner. 

sa∆bandhe sati yattvanyad°dhikyam upaj°yate 

v°ky°rthameva ta∆ pr°huranekapadasa∆ørayam. (VP, 2.42)  

Mamma∂abha∂∂a describes this view vividly in his K°vyaprak°øa. 

He says that when the meanings of the different words in a sentence are 

related with one another on the basis of mutual expectancy etc. some 
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additional signification is known, which is distinct from the totality of the 

separate word-meanings  

°k°¥k¿°yogyat°sannidhivaø°t pad°rth°n°∆ samanvaye t°tpary°rtho 

viøe¿avapurapad°rtho' pi v°ky°rtha≈ samullasat¢ti 

abhihit°nvayav°din°∆ matam. (2.6)  

This additional meaning is called in various names such as v°ky°rtha, 

sa∆sarga and t°tpary°rtha. 

How is this sa∆sarga conveyed? Where does this additional 

meaning come from? These vexed questions need to be explained to 

understand the Abhihit°nvaya theory better. The individual words are not 

capable to convey the special signification, for they cease to function after 

expressing their individual meanings. Between the words and sentence-

meaning, there lie the word-meanings and thus, word-meanings convey 

the sentence-meaning in the form of sa∆sarga. This view of 

Abhihit°nvayav°dins is well explained in M°nameyodaya (93). The 

followers of Bh°∂∂a School claim that sentence-meaning is conveyed by 

the secondary power of words ("v°ky°rtho lak¿yam°∏o hi sarvatraiveti 

na≈ sthiti≈", Kum°rilabha∂∂a, quoted in Tattvabindu, 1936, p.153).  

Naiy°yikas also admit the theory of Abhihit°nvaya, with slight 

differences. But according to them, the sentence-meaning is only the 
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mutual relation of word-meanings. Navya Naiy°yikas like Udayana and 

Ga¥geøa reject the Anvit°bhidh°na point of view and advocates the 

Abhihit°nvaya theory of verbal cognition. But this view differs slightly 

from that of Kum°rila. According to them, the word-meanings do not 

constitute the cause of verbal cognition, but the words alone constitute 

such a cause. The words give rise to the recollection of their meanings, 

which, owing to °k°¥k¿°, get themselves related to one another and the 

relation is the sentence-meaning (Ny°yakusum°µjali, 1980, p.216; 

Tattvacint°ma∏i, 1990, p.548-549). Jayanta examines both the views of 

verbal comprehension in his Ny°yamaµjar¢ and records two views, viz. 

anv¢yam°n°bhidh°na and Abhidh¢yam°n°nvaya. Rejecting these two 

views, he sets forth his own view as: the words in a sentence convey their 

meanings and the words have the power of conveying the meaning of the 

sentence also, which is known as t°tparya (6.2). It is to be noted here that 

the cognition of specific relation of one word-meaning to another 

(t°tparya) cannot be treated as verbal. Advaitaved°nta also admit the 

theory of Abhihit°nvaya. ·a¥kara in his Bh°¿ya on Brahmas£tra, 

expresses his preference to this theory (Under Brahmas£tra, 1.1.4). It is 

clear from the discussions that almost all systems thought, except the 

Pr°bh°kara School of M¢m°∆s° and Vaiy°kara∏as, accept this view of 

comprehending sentence-meaning. 
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2.4.1.1.2. Anvit°bhidh°na Theory 

 As stated, this theory is held by the followers of the Pr°bh°kara 

School of M¢m°∆s°. When a speech act is carried out, both the speaker 

and the listener are concerned with the meaning of the sentence, and not 

with the meanings of individual word-meanings. Thus Prabh°kara opines 

that words do not convey a meaning except in the context of a sentence. 

Like the Abhihit°nvayav°dins, this school also upholds that the meaning 

of a sentence is cognized by the individual word-meanings and their 

mutual relation.  But, what is peculiar to this view is that, the individual 

word-meanings and their relation are conveyed by the words themselves. 

They assert that it is impossible to comprehend the isolated meaning of a 

word apart from its relation in a sentence. The words convey their 

meanings only as related to one another in a sentence. Thus, each word 

denotes a connected meaning, and not its individual meaning, in the 

sentence. The Anvit°bhidh°nav°dins admit that the words are capable to 

convey its meaning as well as the relation. Hence the sentence-meaning is 

directly conveyed by the words themselves. 

°k°¥k¿°sannidhipr°ptayogy°rth°ntarasa¥gat°n 

sv°rth°n °hu≈ pad°n¢ti vyutpatti≈ samørit° may°. 

(V°ky°rtham°t§k°v§tti, quoted by Raja, 1963, p.98).  
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This is the central idea of the theory of Anvit°bhidh°na propounded by 

Prabh°kara and his followers. 

 This can be well explained by an example. In the sentence 

'gam°naya' (bring the cow), the word 'cow' does not denote an isolated 

meaning of 'cowness'. But it signifies the cow, which is related to the 

action of bringing. Similarly, the word 'bring' does not signify the action 

of bringing in general, but related to the cow. Thus the words in this 

sentence express their own meaning, at the same time, the syntactical 

relationship between them also. It can be deduced that the words in a 

sentence directly convey the sentence meaning.  

 This view of comprehending a sentence is so close to the 

psychological analysis rather than the linguistic analysis in nature. Hence 

the psychological factors behind the language act can be analysed through 

this theory. The followers of this theory emphasize on the natural method 

of language analysis by which the children learn the meaning of words. 

They observe the speech act of elders and their activity following the 

utterance, and they come to know the significance of the words. When a 

person says to another 'bring the cow', the latter brings the cow 

accordingly. A child, who hears the sentence uttered by the former and 

observes the action that follows, understands that the sentence 'bring the 

cow' signifies an action of bringing the cow. Later, the speaker again says 
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'bring the horse' and the latter brings a horse. Observing this, the child 

again infers that the sentence 'bring the horse' signifies the action of 

bringing horse. By comparing these two sentences, he understands that the 

word  ' bring '  is common in the two sentences and it must denote the 

command to bring and the two different words 'cow' and 'horse' must refer 

to the two different animals. Thus, by the mental process of exclusion and 

inclusion (°v°pa and udv°pa), the child develop a general idea of the 

meaning of the individual words. Later, the child is able to understand the 

meaning of even a new sentence containing the words he has already come 

across. This is well explained in the ·abdakha∏∑a of Sidh°ntamukt°val¢. 

evam vyavah°r°dapi yath° prayojakav§ddhena gha∂am°nayetyukta∆ 

tacchrutv° prayojyav§ddhena gha∂a °n¢tastadavadh°rya p°røvastho b°lo 

gha∂°nayanar£pak°rya∆ gha∂am°nayeti 

øabdaprayojyamityavadh°rayati. tataøca gha∂a∆ naya g°∆ 

badh°nety°div°ky°d °v°podv°p°bhya∆ gha∂°dipad°n°∆ 

k°ry°nvitagha∂°dau øakti∆ g§h∏°ti. ----- prathamata≈ 

k°ry°nvitagha∂°dau øaktyavadh°ra∏e' pi l°ghavena paøc°ttasya 

parity°gaucity°t. (1988, p.561-563) 

Kunjunni Raja opines that, the Anvit°bhidh°na view is accepted by 

the ancient M¢m°∆sakas Jaimini and ·abara (1963, p.199). The passage 

from ·abarabh°¿ya, which was argued by the Abhihit°nvayav°dins to 
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support their view, is criticized as fallacious, by the followers of this 

school (Under Jaimini, 1.1.25). They explain the same passage as 

supporting their view. According to this, words convey their meaning as 

qualified by one another. Abhinavagupta refers to this theory in his 

Locana as 'd¢rghavy°p°rav°da'. This is because in this theory, there is no 

limit to the extent of meaning that an expression can convey (Quoted by 

Raja, 1963, p.199). 

 These two theories of verbal cognition propounded by the 

Sakha∏∑a School differ in many perspectives. The followers of these 

theories raise objection against each other. But modern scholars have tried 

to reconcile the two theories. Mukulabha∂∂a says that, both these theories 

contain partial truth. When the comprehension of a sentence is analysed 

from the point of view of the words, the Abhihit°nvaya theory seems to be 

preferable. But when it is viewed from the point of view of the sentence, 

the Anvit°bhidh°na theory must be given the preference (Raja, 1963, 

p.212). Bh analyses these two theories when he discusses the definitions 

of sentence. He concludes that both the theories reveal only partial truth 

and thus sentence is indivisible spho∂a and sentence meaning is Pratibh°, 

the undivided semantic unit flashes in the mind. 
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2.4.2. Naiy°yikas' View on Sentence-Meaning 

 Ny°yaø°stra is renowned as 'Pram°∏aø°stra', and hence, the concept 

of sentence and sentence-meaning are not the only concern of it. As 

Jayantabha∂∂a states, the ancient Naiy°yikas did not give much importance 

to the discussions on language (1970, p.143). But it is to be noted that the 

School of Navya Ny°ya took the matter seriously and made remarkable 

contribution in the study of language. For them, sentence is the collection 

of words and sentence-meaning is the collection of word-meanings. 

·°bdabodha is the term they use to represent the cognition of the meaning 

of a sentence. It is already discussed that Naiy°yikas also admit the theory 

of Abhihit°nvaya, with a slight difference from that of the Bh°∂∂a School 

of M¢m°∆s°, to explain the process of verbal cognition. Thus, the mutual 

connection between the word-meanings or sa∆sarga is the sentence-

meaning. In K°rik°val¢, Viøvan°tha expounds the complete process of 

verbal cognition in a single verse  

padajµ°nantu kara∏a∆ dv°ra∆ tatra pad°rthadh¢≈ 

ø°bdabodha≈ phala∆ tatra øaktidh¢≈ sahak°ri∏¢. (1988, p.546)  

Laug°k¿i Bh°skara states that the meaning of a sentence consists in the 

mutual relation of the meanings expressed by the words 

("padopasthit°n°∆ mitha≈ sa∆sarga≈ v°ky°rtha≈", Tarkakaumud¢, 1886, 
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p.44). According to Jagad¢øa, sentence-meaning is the mutual relation of 

word-meanings, and in this relation, one meaning is correlated with 

another (·abdaøaktiprak°øik°, 2002, p.22). Thus, it is obvious that almost 

all scholars in the School of Ny°ya accept the mutual relation of word-

meanings as the sentence-meaning. It must be noted that, according to this 

philosophy, sentence-meaning is not to be taken as the primary or 

secondary meanings of a sentence. It is because this school does not accept 

either the primary significatory power (øakti) or the secondary one 

(lak¿a∏°) in a sentence. To the Naiy°yikas, word is the meaningful unit of 

language and they express their primary meaning through øakti. ·akti is 

the will of God, which determines the meaning of the word ("asm°t 

pad°dayamartho boddhavya it¢øvarecch° øakti≈", Tarkasa¥graha, 1971, 

p.151). Navya Naiy°yikas describe øakti as the will of the speaker, which 

assigns the meaning to the word. 

 Though the ancient works of the Ny°ya School did not emphasize 

on the discussions related with language studies, later texts like 

·abdaøaktiprak°øik°, Vyutpattiv°da, Ny°yamaµjar¢, Bh°¿°ratnam etc. 

give special stress on Naiy°yika's view about the complex phenomenon of 

verbal cognition. In the Ny°ya tradition, Jayanta, the author of 

N°yamaµjar¢, was the first, who elaborately discuss the concept of 

sentence-meaning. In this work, he discussed the theories of verbal 
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comprehension in detail. He refers to diverse views held by the preceptors 

("tatra vipratipattiøca bahur£p° vipaøcit°m", 1970, p.300), and rejects all 

these views. Besides, he also refutes the Grammarians' theory of Pratibh°, 

Anvit°bhidh°nav°da and Abhihit°nvayav°da (1970, p.335). After 

rejecting all these views, Jayanta introduces a unique idea about the 

cognition of sentence-meaning, known as 't°tparyav°da'. According to 

him, the word t°tparya signifies the power of word which conveys the 

related meaning of the words in a sentence. Thus Jayanta states that 

t°tparya is the cause of the cognition of sentence meaning. In Navya 

Ny°ya, this power of words is called 'sa∆sargamary°d°'. In the School of 

Navya Ny°ya, this term refers to the syntactic expectancy of words 

(°k°¥k¿°). Gad°dharabha∂∂a remarks that the meaning of a sentence, 

which is the relation that exists among the individual meanings of the 

words, is put forth by the sa∆sargamary°d° or the syntactic expectancy 

("ekapad°rthe' parapad°rthasya sa∆sarga≈ sa∆sargamary°day° bh°sate", 

Vyutpattiv°da, 1973, p.1).  

 Thus Naiy°yikas reject all the different views regarding the verbal 

comprehension of a sentence presented by the other systems such as 

Grammar, M¢m°∆s° etc. They maintain that the verb in a sentence is not 

important, but the nominative substantive (pratham°nt°rtha) is the primary 
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substantive (mukhyaviøe¿ya) in the sentence. All the remaining parts in a 

sentence are the qualifiers of that word
6
. 

2.4.3. Sentence-Meaning in Other Systems of Knowledge 

 In the School of Grammar, ancient preceptors like P, Kty and Ptj 

have not explicitly discussed on the nature of sentence meaning. Still, 

some remarkable observations can be found in their works. P comprised 

all his ideas on the concept of sentence in the aphorism "samartha≈ 

padavidihi≈" (2.1.1). While commenting upon the aphorism 

"pr°tipadik°rthali¥gaparim°∏avacanam°tre pratham°" (P, 2.3.46), Ptj 

observes that adjectival-substantive relation is something different from 

the word meanings and it is the sentence meaning (MB, under P, 2.3.46). 

Kaiya∂a states that sentence is mukhyaøabda (prime word), and the 

sentence-meaning is the mukhyaøabd°rtha (prime meaning). This view of 

sentence-meaning is in the nature of the relation among the word-

meanings (Under P, 1.2.45). While commenting upon this statement, 

Nageøa points out that there is a relation between a sentence and its 

meaning, known as øakti (Udyota, under P, 1.2.45).  

 An ancient grammarian Vy°∑i has also presented some unique 

views on the nature of sentence meaning. He holds that the meaning of a 

                                                           

6 This view if Nayayikas will be explained later under 2.5.2 
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word is any particular of a class (dravya). According to him, the function 

of a word in a sentence is to distinguish the thing it signifies, from all the 

similar things. Thus, the meaning of a sentence cannot be taken as the 

mutual connection of the word-meanings, but the mutual exclusion of 

those meanings. The early stages of the apoha doctrine maintained by the 

Buddhists can be traced in these views of Vy°∑i (Raja, 1963, p.193). 

The Buddhist tradition has remarkable contributions in the semantic 

analysis of words and sentences. The idea of the Buddhist logicians about 

the essence of meaning is known as apohav°da (the theory of apoha). 

They maintain that the essence of meaning is characterised by negation 

and that words have no direct reference to objective realities. Di¥n°ga, the 

famous Buddhist logician states that words deal directly with vikalpas, 

which are the conceptual images constructed in the mind. Therefore the 

relation between the words and the external object is not real. The 

conceptual image, denoted by a word is characterised by the negation of 

all its counter-correlates or any°poha. ("vikalpayonaya≈ øabd°≈ vikalp°≈ 

øabdayonaya≈", Di¥n°ga, quoted by Raja, 1963, p.78fn). This is the core 

of the theory of apoha, developed by the Buddhists.  

 This concept of negative approach to the meaning is also admitted 

in the case of compounds and sentences, by the Buddhists. In the 

compound word 'blue lotus', the term blue excludes all lotuses that are not 
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blue, and the term lotus excludes all the blue things that are not lotuses. 

Thus the expression signifies the exclusion of non blue and non lotus. A 

sentence meaning is also imported in the same way. Though the meanings 

of the individual words are treated as negative, the import of a sentence is 

taken as positive in nature. This theory of negative approach towards 

meaning, has been criticised by the M¢m°∆s°kas and Naiy°yikas. But in 

recent times, similar concepts about meaning have been developed by 

modern linguists like Ferdinand De Saussure (Raja, 1963, p.85).  

2.5. Three Views on the Semantic Interpretation of Sentence 

 The semantic interpretation of a sentence is called verbal cognition 

or verbal import, through which, the relation among the meanings of the 

words in a sentence is comprehended.  Among the meanings of individual 

words in a sentence, one is manifested as mukhyaviøe¿ya (primary 

substantive). Different systems hold different views regarding the primary 

substantive in a sentence. Generally, there are three views on the semantic 

interpretation of a sentence. These three views differ from one another 

regarding the primary substantive in the sentence. These views are 

discussed here in a nutshell. 

2.5.1. Theory of Vy°p°r°rthamukhyaviøe¿yakaø°bdabodha 

 Grammarians generally accept vy°p°ra or activity, which is the 
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meaning of the verbal root as the primary substantive. According to them, 

when the desired activity is performed, the goal is realized. Thus in a 

sentence, the root-meaning is the primary substantive and the meanings of 

remaining parts are treated as qualifiers. They refer to the statement in 

Nirukta "bh°vapradh°nam°khy°tam" (4), in which, the word bh°va 

denotes the root-meaning, and the root simultaneously denotes vy°p°ra 

(activity) and phala (result) ("phalavy°p°rayordh°tur°øraye tu ti¥a≈ 

sm§t°≈", Vaiy°kara∏asiddh°ntak°rik°, 1). Among them, vy°p°ra is 

primarily qualified (viøe¿ya) in a sentence, while the other meaning phala 

is only attributive (viøe¿a∏a) to the former. The suffix in the verb denotes 

k°la (substratum factor) and °øraya (number factor) and these two are 

(viøe¿a∏a) to the action (kriy°). Thus, the sentence, "caitra≈ gr°ma∆ 

gacchati" (caitra goes to the village), gives rise to the cognition in the form 

'caitr°bhinnaikakart§ka≈ gr°mani¿∂hasamyog°nuk£la≈ vartam°nak°lika≈ 

vy°p°ra≈'. Even if the sentence is in passive voice, the cognition is the 

same. 

2.5.2. Theory of Pratham°nt°rthamukhyaviøe¿yakaø°bdabodha 

 Naiy°yikas uphold that the primary substantive (mukhyaviøe¿ya) of 

the sentence is the meaning of the noun in the nominative case. The 

meanings of the remaining parts are only qualifiers. According to them, 
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the cognition that arises from the sentence "caitra≈ gr°ma∆ gacchati", is 

as: 'gr°mani¿∂hasamyog°nuk£lavy°p°r°nuk£lak§ty°øraya≈ caitra≈'. 

2.5.3. Theory of Akhy°t°rthamukhyaviøe¿yakaø°bdabodha 

According to the M¢m°∆sakas, bh°van° or the idea of action, 

which is the meaning of °khy°ta or verbal suffix is the primary substantive 

(mukhyaviøe¿ya) of the sentence. Y°ska states that 

"bh°vapradh°nam°khy°tam" (2002, p.4). M¢m°∆sakas explain the 

statement as: the word bh°va has reference only to the action or bh°van° 

and not to the root-meaning as argued by the grammarians. Thus the 

sentence 'caitra goes to the village' can be explained as: 

'caitrani¿∂hagr°masamyog°nuk£lavy°p°r°nuk£l° k§ti≈'.  

 Apart from these three views, some scholars put forth their own 

perspectives regarding the primary substantive in the sentence. 

Jayantabha∂∂a describes that phala (the result), the meaning of the verbal 

root is the primary substantive (mukhyaviøe¿ya). The school of 

Viøi¿∂°dvaita uphold that, the meaning of the verbal suffix is the agent 

(kart°) and is the primary substantive (mukhyaviøe¿ya) in the verbal 

cognition (Tatacharya, introduction, 2005, p.43). 

2.6. Requisites for Understanding the Sentence-Meaning 

It is already discussed that øabdabodha is the term used by Indian 
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Linguists to map the process of cognition of sentence meaning. In the 

Sakha∏∑a School, the sentence is an aggregate of its parts which are 

syntactically connected (s°k°¥k¿am). The knowledge of this syntactic 

unity of sentence is mainly due to °k°¥k¿° or the mutual expectancy of 

words, yogyat° (congruity or consistency of the meaning) and °satti or 

sannidhi (proximity) of words. These three inevitable conditions for the 

understanding of sentence-meaning were first introduced by the 

M¢m°∆s°kas. 

°k°¥k¿° sannidh°nam ca yogyat° ceti ca trayam 

sa∆bandhak°ra∏atvena kΩpta∆ n°nantaraøruti≈. (Tantrav°rtika, 1984, 

p.455)  

Later, these concepts were taken up by almost all the other systems 

of knowledge in the Sakha∏∑a School of sentence, with slight changes. In 

addition to these three, a fourth condition known as t°tparyajµ°na, was 

also introduced. It is the intention of the speaker or the general purport of 

the sentence.  

2.6.1. Àk°¥k¿° (Syntactic Expectancy) 

 The word '°k°¥k¿°' is derived from the root 'k°¥k¿' which signifies 

'to desire'. Thus, the term literally means the desire to know something. 

V°caspatimiøra defines °k°¥k¿° as the desire to know on the part of the 
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listener (Tatacharya, Introduction, 2005, p.44). It can be simply defined as 

the desire on the part of the listeners to know other words or their meaning 

to complete the sense. A word is said to have mutual expectancy for 

another, only if it cannot, without the latter, produce knowledge of its 

interconnection in an utterance (Raja, 1963, p.156). In a sentence, a word 

(noun or verb) always require another word to complete the meaning of 

the sentence. If one says "g°m°naya" (bring the cow), the verb 'bring' 

requires a noun in the nominative case to complete the sentence-meaning. 

At the same time, a series of words such as 'cow, horse, man, elephant' 

does not convey a unified sense, as there is no connection between them 

because of the absence of °k°¥k¿°.  

 Àk°¥k¿° can be of two typesí viz. utthit°k°¥k¿° and 

utth°py°k°¥k¿°. The former is the actual expectancy of one word for the 

other to give a unified sense. The latter is the potential expectancy which 

could be awakened if necessary. For example, when one says to another 

"bring the cow", the latter may ask the question "which colour?" Then the 

speaker has to imply an adjective like 'white', 'black' etc. These potential 

expectancies have no limit because it can be awakened when the listener 

necessitates (S C Chatterjee, 1939, p.367). While expounding this concept, 

Raja refers to two types of °k°¥k¿°, described by the Naiy°yikas; one is 

psychological and the other is syntactical or grammatical (1963, p.163). 
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The grammatical expectancy between the words in a sentence necessitates 

the syntactic completeness of the sentence, while the psychological 

expectancy gives rise to the semantic unity of the sentence. It is well 

explained by N°geøa, the great grammarian, as; °k°¥k¿° is the desire on 

the part of the listeners on hearing a word in a sentence to know the idea, 

which can be related to its meaning in order to get a complete sense 

(Paramalaghumaµj£¿°, 1985, p.33). Here, the expectancy is on the part of 

listeners and is superimposed on words and their meanings. 

2.6.2. Yogyat° (Congruity) 

 Yogyat° is defined as the logical compatibility of the words in a 

sentence for the mutual association ("arth°b°dho yogyat°", 

Tarkasa¥graha, 1971, p.154). The sense or non sense of a sentence 

depends upon this concept. S°likan°tha gives a vivid explanation on the 

nature of yogyat° in his V°ky°rtham°t§k°v§tti. He states that the 

capability of words in a sentence for mutual association and this 

competence is to be known from experience (Quoted by Raja, 1963, 

p.164). Almost all the philosophers explain this by illustrating the sentence 

'agnin° siµcati' (He drenches with fire). When one says 'he drenches with 

water', there is yogyat° or the consistency of the meaning, since drenching 

is normally done with a liquid substance like water. Thus, the sense of 

drenching and that of water have no incompatibility. But in the sentence 
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'he drenches with fire', the idea of drenching is not compatible with that of 

fire. Thus we cannot say there is yogyat°. 

There are combinations which are inconceivable and conceivable in 

the world. 'A circular square' is a combination that cannot be conceived in 

any way. The ideas like 'the rabbit's horn' or 'the son of an infertile woman' 

can be conceived anyway, but are against the experience. The latter 

example may be incompatible with reality, but it does not prevent the 

verbal comprehension. Bh and Kum°rila are in favour of this view (V.P, 

1.155; ·lokav°rtika, 46). Sometimes the lack of yogyat° points to the 

metaphorical meaning of a word in the sentence. According to some 

scholars the apparent incompatibility of the expressed sense is an essential 

condition for lak¿a∏° (Raja, 1963, p.166).  

2.6.3. Sannidhi (Proximity) 

 Sannidhi or °satti is generally defined as the condition that the 

utterance of the words in a sentence should be contiguous in time 

("pad°n°m avilambenocch°ra∏a∆ sannidhi≈, Tarkasa¥graha, 1971, 

p.154).  In othr words, this is the uninterrupted utterance of words then 

they are in juxtaposition. When a person utters words at long intervals of 

time, they cannot establish any interrelation among them. What is worthy 

of note here is that the mere immediate sequence of utterance does not 
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give rise to sannidhi. Kum°rilabha∂∂a calls this immediate sequence of 

utterance as anantaraøruti. He distinguishes sannidhi from anantaraøruti as 

the continuous apprehension of words or their meaning in the mind 

(Tantrav°rtika, 1984, p.455). Prabh°kara describes this concept in a 

different perspective. He believes that sannidhi is only the contiguity of 

cognition of the sense and not necessarily of words actually uttered (Raja, 

1963, p.167). According to the Navya Ny°ya School, even if the words are 

separated, there is sannidhi as in the case of a verse. They hold that the 

meanings of the words are recollected without any interruption through 

their expressive power. This recollection is termed as 

sam£h°la∆banasm§ti or collective cognition. 

2.6.4. T°tparya (Import) 

 Apart from the three auxiliary causes of knowing the sentence 

meaning, described, some Indian Schools of thought like Ny°ya, Vedanta 

etc accept the knowledge of the intention of speaker as the fourth cause. 

Generally, it can be defined as being uttered with the desire of producing a 

certain meaning. It is to be noted that different philosophers maintain 

different views in accepting t°tparya or speaker's intention as the cause of 

comprehending the sentence-meaning. This difference is due to their 

views as to the nature of the knowledge derived from language. 

Naiy°yikas give great importance to the speaker's intention in fixing the 
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meaning of an utterance. The reason is that, they accept øabda as one of 

the means of valid knowledge, only when it is uttered by a trustworthy 

person. Thus, the intention of the trustworthy person is important for them. 

According to them, in Vedic sentences as well as in ordinary sentences, it 

is the intention that precedes the cognition of meaning. In the case of 

Vedic sentences, they assume the intention of God (even in the case of the 

parrot, imitating the utterance of people, Naiy°yikas assume the intention 

of God; "øukav°kye bhagavadicchaiva gati≈", Ny°yakoøa, 1978, p.326). It 

is again mentioned that, in ordinary sentences, the meaning is associated to 

the word by intention. The word 'gha∂a' in the sentence 'gha∂am°naya' 

signifies pot by the intention of the speaker. 

pare tu gha∂°diøabdasthale' pi gha∂apadam kumbhaparam lak¿a∏ay° 

pa∂aparam veti samøaye gha∂aø°bdabodh°bh°v°t sarvatra 

t°tparyaniøcaya≈ k°ra∏amity°hu≈, (Ny°yakoøa, 1978, p.327).  

If this extreme view is accepted, the normal signification of words would 

always depend on the intention of the speaker, which makes the linguistic 

communication impossible. 

 Thus, Ved°ntins and M¢m°∆sakas reject this view of Naiy°yikas. 

They maintain that every word has an inherent capacity to express its 

meaning. Similarly a sentence is also capable of expressing a unified sense 
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in the form of the mutual association of the word-meanings. Generally, 

M¢m°∆sakas believe in the theory of 'apauru¿eya', in which, the verbal 

comprehension has no reference to the speaker at all. They also maintain 

that the interconnection between word and meaning is inherent. Hence a 

sentence, though unintelligible to the speaker, has an inherent capacity to 

convey its meaning (Raja, 1974, p.213). Though the Ved°ntins are against 

the views of Naiy°yikas, they admit, however, the role of speaker's 

intention in knowing the sentence-meaning. According to them, the 

speaker's intention has a vital role in comprehending the meaning of 

ambiguous sentences. Thus it can be assumed that, by the term 't°tparya', 

Naiy°yikas refer to the meaning intended by the speaker. While 

M¢m°∆sakas and Ved°ntins use the term to denote the meaning conveyed 

by the capacity of the words themselves. 

 It can be concluded that almost all Schools of Indian thought have 

recognized the importance of knowing the speaker's intention in 

understanding the speech. Speech is mainly purposive in nature and can do 

its function only if the listener understands the intention of the speaker. At 

the same time, language is accepted as an objective instrument of 

communication and thus, it must be independent of personal inclinations 

of the speaker.  



 

 

Chapter 3 

The Concept of Sentence and Sentence-

Meaning: Gleanings from V°kyapad¢ya 

 

3.1. Language Analysis in VP 

As discussed, Bh presents a unique and complete analysis of the 

concept of language in VP. He analyses language in three levels viz. 

absolute level, communicative level and analytic level. 

(i)  Absolute level:- Bh explains the absolute level of language in terms 

of the concept of ·abdabrahman. This is the ultimate level of existence of 

language, which is beyond shape, time, qualities etc. At this level, word is 

a representative of the ultimate Truth. This perspective of language-

essence is described in the opening verse of VP. 

 an°dinidhanam brahma øabdatattva∆ yadak¿aram 

 vivartate' rthabh°vena prakriy° jagato yata≈. (1.1) 

Here, it is described as the essence of the world, which is beyond the time-

space limitations. Here, Bh uses the word øabda with deeper significance. 

Thus øabda, which is sequence-less in nature underlies the sequential 

language. 
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(ii)  Communicative level:- This is the state of language when used as 

the speech act. Language is generally considered as the tool of 

communicating ideas. Ideas or thoughts are communicated in a language 

act. Thoughts are never bits and pieces, but appear as whole. So ideas and 

thoughts are also to be communicated as wholes. Thus, in communication, 

there must be a minimum possible unit of language. Bh argues that the 

unit of language is sentence, which conveys the complete thought or idea 

of the speaker
7
. 

(iii)  Analytic level:- Though Bh accepts the sentence as the unit of 

language, he mentions that language can be analysed into its various parts, 

for the purpose of studying grammar. In the third canto of VP, he explains 

each and every part and piece of language with their minute significances. 

Study of language at this level is an ideal tool to teach and learn language. 

The grammar level teaching and learning is significant at this analytic 

level of language. 

                                                           

7 This can be compared to the concept of Gestalt, which is used in modern 
psychology. Gestalt is a term, which signifies a 'unified whole'. Gestalt theories refer 
to theories of visual perception developed by German psychologists in 1920s.  These 
theories put forth an idea that in our visual perception, we organise visual elements 
into groups or unified wholes. Psychologists define Gestalten as a configuration or 
organised field that cannot be derived from the summation of its components rather it 
is a unified whole. 
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 Thus, it can be deduced that Bh has a unique and complete vision 

on the concept of language and the speech act. The whole language theory 

of Bh is erected on the concept of Sentence-holism, which is emphatically 

described in the second canto of VP.  

After the three sages P, Kty and Ptj, it was Bh, the great 

grammarian and philosopher, who discovered the depth and breadth of 

Sanskrit grammar. Aklujkar rightly observes that VP is chronologically 

the fourth surviving work in the P°∏inian grammatical tradition (2007, 

p.125). As stated, Bh examines language in three levels. In the first canto, 

it is conceived as øabdabrahman, which is the ultimate inner level of 

language. He also perceives language in the level of communication, 

which is discussed in the second canto. The entire second canto of VP is 

dedicated for discussing the basic unit of communication, sentence. There 

are different opinions as to whether word is expressive or sentence. Bh 

opines that individual words and individual word meaning are not real 

when compared to sentence. An idea can be expressed only by a sentence; 

neither by words nor by syllables and thus, sentence is considered as the 

basic unit of language. 

3.2. Definition of Sentence 

Bh interprets the concept of sentence in a two-dimensional way. On 
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one side, he gives a working definition of sentence as the group of 

syntactically connected words, while on the other side, the term v°kya as a 

synonym of øabda. Bh begins his discussion on sentence by presenting 

available theories and definitions of sentence from various schools of 

thoughts. In the first two verses of the V°kyak°∏∑a, he enumerates eight 

different views about sentence held by the ancient thinkers. 

°khy°taøabda≈ sa¥gh°to j°ti≈ sa¥gh°tavartin¢ 

eko' navayava≈ øabda≈ kramo budhyanusamh§ti≈. 

padam°dya∆ p§thak sarva∆ pada∆ s°k°¥k¿amityapi 

v°kya∆ prati matirbhinn° bahudh° ny°yav°din°m. (2.1-2) 

According to various views, sentence may be defined as 1) the verb, 

2) the collection of words, 3) the universal inhering in the collection of 

words, 4) the one indivisible word, 5) the sequence of words, 6) the 

unification in the mind, 7) the first word and 8) each word requiring the 

others. (VP, 2.1-2, trans. KAS Iyer). These definitions may not describe all 

the aspects of sentence, but they can be taken as different ways of looking 

at sentence by different thinkers. 

3.2.1. Sa¥gh°ta≈ V°kyam 

The word 'Sa¥gh°ta' literally means 'a collection of something'. In 

the present context, sa¥gh°ta can be taken as a group of words, the 
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meanings of which are interconnected. Thus, according to this view, 

sentence is the sa¥gh°ta or the group of words. This view can be traced in 

the aphorism "samartha≈ padavidhi≈" of P (2.1.1), which says that the 

vidhi related with the words depends on s°marthya or the capability. 

While commenting this aphorism, Ptj remarks that words are equally 

capable of forming sentences and compounds
8
.  Bh sets forth his view on 

this definition in the following verses:- 

kevalena paden°rtho y°v°nev°bhidh¢yate 

v°kyastha∆ t°vato' rthasya tad°hurabhidh°yakam. 

sambandhe sati yattvanyad°dhikyam upaj°yate 

v°kyarthameva ta∆ pr°huranekapadasamørayam. (VP, 2.41-42) 

K A S Iyer translates these verses as  

It has been declared that a word, as part of a sentence, expresses the 

same extent of meaning as it does when it is in isolation. Whatever extra 

meaning is understood when the words (in a sentence) are connected 

together, is the meaning of the sentence and it rests on many words. 

(VP, 2.41-42).   

A word, which expresses its meaning when it is in isolation, 

expresses the same individual meaning in the sentence also. But in a 

                                                           

8 The interpretation of Ptj has already been elaborately discussed under 2.3.3 in this 
thesis. 
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sentence, it is connected syntactically as well as semantically with the 

other words in the sentence and thus we understand the meaning of the 

sentence as a whole. Here, it should be noted that, when we understand the 

complete meaning of a sentence, it is different from the aggregation of 

individual word-meanings. Therefore, Bh calls it as °dhikyam in the above 

verse. According to this view, just as the cooking can be done with many 

instruments and as a vehicle travels with the help of its parts, 

interconnected words together denote the meaning of a sentence. Ptj also 

says what we get from a sentence as 'extra' can be treated as its meaning 

(yadatr°dhikyam v°ky°rtha≈ sa≈, MB, under P 2.3.50). 

3.2.2. Krama≈ V°kyam 

This view is well explained by Bimal Krishna Matilal as the 

sentence is nothing but the 'sequence' of words and the sentence meaning 

belongs to this sequence (1992, p.95). The followers of this school argue 

that, there is no separate entity called sentence, but the mere sequence of 

the words is expressive. Bh gives a clear picture of this definition in this 

verse: 

santa eva viøe¿° ye pad°rthe¿u vyavasthita≈ 

te kram°d anugamyante na v°kyam abhidh°yakam. (VP, 2.49) 

The particularizations which exist already in the word-meanings are 
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understood from their sequence and there is no expressive sentence 

beyond that (VP, 2.49, KAS Iyer). In fact, a sentence refers to the proper 

placement of words. Since this is not possible without accepting a definite 

order, Krama or the sequence of words is to be accepted as a sentence. 

What is worthy of note here is that the sequence is a property of time.  

But how can the sequence of words alone be expressive? A word 

also is nothing other than the sequence of phonemes and audibility is also 

common for phoneme and word. Then why can't we say that sequence of 

phonemes is also expressive? Bh criticizes this view upon this point. He 

says "pad°khy° v°kyasamjµ° ca øabdatva∆ ne¿yate tayo≈" (VP, 2.52). While 

commenting this verse, KAS Iyer clarifies that "The phoneme and the 

word are audible but mere audibility does not entitle them to be called 

øabda. For that, they must convey the meaning, they must be v°caka. They 

are not. Only sequence is so." (VP, 2.52). Both phonemes and words are 

audible entities and hence both of them can be treated as øabda. But 

sequence of phonemes cannot express the sentence meaning. It is 

understood only from the sequence of words. Thus, sequence is the 

sentence and sentence meaning is understood by the inter connection of 

word meanings. Pu∏yar°ja also supports this view in his commentary on 

V°kyak°∏∑a (tat kramaøcaiva v°kyam, samsargo v°ky°rtha iti, VP, 2.53). 
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3.2.3. Àkhy°taøabda≈ V°kyam 

The word °khy°ta literally means kriy° or verb. Y°ska also states 

"bh°vapradh°nam °khy°tam" (2002, p.4), which can be translated as: 

°khy°ta is that word, in which kriy° has prime significance. The word 

bh°va signifies kriy°. Bha∂∂ojid¢k¿ita supports this view, saying that 

"vy°p°ro bh°van° saivotp°dan° saiva ca kriy°" 

(Vaiy°kara∏asiddh°ntak°rik°, 1.5). The words vy°p°ra, bh°van°, 

utp°dan° and kriy° are used synonymously. Hence the above definition 

says that, a sentence must have a finite verb or in several contexts, the 

finite verb is the sentence. The verb is considered to be the prime factor in 

a sentence as all the other words in the sentence are connected to the verb 

to give a unified sense. Because of this prime position of the verb in a 

sentence, Bh puts forth the view that °khy°taøabda or the verb can be 

called a sentence. He explains this in the verse:- 

v°kya∆ tadapi manyante yat pada∆ caritakriyam. 

antare∏a kriy°øabda∆ v°ky°deva hi darøan°t. (VP, 2.325) 

This verse gives a vivid picture about the word '°khy°taøabda'. He 

says that even a noun impregnated with the idea of action can be treated as 

a sentence. According to Bh, the word '°khy°ta' signifies not verb, but the 

idea of an action. Hence a sentence need not be consisted a verb, but an 
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idea of action should be present there. This is evidently known from the 

verse:- 

y°vat sidham asidha∆ v° s°dhyatven°bhidh¢yate 

°øritakramar£patv°t s° kriyetyabhidh¢yate. (VP, 3.8.1) 

Bh describes verb as a group of actions performed in a sequential manner. 

No matter it is siddha or asidha or s°dhya and hence a verb or kriy° is that 

word, which signifies an action. 

By defining sentence as "°khy°ta∆ s°vyayak°rakaviøe¿a∏a∆ v°kyam" 

(Kty, under P, 2.1.1), Kty also seems to be in favour of this view. He 

opines that a verb qualified by avyaya, k°raka and viøe¿a∏a can be called a 

sentence. Sometimes even in the absence of these qualifiers, a single verb 

also can be a sentence. In the absence of qualifiers, they can be supplied 

naturally through a device called adhy°h°ra. In most of the cases, a 

sentence will not be complete without a verb. At this point Bh puts forth a 

different dimension that a sentence can make sense even in the absence of 

verb, but the idea of action should be present. Anyway,  

3.2.4. Padam°dya∆ V°kyam 

Those who hold the view that the first word is sentence opine that a 

word in an expression or sentence is not a separate entity but it is 

syntactically connected with other words in the sentence or it is 
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s°k°¥k¿a∆. Hence words in a sentence do not convey their individual 

meaning, but a connected meaning which arises from their mutual 

connection. Each word expresses a meaning in connection with another 

word which can be called a connected meaning. Bh explains this view as:  

viøe¿aøab°≈ ke¿°µcit s°m°nyapratir£paka≈ 

øabd°ntar°bhisambandh°d vyajyante pratipatt§¿u. (VP, 2.17) 

A word does not convey its individual meaning in the sentence, 

though it seems to be the same as in another expression. It conveys a 

meaning as connected with the other words in the expression. So the 

meaning of the sentence is already contained in, though only vaguely, the 

first word. Thus the first word in a sentence can also be treated as a 

sentence. 

An objection may be raised here that, if the very first word itself 

denotes the meaning of the sentence, the remaining words would be 

useless. Bh answers this saying that the remaining words in the sentence 

make the sentence meaning expressed by the first word clearer. Hearers 

understand the meaning better when all the words are uttered. This is 

explained in the verse:- 

te¿°∆ tu k§tsno v°ky°rtha≈ pratibheda∆ sam°pyate 

vyaktopavyaµjan° sidhirarthasya pratipatt§¿u. (VP, 2.18) 
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This verse states that the whole of the sentence meaning is 

contained in each word and hearers understand the meaning better when 

all the words in the sentence are uttered (VP, 2.18, trans. KAS Iyer). 

Hence we can say that the meaning of a sentence is the meaning of its first 

word as connected with the meanings of other words (s°k°¥k¿a∆). Here, 

the V§tti says that the very first word expresses its meaning as connected 

with the meanings of the other words and hence the remaining words 

denote no new meaning apart from the connected meaning of the first 

word. But they only make the meaning of the sentence clearer which is 

already expressed obscurely by the first word. Thus from the hearer's point 

of view, the sentence meaning is clear only when all the words are uttered. 

The followers of this view state that no word conveys a meaning which is 

not connected with the meanings of the other.  

3.2.5. P§thak Sarva∆ Pada∆ S°k°¥k¿a∆ V°kyam 

This definition of sentence is only a modified view of the above, 

which says that each word in the sentence contains the whole sentence-

meaning and hence each word can be called a sentence. Bh puts forth this 

view in the same verse, which is cited above (VP, 2.18). Those who hold 

this view says that the whole sentence-meaning is concentrated not only in 

the first word, but in each word in a sentence. 
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3.2.6. Eko' navayava≈ ·abda≈  V°kyam 

Bh introduces this view saying that a sentence is not formed by the 

mere aggregation of words. A sentence is an indivisible unit of language. 

It is for the sake of convenience as well as for facilitating our learning and 

understanding of a language, that we split the indivisible sentence into 

smaller parts called words and phonemes
9
. Hence, even though a sentence 

appears to have sequence, it is really without any. This indivisible 

sentence is either internal or external to the language-user
10
. When it exists 

within the speaker before utterance, it is internal and as it is manifested 

through speech process, it is external also (VP, 2.19). This indivisible unit, 

which is expressive of meaning, might be understood as the indivisible 

spho∂a. Here, Bh elaborately expounds his views of sentence spho∂a. 

According to this view, sentence is the indivisible external spho∂a, 

which is eternal. To explain this unique concept, he describes an example 

                                                           

9 Bh introduced a unique method for the analysis of a sentence into its parts, which is 
named as apoddh°ra. This is a mental process, through which, words are 
differentiated from the sentence. In reality, sentence is a unified whole, but when the 
meaning of the sentence is cognised; the hearer differentiates the words from it 
afterwards. 
10 Modern scholars explain the concept of spho∂a as the language symbol or as an 
'auditory image', which is sequence-less and underlies the uttered speech. The 
listener first grasps this language symbol through the uttered speech, which is 
sequential nature. This is known as the external øabda or spho∂a. Later, this language 
symbol or spho∂a transforms into meaning as a flash of understanding known as 
Pratibh°. This intuitive level of øabda is the internal spho∂a. 
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of citra-jµ°na or the cognition of a multi-colored picture. In Bh's words:- 

citrasyaikasvar£pasya yath° bhedanidarøanai≈ 

n¢l°dibhi≈ sam°khy°nam kriyate bhinnalak¿a∏ai≈. (VP, 2.8) 

Just as a multi-colored picture is explained through its different 

colors which belong to its parts, the sentence, which is self-sufficient and 

complete, is explained through individual words which require one 

another (VP, 2.8-9, trans. K A S Iyer). A picture can convey a complete 

sense of understanding in its whole, but can be explained through the 

different colors in it. The same is happening in the cognition of a sentence 

also. A sentence is self-sufficient and self-expressive of a complete 

thought, but is explained through individual words. Hence the appearance 

of divisibility of sentences and sentence-meanings is deceptive. Matilal 

mentions that this view is like the 'cognition of multiplicity' (Matilal, 

1992, p.97). 

This view gets clear as we go through the commentary of Pu∏yar°ja 

on the verse 2.7. It says  

Bh really wants to set forth the following view; the sentence is the 

spho∂a either external or internal. It is external when it is clearly uttered. 

Till then, it is internal. In any case, it is indivisible. It has two aspects: 

the sound aspect and the meaning aspect, which are identified with one 
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another. It is essentially in the nature of knowledge or consciousness 

because it illuminates an object. Because of articulation, it assumes the 

form of sound. Though indivisible, it appears to have divisions just as 

our complex cognition, though one, it appears to have inner 

differentiation because of the objects in it. The picture is one, but we 

seem to see different colors within it. That is what happens with the 

sentence and the sentence-meaning. Both are indivisible like the flavor 

of a cold drink, or the juice in a pea-hen's egg, or the form of a picture, 

the narasi∆ha, the gavaya and our perception of a picture. The 

indivisible sentence is spho∂a and the indivisible sentence-meaning is 

Pratibh°. But both appear to have divisions. (VP, 2.7, trans. K A S 

Iyer).  

Grammarians accept this view as the Akha∏∑av°kyaspho∂a theory. 

They accept spho∂a, which is manifested through uttered sounds and is 

indivisible. According to them, words and syllables are only imaginary 

tools for explaining the sentence. Bh clearly states his view about 

sentence-spho∂a in the first k°∏∑a itself: - 

pade na var∏° vidyante var∏e¿vavayav° na ca 

v°ky°t pad°n°m atyanta∆ praviveko na kaøcana. (VP, 1.73) 

What we can deduce from this verse is that the syllables in a word 

and words in a sentence are not real, but only conceptual. So we cannot 
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differentiate a sentence into words. N°geøa also refers to this theory in his 

Paramalaghumaµj£¿° as:  

tatra prativ°kya∆ sa¥ketagrah°sambhav°d v°ky°nv°khy°nasya 

lagh£p°yen°øakyatv°cca kalpanay° pad°ni pravibhajya pade 

prak§tipratyayabh°g°n pravibhajya kalpit°bhy°manvayavyatirek°bhy°∆ 

tattadarthavibh°ga∆ ø°stram°travi¿aya∆ parikalpayanti sm°c°ry°≈. 

(1985, p.6).  

3.2.7. J°ti≈ Sa¥gh°tavartin¢ V°kyam 

In this view, Bh states that the universal of the constitutive group of 

words can be assumed as a sentence. It is well described by Bh as:- 

yath°k¿epaviøe¿e' pi karmabhedo na g§hyate 

°v§ttau  vyajyate jati≈ karmabhirbhrama∏°dibhi≈. (VP, 2.20) 

Bh explains this view by elucidating an example of rotating an 

object. A movement like rotating or turning consists of a series of 

momentary movements. While rotating an object, it starts from a point and 

ends at the same point and the next rotation replaces it. Each rotation is 

unique in their speed etc. and hence they cannot co-exist and form a 

whole, of which they would be parts. Hence we may consider the 

universal of the movement called rotation for the cognition of the whole. 

There are other movements such as lifting etc occurs during the process, 
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but because of the resemblance between these actions and rotation, this 

universal is capable of producing the cognition of the whole rotation. The 

process is similar in the cognition of a sentence also. In an utterance, 

syllables, words and sentences are expressed by Dhvanis and the listener 

grasps the whole meaning of the utterance. Though the listener grasps the 

spho∂a of phonemes, words and sentences, which may differ from another, 

the manifesting sound appear to be the same. It is clearly stated in the 

V§tti of VP as:- 

øabdaj°tereva v°kyatve bhrama∏atv°dayo d§¿∂°ntatvenopanyast°≈. 

var∏atvapadatvav°kyatv°ni hi tuly°tulyopavyaµjan°ni y°vat 

tulyopavyaµjanasannip°ta≈ t°vat buddhibhedam kurvanti. katham? 

apacitadhvanivya¥gyast°vad eko var∏a≈, tasy°bhivyaktinimittai≈ 

sad§øairanyaiøca ørutibhinnairekam niravayavam ca padam vyajyate 

thataiva tuly°tulyai≈ pracitatamairv°kyamiti. (2.21).  

Pu∏yar°ja opines that this definition is what Bh elaborates as J°tispho∂a 

while the former as Vyaktispho∂a. 

3.2.8. Budhyanusamh§ti≈ V°kyam 

Both the above definitions refer to the external spho∂a, which is 

described under 2.1.7. Among the definitions explained above, the former 

(Eko' navayava≈ øabda≈) regards the sentence as a particular whole while 
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the latter views it as a universal (J°ti≈ Sa¥gh°tavartin¢). The later 

grammarians called them as vyakti-spho∂a and j°ti -spho∂a respectively. 

This is evidently stated by Pu∏yar°ja as:- "eva∆ t°vad bah¢r£pa∆ 

vyaktispho∂a∆ j°tispho∂a∆ v° v°cakam °øritya v°kya∆ vy°khy°tam" (VP, 

2.29).  

The view that sentence is Budhyanusamh§ti represents the internal 

spho∂a. In this definition, the term 'budhyanusamh§ti' can be explained as 

'anukrame∏a samh§ti≈ anusamh§ti≈, kalpit°n°m padabudh¢n°m anusamh§ti≈ 

budhyanusamh§ti≈', which means the words in a sentence are only 

imaginary and are dissolved or unified in the cognition. The sentence is 

the real word and the words are only for the purpose of analysis 

(apoddh°ra). This real word is an inner entity which is one, indivisible and 

without any inner sequence. This inner entity cannot be separated as 

sentence and meaning; while it consists of consciousness. All these views 

are discussed by Bh as:- 

yadanta≈ øabdatattva∆ tu n°daireka∆ prakaøitam 

tam°hurapare øabda∆ tasya v°kye tathaikat° (VP, 2.30) 

What is peculiar to this view is that the thoughts or ideas, which are 

communicated by uttered words, are also referred to as language by Bh. 
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Thus, he enunciates a psycho-linguistic perspective of language in this 

view of sentence. 

The external aspects of the word, J°ti and Vyakti have already been 

pointed out under the definitions 'J°ti≈ sa¥gh°tavartin¢' and 'Eko' 

navayava≈ øabda≈' respectively. It can be seen in the V§tti that this 

external sentence is like the written symbols (ak¿aracihnavat). Sometimes 

we mistake these symbols to the real word. It is only a symbol of the real 

sentence which is an inner entity and is an indivisible unit (VP, 2.30).  

Bh again points out that not only sentence, but the meaning of 

sentence is also indivisible ("arthabh°gaistath° te¿°m °ntaro' rtha≈ 

prak°øyate." VP, 2.31). It says that the inner meaning or the sentence-

meaning is manifested by the parts of the sentence. Word and meaning are 

inseparable divisions (ap§thaksthitau) of the one inner principle (VP, 

2.31). Hence both sentence and its meaning are inner entities and are 

identical. After explaining this, Pu∏yar°ja puts forth a relevant question. It 

is well known and accepted by all the philosophers that word is 'the 

expression' and meaning is 'what is expressed'. According to the verse 

cited above, if both the inner entities and identical, how can they said to be 

distinguished as expression and expressed to each other? Bh, keeping this 

doubt in mind proceeds to next verse:- 
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prak°øakaprak°øyatva∆ k°ryak°ra∏ar£pat° 

antarm°tr°tmanastasya øabdatattvasya  sarvad°. (VP, 2.32) 

The inner word-principle has got both the powers of being 

expressive (prak°øaka) and of being expressed (prak°øya). In other words, 

the same word-principle can be the cause as well as the effect. In short, the 

'One Word-Principle' contains the seeds of all manifestations (VP, 2.32). 

This is well stated in the first k°∏∑a of VP:- 

ekasya sarvab¢jasya yasya ceyamanekadh° 

bhokt§bhoktavyar£pe∏a bhogar£pe∏a ca sthiti≈. (VP, 1.4) 

The language principle øabdatattva, which acts as the cause of all 

utterances is one, but manifested as many, like bhokt°, bhoktavya and 

bhoga. 

We may have a vivid perception of this view as we go through the 

V§tti of 2.31, which interprets the process of hearing and understanding of 

an utterance. When an utterance is heard, the process of understanding is 

like this:  

It is well known that the word principle is mainly the indivisible inner 

entity and that it is grasped through its indefinable and unreal parts. 

Similarly, the meanings reflected in the intellect are experienced as 

identical with the external objects. This is according to the view that it is 
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eternal; it manifests itself according to the power of sequence of the 

intellect. An external object is not fit for practical purposive usage 

without the intellect with which it is wrongly identified. All worldly 

usage is done with objects which have been grasped in the intellect. 

Thus both the word and the object are in the intellect. (VP, 2.31, trans. 

K A S Iyer).  

It is clear from this description that ultimately the external form of 

word and external objects are transient as well as unreal, but at the same 

time they inspire the intellect. Even though intellect is without any 

sequence, it has the power to grasp things in a sequential manner. Hence 

when an external object is perceived, it inspires the intellect, where 

meaning and word are identical.  

3.3. Sakha∏∑a and Akha∏∑a Schools of Sentence 

Indian scholars have tried to expound the real nature of sentence 

and sentence-meaning by analysis, synthesis and abstraction (a method 

introduced by Bh called apoddh°ra). Whether sentence can be analysed or 

not, remained a debated issue from ancient times. Bh notes that there are 

two schools regarding the notion of the sentence and sentence-meaning 

viz. Akha∏∑apak¿a and Sakha∏∑apak¿a.
11
 The controversy between these 

                                                           

11 Matilal describes the former school as 'sentence-holism' and the latter as 'atomism' 
(1992, p.106). 
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two schools is mainly regarding the primary units of meaning; whether it 

is sentence or word. An earlier reference can be found in 

Œgvedapr°tiø°khya, in which it is stated as "sa∆hit° padaprak§ti≈" (2.1). 

This statement is explained in two different ways by the followers of 

Akha∏∑a and Sakha∏∑a Schools of sentence to authenticate their theses. 

The term 'sa∆hit°', in this statement, denotes 'sentence' and the word 

'prak§ti' refers to 'origin'. If the compound word 'padaprak§ti≈' is analysed 

as Tatpuru¿a compound, the derivation would be like 'pad°n°∆ prak§ti≈'. 

Then, it signifies that the sentence or sa∆hit° is the origin of words. Here, 

sentence is the unit of language and words are differentiated later, from 

this unit. If the statement is taken as Bahuvr¢hi compound, it can be 

described as 'pad°ni prak§ti≈ yasy°≈ s°, padaprak§ti≈'. This gives an idea 

that words are the units of meaning and sentence is nothing more than the 

collection of words.  

Among the definitions of sentence explained above, some 

definitions come under the view that sentence is the aggregation of its 

parts (Sakha∏∑apak¿a). Sa¥gh°ta (the collection of words), Krama (the 

sequence of words), Àkhyataøabda (the verb), Padam°dyam (the first 

word) and P§thak sarva∆ pada∆ s°k°¥k¿am (each word requiring others) 

– these five definitions come under this view. Almost all the the 

philosophers except grammarians follow the Sakha∏∑a School of 
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sentence. The M¢m°∆sakas are of the view that sentence and sentence-

meaning are produced by joining the words and the word-meanings 

together. There are two schools of M¢m°∆sakas viz. Bh°∂∂a School, 

propounded by Kum°rilabha∂∂a and Pr°bh°kara School, founded by 

Prabh°kara. The two schools have different views on the concept of 

sentence and sentence-meaning. Abhihit°nvayav°da and 

Anvit°bhidh°nav°da are the two theories of verbal import (ø°bdabodha), 

held by these schools respectively
12
. Pu∏yar°ja, The famous commentator 

of VP mentions that two among the five definitions which come within the 

sakha∏∑a view viz., the collection of words (Sa¥gh°ta) and the sequence 

of words (Krama), are held by the abhihit°nvayav°dins, while the other 

three definitions are accepted by anvit°bhidh°nav°dins (VP, 2.1-2). Thus, 

the first two definitions under sakha∏∑a view can be ascribed, later on, to 

the Bh°∂∂a School of M¢m°∆s°. The essence of the abhihit°nvaya theory 

can be stated as follows:- 'abhihit°n°m pad°rth°n°m anvaya≈'.  The words 

in a sentence first designate their meanings and then the word-meanings 

are brought together to give the sentence-meaning. Though Pu∏yar°ja 

ascribes the sa¥gh°ta view, to the Abhihit°nvayav°da, Kum°rilabha∂∂a, 

the founder of this School refutes the sa¥gh°tav°da in his ·lokav°rtika. 

  

                                                           

12 These theories on verbal import are expounded under 2.4.1.1. in this thesis. 
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evam °dyanta∆ sarve¿°∆ p§thak sa¥gh°takalpane 

anyony°nugrah°bh°v°t pad°n°∆ n°sti v°kyat°.  

       (V°ky°dhikara∏a, 4)  

He refutes sa¥gh°tav°da saying that, the ability of words to favor each 

other, cannot be established in a group. Bh criticized this view saying that 

just as the individual letters in a word are treated as meaningless, the 

individual words in a sentence also have no individual meaning. 

The other three definitions under the sakha∏∑a view - 

Àkhy°taøabda (the verb), Padam°dyam (the first word) and P§thak sarva∆ 

pada∆ s°k°¥k¿am (each word requiring others), are supportive of a sort of 

contextualism, where the word's contextual meaning is considered, to 

understand the sentence-meaning. This is ascribed later on to the 

Pr°bh°kara school of M¢m°∆s° and also named Anvit°bhidh°nav°da. The 

idea is that a word's meaning cannot be known in isolation. When a 

sentence is heard, the word's contextual meaning or its meaning in 

connection with the meanings of other words in the sentence is understood 

by the hearer. In this way, each word in the sentence gives a connected 

sense and hence each word can convey the whole meaning of the sentence. 

The followers of the theory of Abhihit°nvaya believes that the sentence 

meaning is the inter connection of the meanings conveyed by the 

individual words, while those who accept the Anvit°bhidh°na theory, hold 
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the view that sentence meaning is not derived from the interconnection of 

individual words, but each word connotes a meaning that is already 

connected with the meanings of the others. In addition to these definitions, 

Bh also discusses the definitions of sentence by Jaimini, the founder of the 

M¢m°∆s° School and Kty, the author of V°rtikas in the School of 

Vy°kara∏a. 

Among the definitions of sentence, J°ti≈ sa¥gh°tavartin¢ (the 

universal inhering in the collection of words), Eko'navayava≈ øabda≈ (the 

one individual word) and Budhyanusamh§ti≈ (the unification in mind) – 

these definitions come under the view that sentence is indivisible 

(Akha∏∑apak¿a). The followers of this school consider sentence as a 

single unit, which has no divisions such as words or syllables. Ancient 

grammarians like Vy°∑i, Ptj etc. are in favour of this view. They accept 

sentence-spho∂a as the minutest level of language. According to these 

three definitions, sentence is considered as a single unit, which cannot be 

taken as the group of words as in Sakha∏∑apak¿a. 

All the notions of the Sakha∏∑a School on sentence and sentence-

meaning are refuted by Bh, as they cannot explain the philosophy of 

sentence wholly. These definitions manifest the concept of sentence from 

corners only; none of them depicts a complete idea about the philosophy 

of sentence. Bh sets forth instead a holistic framework and argues that a 
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sentence might be understood as an indivisible spho∂a, which is either 

external or internal. On a shrewd analysis of the V°kyak°∏∑a of VP, it can 

be concluded that Bh never accepted the Sakha∏∑apak¿a, as he advocates 

syllables and words in a sentence are not real, but only imaginary.  

pade na var∏° vidyante var∏e¿vavayav° na ca 

v°kyat pad°n°matyanta∆ praviveko na kaøcana. (VP, 1.68) 

3.4. The Concept of Sentence Indivisibility and Spho∂a 

The concept of spho∂a is one of the most important contributions of 

Indian thinkers to the crucial problem of general linguistics. It was Bh, 

who brought to light the breadth and depth of this concept beyond its 

linguistic features in his VP. But, some of the ideas underlying this theory 

can be found in earlier grammatical and philosophical literature in 

Sanskrit. It can be stated emphatically that, the whole superstructure of 

Bh's language theory is erected on the concept of akha∏∑av°kyaspho∂a, 

which is already described. He used this fundamental concept in the study 

of language, which was successfully developed by later grammarians. This 

concept paved new pathways in the language studies in India. As 

discussed, the concept of spho∂a was no new idea for the predecessors of 

Bh. But the Idea of sentence-indivisibility, introduced by Bh, has some 

unique features when compared to the concept of spho∂a in general. 
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Before proceeding into the characteristics of the concept of sentence-

indivisibility, Bh's perspectives on spho∂a doctrine has to be discussed.  

In the School of Grammar, the word or sentence, when taken as an 

indivisible meaning-unit, is the spho∂a. Ptj distinguishes spho∂a and dhvani 

in MB as "spho∂a≈ øabda≈, dhvani≈ øabdagu∏a≈" (Vol.1, 1991, p.181). Thus 

spho∂a is the real øabda (speech or language), while dhvani, the audible 

part is a quality of speech. Indologists like A B Keith mistakenly treated 

this as a mysterious entity and overlooked its linguistic significance, 

probably due to its association with Bh's øabdabrahman (Matilal, 1992, 

p.84). Later scholars like J Brough, K A S Iyer, Kunjunni Raja etc. 

mention spho∂a as a linguistic entity. They described it as the language-

symbol or an 'auditory image' of the uttered speech as well as the meaning 

bearing unit
13
. Matilal, examining all these views, describes spho∂a as an 

auditory impression of the meaning (1992, p.85). Bh begins his discussion 

about spho∂a referring to two aspects of language.  

  

                                                           

13 The word 'spho∂a' is derived from the root 'sphu∂a vikasane', which signifies 'to 
burst' or 'to shine forth'. Thus it can be described in two ways; if it is explained as 
'sphu∂ati, vikasati, artha≈ asm°t iti spho∂a≈', then spho∂a is that from which the 
meaning shines forth and hence it can be taken as the meaning-bearing agent. If it is 
described as 'sphu∂yate anena iti spho∂a≈', then it can be defined as an entity which is 
manifested by the uttered speech. According to this view, spho∂a is the auditory 
impression manifested by dhvanis. 
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dv°vup°d°naøabde¿u øabdau øabdavido vidu≈ 

eko nimitta∆ øabd°n°m aparo'rthe prayujyate. (VP, 1.44)  

Here, Bh analyses the speech act from the speaker's point of view, which 

has two dimensions. In the language act, one is the causal root of 

articulated sounds (nimitta∆ øabd°n°m) while the other is the manifested 

or applied, to convey the meaning (arthe prayujyate). From the speaker's 

point of view, the articulated sounds are produced from the 'word-

principle' which is present in the intellect (Buddhithaøabha≈). Thus the 

causal root of audible sound N°da is the 'Buddhisthaøabda≈' or the word-

principle in the intellect (VP, 1.46). Bh calls this Buddhisthaøabda as 

spho∂a. This gets transformed into utterance, when a person intends to 

speak (VP, 1.108). Though the uttered language is sequential, its source, 

the language faculty in the intellect (Buddhithaøabha≈), is devoid of any 

sequence or parts. But, the listener grasps the øabda produced by the 

speaker in a sequential manner, but not as whole. Thus, he may experience 

the spho∂a as having sequence while hearing. Bh solves this problem by 

differentiating dhvani or the audible sound into Pr°k§tadhvani and 

Vaik§tadhvani
14
. The Vaik§tadhvani is the actual sound spoken by the 

speaker and heard by the listener. Hence it includes all the peculiarities 

                                                           

14  Bh's analysis of language encompasses three aspects viz. Vaik§tadhvani, 
Pr°k§tadhvani and Spho∂a. 
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and differences in the utterance of the speaker like intonation, tempo etc. 

(Brough , 1951, p.40) The Pr°k§tadhvani, which is indicated by the 

Vaik§tadhvani, is a stage just before the articulated sounds come into 

existence. It represents the phonological structure or the sound pattern of 

the form. All the non-linguistic personal variations are absent in this stage. 

But, the time sequence is still present in this. This actually manifests the 

internal spho∂a, the integral linguistic symbol. The Pr°k§tadhvani is so 

close to the integral linguistic symbol spho∂a that the characteristics of 

Pr°k§tadhvani is superimposed on spho∂a. Thus we may experience the 

spho∂a as sequential or having parts. Brough discusses these three stages 

in his "Theories of General Linguistics in Sanskrit Grammar" vividly. 

The later grammarians like Bha∂∂ojid¢k¿ita and N°geøabha∂∂a 

enumerated eight different types of spho∂a. This differentiation is based on 

two fundamental principles, viz. indivisibility and meaningfulness. Thus 

we get Var∏aspho∂a, Padaspho∂a and V°kyaspho∂a respectively, when we 

consider either the letter or the word or the sentence as v°caka or 

meaning-bearing unit (·abdakaustubham, 1933, p.10). These three are 

again classified into J°ti and Vyakti. If word and sentence are considered 

as indivisible symbols denoting the meaning of the whole without any 

reference to the parts, they are known as Akha∏∑apadaspho∂a and 

Akha∏∑av°kyaspho∂a. These are the eight types of spho∂a described by 
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later grammarians. Though Bh does not enumerate these eight classes of 

spho∂a, he seems to have held the Akha∏∑av°kyaspho∂a as the real spho∂a 

(Brough, 1951, p.45). This is evident when he emphasizes on the 

definitions of sentence that come under the Akha∏∑a School of sentence, 

which is already discussed. Thus, according to Bh, the concept of spho∂a 

in general, forms the philosophical outlook of his language theory. To Bh, 

the theory of spho∂a is part of his monistic and idealistic metaphysical 

theory according to which, the øabdatattva is the eternal principle of the 

universe. His magnum opus VP is also begun with the statement that the 

whole phenomenon of material existence is only the Vivarta
15
 of this 

speech principle (1.1).  

The concept of indivisible sentence, expounded in the second canto 

of VP, forms the basis of his psycho-linguistic analysis of language. The 

idea of 'sentence-indivisibility' deals with how language is used and 

grasped. This explains sentence as the real linguistic unit, which is devoid 

of any sequence or parts. Pu∏yar°ja points out that Bh is not the first to 

introduce the idea of indivisibility in the School of Grammar. P and Ptj 

have recognized the indivisibility of sentence ("s£trak°rasya tu 

ati¥graha∏°t ekameva akha∏∑a∆ v°kyam arthaikatv°t °khy°tabhede' pi 

                                                           

15 Vivarta is a concept, developed by the Advaita Ved°nta system, which is described 
as the process of manifestation by which the one becomes many. 
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abhipretamiti gamyate, VP, 2.1-2).  But it must be admitted that Bh is the 

first to establish logically the concept of indivisibility of a sentence. He 

emphatically states that the sentence is 'a single undivided utterance' (eko' 

navayava≈ øabda≈). Sibabjiban Bhattacharya explains this view as the 

phonetic completeness of the sentence and is not merely the aggregation of 

the words occurring in it. What is worthy of note here is that the whole 

sentence is an individual, and is not the aggregate of its parts (1984, p.28).  

The grammarians consider the sentence to be indivisible because 

the opposite theory of division would result in infinite regress or in the 

acceptance of atomism (Punitha Sarma, 1998, p.77). If it is held that the 

words in a sentence are those very ones which are found independently 

somewhere else and if the phonemes are those which are found 

independently, there would be no essence of the sentence or the words 

other than phonemes. If the Sakha∏∑a view of sentence is accepted, the 

phonemes also can be divided even into smaller parts like an atom and this 

division would be carried out infinitely. Thus ultimately, there would be 

no unit, which would be looked upon as the expressive element. Therefore 

the grammarians put forth the sentence as an entity over and above the 

phonemes and words.  

pad°ni v°kye t°nyeva var∏°ste ca pade yadi 

var∏e¿u var∏abh°g°n°∆ bheda≈ sy°t param°∏uvat. 
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bh°g°n°m anupaøΩe¿e∏a na var∏o na pada∆ bhavet 

te¿°mavyapadeøyatv°t kimanyadapadiøyat°m. (VP, 28-29) 

 Modern scholars like Kunjunni Raja, J Brough, KAS Iyer and 

Gaurinath Sastri etc. hold that, the spho∂a is the auditory impression of the 

uttered speech as well as the meaning-bearing agent. But, this concept is 

not enough to solve the problem of the cognition of the sentence-meaning. 

Hence, they hold that the spho∂a in general and V°kyaspho∂a in particular 

has been assumed as a solution to the problem of the meaning of the 

sentence
16
 

3.5. The Concept of Sentence-Meaning  

Almost all Indian schools of thought have given primacy to the 

process of understanding the sentence-meaning, which is known as 

'ø°bdabodha' in their philosophies. ·°bdabodha can be simply defined as 

the cognition of the meaning of a sentence. A sentence is composed of 

words; whether their existence is considered real as in the case of 

logicians, M¢m°∆sakas and others or mythical as in the case of 

grammarians. It is already known that words have potentiality to express 

definite meanings. The relation between these words that binds them to 

form a single sentence is the syntactical relation. Various philosophers 

                                                           

16 This view is explained in 4.7.2 of this thesis.  
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have explored this syntactical relationship between the words in a sentence 

which forms various theories of ø°bdabodha or verbal import (V S Rao, 

1969, p.1).  

The eight views on sentence, which are ascribed to various 

preceptors, follow different views on ø°bdabodha. In Ny°yabodhin¢, 

which is a commentary on Tarkasa¥graha, ø°bdabodha is defined as 

"padajµ°nakara∏aka∆ jµ°nam" (1971, p.39). V S Rao translates this as 

"ø°bdabodha is the cognition effected by the efficient instrumentality of 

the cognition of words" (1969, p.2). In Ny°yasiddh°ntamukt°val¢, the 

·abdakha∏∑a begins with the verse: 

padajµ°na∆ tu kara∏a∆ dv°ra∆ tatra pad°rthadh¢≈ 

ø°bdabodha≈ phala∆ tatra øaktidh¢≈ sahak°ri∏¢. (4.81) 

This also gives the same idea that the cognition of the meaning of a 

sentence is caused by the cognition of the individual word-meanings in it. 

Hence to cognize the meaning of a sentence, word meanings are to be 

cognized.  Thus, the concept of sentence-meaning among these eight 

different views on sentence, can be ascribed into six various views. 

3.5.1. Six Views on Sentence- Meaning 

Bh tries to converge different ideas on the concept of sentence-

meaning in the second canto of VP. The definitions of sentence, discussed 
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by Bh, naturally points to the nature of sentence-meaning. Pu∏yar°ja, 

enumerates six views on the meaning of a sentence held by the followers 

of these definitions. They are Pratibh°, Samsarga≈, Samsargavaø°t 

nir°k°¥k¿o viøe¿°vasthita≈ pad°rtha≈, Sams§¿∂a ev°rtha≈, Kriy° and 

Prayojanam (VP, 2.1-2). In the Akha∏∑a School, which perceives the 

sentence as indivisible into parts, the sentence-meaning is accepted as 

Pratibh°. The followers of the remaining five definitions come under the 

Sakha∏∑a School, admit that the sentence-meaning is the result of the 

aggregation of individual word-meanings. These views are to be discussed 

elaborately. 

3.5.1.1. Kriy° V°ky°rtha≈ 

For those who view sentence as the verb, meaning is in the nature 

of action or Kriy°. Bh explains this in the verse  

kriy° kriy°ntar°dbhinn° niyat°dh°ras°dhan° 

prakr°nt° pratipatt§∏°m bhed°≈ sambodhahetava≈.(VP, 2.414)  

In most cases, a complete sentence contains at least a subject, 

predicate and verb. There are sentences which have no parts other than a 

verb. In anyway, the verb or the idea of an action is an inevitable part of a 

sentence. Bh says that each action is different from one another as it is 

with specific accessories as its substrata (niyat°dh°ras°dhan°). Pu∏yar°ja 
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also describes the kriy° or action as 'viøi¿∂°', that which is particular or 

qualified. Thus kriy° is the key factor in a sentence which differentiates it 

from all the other sentences. It is again mentioned in this verse that when a 

sentence is heard, the listener first grasps the sense of action. But it cannot 

be argued that the other parts in a sentence except the verb are 

insignificant, as they are for the vivid understanding of the listener. 

Pu∏yar°ja quotes another verse also in his commentary, the source 

of which is yet to be found.  

pratibh° yat prabh£t°rth° y°manu¿∂h°nam°øritam 

phalam pras£yeta yata≈ s° kriy° v°kyagocara≈ (VP, 2.1,2).  

Here it is stated that the kriy° in general is not to be treated as sentence-

meaning. But the kriy°, when characterized by some qualifiers, gives the 

meaning of the sentence. The verb should be qualified with its accessories 

like Kart° (subject), Karma (predicate) etc and should give rise to 

indivisible sentence-meaning Pratibh°. This qualified verb can only 

stimulate action. An action cannot be taken place unless there is a subject 

and predicate. If one says "close", pointing towards the door, we may 

understand that the door is to be closed. Here the verb is impregnated with 

the subject and the predicate. Thus the kriy°, qualified with these 

characteristics represents the sentence-meaning. This view is a sort of 
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word-atomism, put forth by the Anvit°bhidh°na School, which says that 

each word in a sentence represents a connected meaning. 

3.5.1.2. Sa∆sarga≈ V°ky°rtha≈ 

Among the definitions of sentence, those who believe sentence as 

the collection of words (Sa¥gh°ta) and as the sequence of words (Krama), 

accept samsarga or the interconnection as the sentence-meaning. 

According to this view, sentence-meaning is the interconnection of the 

meanings of the individual words. This view belongs to the Abhihit°nvaya 

School, accepted by the Bh°∂∂a School of M¢m°∆s°. This is well stated in 

the verse:- 

sa∆bandhe sati yattvanyad°dhikyam upaj°yate 

v°ky°rthameva ta∆ pr°huranekapadasa∆ørayam (VP, 2.42) 

When a word is connected with another in a sentence, which is mutually 

expected (s°k°¥k¿am) with the first word, an extra meaning over and 

above the individual meanings of the words is derived. This extra meaning 

cannot be treated as the meanings the words, but it is the sentence-

meaning. In the expression 'v¢ra≈ puru¿a≈', there are two distinct words 

v¢ra≈, which denotes 'courage' and puru¿a≈, which signifies 'a man'. When 

these words are uttered in a way they are mutually expected (s°k°¥k¿am), 

it signifies 'a courageous man'. This extra meaning of adjectival-
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substantive relation, evolved as a result of the interconnection between the 

word-meanings, is the sentence-meaning. This view is pointed out in the 

MB, where Ptj states that the adjectival-substantive relation is different 

from the individual word-meanings, but it is the sentence-meaning 

("yadatr°dhikyam, v°ky°rtha≈ sa≈", under P, 2.3.46). 

Bh says that this view of sentence-meaning can be perceived in two 

different ways. The first view is of the universal or J°ti, which is supposed 

to exist in full in each individual of the species. Similarly, if sentence is 

said to be the collection of words and sentence-meaning rests on many 

words, then the sentence-meaning exists in full in each word. The second 

perspective is of number, which exists in the totality of the group. In this 

view, the sentence-meaning rests on the totality of words (VP, 2.43).  

3.5.1.3. Sams§¿∂a ev°rtha≈ V°ky°rtha≈ 

It is already discussed the view that the sentence-meaning is 

samsarga or the interconnection of the meanings of the individual words. 

Bh explains this view in another perspective also. In the former view, it 

was stated that a word in a sentence denotes its individual meaning only 

and when the meanings of the words are connected together, a qualified 

meaning emerges, which is the meaning of the sentence. Here, in this 

perspective, it is stated that the individual word conveys a general 
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meaning which is potentially capable of being connected with the 

meanings of other words. When it is actually connected with the other 

words, it really conveys a meaning connected with the particular meanings 

of other words. This view differs from the former in the manner that, the 

word meaning here, is so general and at the same time it is adaptable to all 

the particulars. The general meaning and the particular meaning are those 

of the individual word and not of the sentence and is not conveyed by 

°k°¥k¿°, yogyat° and sannidhi. (VP, 2.44-46). What is peculiar to this 

view is that, the sa¥gh°ta view is explained here, from the point of view of 

the School of Anvit°bhidh°na. 

3.5.1.4. Viøe¿ar£p°panna≈ Pad°rtha≈ Eva V°ky°rtha≈ 

Those who define the sentence as 'the first word' (Padam°dyam) 

and 'each word requiring the others' (P§thak Sarvam Padam S°k°¥k¿am), 

accept sentence-meaning as the connected meaning. According to them, 

the whole of the sentence meaning is concentrated in each word (VP, 

2.18). But here, we may doubt if the other words in the sentence are of no 

use. Bh solves this problem, saying that, the other words are not useless, 

but they make listeners understand the meaning better. If in the very 

beginning, a connected meaning involving an action and all its accessories 

are understood, why the accessories are restated in the sentence is also 
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explained by Bh. It is for specifying the substrata of the powers of the 

accessories (VP, 2.411-412, trans. K A S Iyer). 

3.5.1.5. Prayojana∆ V°ky°rtha≈ 

Pu∏yar°ja states that for some, the sentence meaning is prayojanam 

or is in the nature of purpose.  This is supposed to be common to all the 

views on the nature of sentence-meaning. According to this view, the 

sentence-meaning is neither derived from the interconnection of the 

meanings of individual words as in the school of Abhihit°nvya, nor is the 

connected meaning of each word as in the school of Anvit°bhidh°na. 

Here, the word-meaning is the expressed sense and the sentence denotes 

purpose. What is understood on hearing a sentence is nothing but 

abhidheya or the expressed sense. The sentence-meaning is the purpose, 

which fulfills the speaker's intention  

abhidheya≈ padasy°rtho v°kyasy°rtha≈ prayojanam 

yasya tasya na sambandho v°ky°n°mupapadyate. (VP, 2.113)  

The definition of sentence, propounded by Jaimini, who authored 

the s£tras of M¢m°∆s°, also supports this view. He defines sentence in the 

aphorism "arthaikatv°dekam v°kyam s°k°¥k¿am ced vibh°ge sy°t" 

(2.1.46). In this aphorism, the term 'arthaikatva' is explained by ·abara in 

the sense of 'serving a single purpose' ("ekaprayojanatv°dupapannam", 
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2.1.46). Later M¢m°∆sakas like Kum°rilabha∂∂a, P°rthas°rathimiøra etc 

are also in favour of this view.  

Bh refutes this view, pointing out its defects. He says that if the 

sentence has no abhideya (expressed meaning), there would be no 

connection between sentences. Such connection is established only 

through the expressed meaning. He also mentions that this defect can be 

removed or solved according to the concept of Anvit°bhidh°na (VP, 

2.113) 

3.5.1.6. Pratibh° V°ky°rtha≈ 

Bh emphasizes on the Akha∏∑a School of sentence, which holds the 

indivisibility of the sentence and the sentence-meaning. Bh termed this all-

inclusive and indivisible sentence-meaning as Pratibh°. In the 

Akha∏∑apak¿a, sentence-meaning is not derived from the meanings of 

words in it. Bh introduces the concept of Pratibh° in the following verse. 

vicchedagraha∏e'rth°n°∆ pratibh°nyaiva j°yate 

v°ky°rtha iti t°m°hu≈ pad°rthairupap°dit°m (VP, 2.143) 

When the meanings of the individual words in a sentence have been 

understood separately, a flash of understanding takes place. This is the 

meaning of the sentence, brought about by the meanings of the individual 

words. In the School of Sentence-Indivisibility, though individual words 
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and their meanings are considered unreal, they serve the purpose of 

bringing the sentence-meaning to the mind. In other words, they manifest 

the sentence-meaning. The listener receives the uttered sounds in a 

sequential manner and hence the meanings of the parts of a sentence may 

be perceived in the listener's mind. But as soon as a sentence, the complete 

linguistic unit, is perceived, a sudden flash of understanding takes place. 

This flash of understanding is termed as 'Pratibh°'. The whole semantic 

exposition of Bh has been developed on this unique as well as original 

concept. 

3.5.2. Various Means of Ascertainment of Meaning 

    According to Bh, sentence is the primary conveyor of meaning in 

a communication. Words and word-meanings are only manifesters of the 

meaning of sentence. In certain situations, word-meanings are even 

insignificant also. Bh says that to console a crying child, one may threaten 

him that a tiger would eat him. Here, the intention of the speaker is not to 

threaten the child, but to put off his crying (VP, 2.321). Sometimes, the 

intention may be far away from the chief meaning of the sentence. Bh 

cites some examples for such ambiguities in the meaning. When one says 

to other 'look at the sun, we have to go', it really indicates the time, even 

though it says something about sun. (VP, 2.310) Similarly, when a boy is 

told 'save the butter from the crows', the speaker intends to keep the butter 
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away from all the birds and animals. Thus, Bh intends to say that the 

meaning of a sentence does not depend on the meanings of its parts. But it 

is a flash of understanding. Speakers use the words to express the literal 

sense and also to express some intended sense. The speaker's intention, 

embedded in the sentence, cannot be understood through its parts. Bh says 

that the meanings of words are determined according to the sentence, 

situation, meaning, propriety, place and time, but not according to its mere 

external form. 

v°ky°t prakara∏°darthaucity°ddeøak°lata≈ 

øabd°rth°≈ pravibhajyante na r£p°deva keval°t. (VP, 2.314) 

Besides these factors, he gives an account of contextual and syntactic 

factors, which helps to determine the precise meaning of an expression. 

They are stated in the following verses:- 

sa∆sargo viprayogasca s°hacarya∆ virodhit° 

artha≈ prakara∏a∆ li¥gam øabdasy°nyasya sannidhi≈ 

s°marthyamaucit¢ deøa≈ k°lo vyakti≈ svar°daya≈ 

øabd°rthasy°navacchede viøe¿asm§tihetava≈. (VP, 2.315-316) 

V§tti and the commentary of Pu∏yar°ja makes this view clear by citing 

examples. K A S Iyer opines that these verses may be quotations from 

some unknown work (VP, 2.314). Anyway this list has been adopted by 
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the later philosophers to discuss about the problems of ambiguous 

expressions. 

(i) Sa∆yoga (Association):- Some words are used in more than one 

meaning. The meaning in which it is used in a particular context can be 

determined by its association with other words. The word hari can be 

taken as the example. This word is used to denote various meanings like 

'Lord Vi¿∏u', 'monkey', 'lion' etc. When this word is associated with the 

words øa¥kha (conch) and cakra (discus), it denotes Lord Vi¿∏u. 

(ii) Viprayoga (Dissociation):- The meaning of words, which 

denotes more than one meaning, can be determined by dissociation also. 

The sentence 'akiøor° dhenur°n¢yat°m' is the given example. The word 

dhenu may denote a 'cow' or a 'mare'. But here, the phrase akiøor° (without 

calf) implies dissociation, which makes it clear that a cow is referred to.  

(iii) S°hacaryam (Mutual association):- When somebody says 

'R°ma and Lak¿ma∏a went to forest', it is unambiguous that the son of 

Daøaratha is referred to here, but not Balar°ma (the brother of K§¿∏a). 

This meaning is determined on the basis of mutual association of R°ma 

with Lak¿ma∏a. 

(iv) Virodhit° (opposition):- It is stated that the word R°ma refers to 

the son of Daøaratha when associated with the word Lak¿ma∏a. Similarly 
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when the same word R°ma is used in the compound word R°m°rjunau 

(R°ma and Arjuna), it obviously denotes Paraøur°ma (incarnation of Lord 

Vi¿∏u). It is because of the hostility between Paraøur°ma and 

K°rtav¢ry°rjuna. 

(v) Artha≈ (Purpose):- The word Sth°∏u means a 'pillar' or 'Lord 

·iva'. When someone is asked to 'worship sth°∏u', the purpose of the 

speaker is to worship Lord øiva, not the pillar. Thus the purpose of the 

speaker helps the listener to determine the latter meaning of the term. 

(vi) Prakara∏am (Context):- The well-known example is the 

expression 'Saindhavam °naya', in which the word saindhavam signifies 

both 'salt' and 'horse'. Here, the meaning is determined by the context. If it 

is the time of eating, the term denotes 'salt' and it denotes 'horse' at the 

time of travel.  

(vii) Li¥ga (Indicatory sign):- Matilal explains this as follows; 

"some sign may be present in the larger context (within the passage), and this 

may help to resolve the ambiguity" (1992, p.25). An example is taken from a 

Vedic passage, which reads as "akt°≈ øarkar° upadadh°ti", means 'the wet 

pebbles are placed on the altar'. Here, the word akt°≈ signifies 'wet'. To 

make the pebbles wet, they can be soaked in any liquid, because it is not 

specified in the sentence. Since the context mentions 'clarified butter', we 
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have to understand that it is an indicatory sign that the pebbles should be 

wetted by the clarified butter. 

(viii) ·abdasy°nyasya sannidhi≈ (Proximity with another word):- 

This is also a sort of association, but differs from S°hacaryam or 

Virodhit°. Here, it is not the psychological association as in the case of 

S°hacaryam or Virodhit°, but perhaps a physical proximity or a syntactical 

connection is meant (Matilal, 1992, p.26). The example given by Matilal is 

the word Pur°r°ti, which literally means 'destroyer of cities'. Though any 

king can be denoted by the word, it obviously refers to Lord ·iva,  

(ix) S°marthya (Capacity):- When one says "abhir£p°ya kany° 

dey°", it is clear that the girl has to be married to a handsome groom. 

Though the word groom is not said by the speaker, the listener 

understands it. Similarly when one says "I am intoxicated with madhu", 

the word madhu would mean wine, not the spring season.  

(x) Aucit¢ (Propriety):- This is a variation of the former concept. In 

a poetic context, the same word madhu can also signify the spring season. 

In that particular situation, it may proper to say "I am intoxicated with the 

advent of the spring season".  

(xi) Deøa (Place):- In the expression 'Bh°t¢ha parameøvara≈', which 

means 'here shines the master', the word 'parameøvara' signifies 'the king' 
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and not Lord ·iva. The reference to the place 'here' helps to attribute this 

meaning to the term. 

(xii) K°la (Time):- When one says "citrabh°nu shines now", the 

word citrabh°nu refers to sun if it is said at daytime and it refers to fire or 

light if it is uttered at night. 

(xiii) Vyakti (Grammatical gender):- It is well-known that the term 

'Mitra' in Sanskrit signifies 'sun' when it is used in masculine gender. And 

the same word means 'friend', if it is used in neuter gender.  

(xiv) Svara (Accent):- A well-known example is cited in MB that 

the word 'Indraøatru' with accent on the last syllable means 'one who kills 

Indra'. When the first syllable of the word is accented, it means 'the one, 

whose killer is Indra'. Thus in Veda, a word may denote a different or 

opposite meaning if the accent used is improper. 

These are the contextual factors that help to determine the meaning 

of an expression unambiguously. Bh says that even many more factors are 

there, which influence the meaning of a word. Thus, it is obvious that Bh 

takes into account the grammatical, syntactical, psychological and 

contextual factors for determining the intended meaning. These factors are 

not related to a specific language, but they are universal in nature. Thus it 

becomes clear that he deals with the problems of communicability of 

language and word-meaning relationship in a comprehensive manner. 



 

 

Chapter 4 

The Concept of Pratibh° and its Implications 

 

4.1. Origin and Development of the Concept of Pratibh° 

 The concept of Pratibh° is discussed elaborately in almost all 

schools of thought in India and the preceptors perceive this concept in 

different dimensions. Normally, In Indian philosophy, the concept of 

Pratibh° might be conceived as the 'supersensuous and suprarational 

apperception for grasping the truth directly'. (Gayathri Rath, 2000, p.141).  

Even though there are a few references to the term Pratibh° in Vedic 

literature, we can trace the concept in RV and Nirukta. In RV, the term 

Pratibh° is referred to as 'pratibabhau' ("tritam k£pe' vahitam etat s£kta∆ 

pratibabhau", 1.105.17). Here, the word 'pratibabhau' denotes revelation or 

a quick understanding of insight or a sudden thought (Gayathri Rath, 

2000, p.142). In Nirukta, it is stated as pratibabhau, which signifies 'it was 

revealed'. Y°ska uses the word in a different sense also as 'image', 'light' or 

'splendour' (2002, 4.6; 14.4) 

 The word Pratibh° is etymologically derived from the root 'bh°', 

which means 'to shine' (d¢ptau). The prefix prati and the suffixes ka≈ and 

∂°p are added to the root. The suffix ka≈ is added in the sense of either 
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'karma' or 'bh°va'. Hence the meaning of the word Pratibh° can be taken as 

'Pratibh°ti, øobhate iti Pratibh°' (to shine) or 'Pratibh°ti artha≈ anay° iti s° 

Pratibh°' (that which gives the meaning). Dasgupta remarks that in its 

ordinary non-technical use, the term Pratibh° refers to an intuition of what 

may occur in future. It also includes the power of understanding of all 

kinds of sounds without effort, all that may be communicated by any 

animal in the world and the power of having heavenly visions (1975, 

p.342). Various Indian schools of thought used this concept in their 

technical discussions in different dimensions. It may be discussed here at 

some length and afterwards Bh's conception of Pratibh° will be discussed 

elaborately. 

4.2. The Concept of Pratibh° in Indian Philosophy 

In general, Indian schools of thought use the term Pratibh° as a 

concept which indicates any kind of knowledge, which is not sense-borne. 

As it implies a super sensuous knowledge, the prime characters of this 

concept are immediacy and intense clarity. Hence it is described as a flash 

or the sense of wisdom characterised by immediacy and freshness 

(nanavonme¿aø°lin¢ prajµ°). It is because of the super sensuous nature, 

Pratibh° is transcendental and non-empirical. It is always free from the 

limitations of time and space. In this sense, it is rather equivalent to 

intuition. In Indian systems of thought, the concept of Pratibh° is 
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described both as an inherent power and as an act of voluntary 

consciousness (Gayatri Rath, 2000, p.141). As an inherent power of 

wisdom, it can be sublimated to the intuitive knowledge of the self. As an 

act, it has the capacity to put someone into creative forms such as poetry 

or art.  Thus, Dr. Padma Sudhi puts forth that Pratibh° as the intuitive 

knowledge, gives expressions to the art forms as talent or genius. Thus 

artistic talent or genius is nothing but Pratibh° and its spiritual quest 

(Vol.3, 1983, p.124). In short, the concept of Pratibh° is omnipresent in all 

novel ideas in any area of science, art, literature or philosophy etc. In other 

words, they are inspired by Pratibh°.  

In one way or other, almost all Indian philosophies have included 

this super sensuous knowledge or intuition in their technical discussions. 

The doctrine of Pratibh°, in the same form or other, has ever been an 

article of universal acceptance in India. Except C°rv°kas, all other 

philosophers describe a super-natural perception, which enables one to 

directly grasp the real nature of things. Most of these schools may not 

name this unique perception as Pratibh°, but the Schools of Yoga, Ved°nta 

and Buddhism exclusively discussed the characteristics of it. C°rv°ka 

system, being a materialistic philosophy, denies any sort of super-natural 

perception. According to them, sense perception is the only source of 

knowledge. Coward opines that in the C°rv°ka system, everything is 
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derived from material elements which are judged to possess their own 

svabh°va or the immanent life force. (1980, p.50). It has to be noted that, 

Bh recognises Pratibh° as Svabh°vaja (Pratibh°, that derives from the 

svabh°va or nature), while describing the six kinds of it 
17
(VP, 2.152). 

Thus, the omnipresence of Pratibh° in the C°rv°ka School cannot be 

denied completely. In Jainism, we may find no direct reference to this 

concept. Still they implicitly discussed similar notions while they describe 

the concept of avadhijµ°na or kevalajµ°na. The followers of 

P£rvam¢m°∆sa school do not accept any kind of super-natural perception 

and therefore they refute the Pratibh° theory. But Kum°rila, in his 

·lokav°rtika, invokes Mah° Deva (Supreme Being), who possesses a 

Divya cak¿us (Divine Eye) in the form of three Vedas (1). Here, the Divya 

cak¿us (Divine Eye), which has a capacity of super-natural perception, in 

its essence, is equivalent to Pratibh°. There is no direct reference of this 

concept in the S°¥khya philosophy also. But we may find some 

description of intuitional consciousness while discussing about Kaivalya (J 

Prasad, 2010, p.17).  Ny°ya philosophy also uses this term to signify the 

intuitive consciousness from which, fresh and novel ideas are awakened. 

M B Jhalakikar points out that the concept is defined in the Ny°ya School 

as "sph£rty°khyo budhiviøe¿a≈" ('a special mode of forming and retaining 

                                                           

17 Six kinds of Pratibh° are explicated under 4.6 in this thesis. 
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conceptions of the quivering or sudden appearance of description', trans. 

Gayatri Rath, 2000, p.147) or "prajµ° navanavonme¿aø°lin¢ Pratibh° 

mat°" (intuitive consciousness abounding in always new awakenings). 

(Quoted by Gayatri Rath, 2000, p.147) 

Yoga discusses the concept of Pratibh° exclusively so as to describe 

the super-natural perception or omniscience that a yogi attains in 

contemplation. Here, the term prajµ° is often used in the sense of Pratibh°. 

The most significant reference is seen in the third chapter of Ptj's 

Yogas£tra, which states that "Pratibh°dv° sarvam" (3.33).  One who 

practises yoga can attain the real nature of all because of Pratibh° or the 

innate capacity. Here, Pratibh° is described as a spontaneous flash of 

insight, which is awakened with the practise of concentration. This state is 

termed as 'sasmita sam°dhi', in which, one becomes self-conscious as well 

as 'all-conscious'. Once Pratibh° is awakened, one attains the power of 

super normal perception of hearing, touch, sight, taste and awareness of 

events of the subtle, concealed, remote whether past or future. ("pr°tibha∆ 

n°ma t°rakam. tadvivekajasya jµ°nasya p£rvar£pam. tena v° sarvameva 

j°n°ti yog¢ pr°tibhasya jµ°nasyotpatt°viti", Vy°sabh°¿ya, 3.33) Thus in 

the Yoga school, all sort of omniscience can be explained through this 

unique concept of Pratibh° and hence it is considered as an important 

thesis by the followers of this school.  
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  The word 'Pratibh°' is seen in earlier Buddhist literature itself. 

A¥guttara Nik°ya, one of the oldest canonical works of Buddhists, refers 

to four types of poets, among which the last one is 'Pratibh°nakavi' 

(quoted by Gayatri Rath, 2000, p.147). We can assume that the Pratibh° 

theory of Bh influenced Di¥n°ga, the famous Buddhist logician. He 

mentions in his Pram°∏asamuccayav§tti that meaning of a sentence is 

Pratibh° under the influence of VP
18
. 

apoddh°re padasy°ya∆ v°ky°d artho vivecita≈ 

v°ky°rtha≈ pratibh°khyo ya∆ ten°d°vupajanyate.  

  (Quoted by Coward and Raja, 2007, p.28, fn.26)  

4.3. The Concept of Pratibh° in Indian Poetics 

The concept of Pratibh°, as a source of innovative and fresh ideas, 

has been placed at its core by rhetoricians in their literary theories. The 

semantic as well as psychological study of Pratibh° by Bh, the famous 

philosopher cum linguist, inspired rhetoricians much. Bh's conception of 

Pratibh° as eternal, undivided and of the nature of continuous intuition, 

has given a new perspective to the rhetoricians to pave new pathways in 

                                                           

18 Many scholars of modern times have rightly observed the indebtedness of Di¥¥°ga 
to Bh in his main work Pram°∏asamuccayav§tti. He quotes three verses of VP in this 
work to support his argumnts. Masaaki Hattori argues that the Buddhist theory of 
language, any°poha resembles Bh's concept of J°ti discussed in the J°tisamuddeøa of 
VP. (Coward and Raja, 2007, p.27) 
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the Alank°raøastra. Almost all the preceptors of the School of Poetics in 

India have tried to define this concept in various perspectives. In general, 

Ala¥k°raø°stra has taken it as the root of all poetic creations. It is an 

intuition or intellect of a poet from where fresh and creative sparks are 

bloomed. It is the power of intellect whereby the poet sees the subjects of 

his poem as steeped in beauty and gives a vivid and beautiful picture of 

what he has seen. 

This innate capacity of a poet has been called in various names such 

as Pratibh°, ·akti etc in Indian Poetics. In K°vy°la¥k°ra, Bh°maha states 

that "k°vya∆ tu j°yate j°tu kasyacit pratibh°vata≈"(1.5). He opines that 

Pratibh° is the most important equipment for a poet to compose poetry. 

Later preceptors of Poetics also maintain almost the same view as of 

Bh°maha. Rudra∂a, who also authored a work  named K°vy°la¥k°ra, calls 

it as øakti, which is characterised by extraordinary innate attribute of soul 

and poetic imagination shines forth on it (1.15). V°mana, one of the 

prominent Àla¥k°rika in the pre-dhvani period, emphasises in his treatise 

K°vy°la¥k°ras£trav§tti that Pratibh° is the sole cause of poetry. His 

perspective of Pratibh° is clear in these words; "kavit°b¢ja∆ pratibh°na∆, 

yasm°t vin° k°vya∆ na ni¿padyate, ni¿panna∆ v° h°sy°yatana∆ sy°t" 

(1.3.16). The germ of poetry is Pratibh°, in the absence of which, poetry 
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does not originate and even if composed, it will be ridiculed by the 

society.  

Ànandavardhana, the foremost thinker in Indian poetics as well as 

the founder of Dhvani School of literary criticism, has given a prime 

position to the concept of Pratibh° in his magnum opus Dhvany°loka. He 

was much influenced by Bh's perspectives of Pratibh° as well as spho∂a. 

Bh's concept of Pratibh° is all-inclusive that the scope of this concept 

reaches all the aspects of universal activities. Ànandavardhana restricts 

this concept to the poetic imagination and extends its scope in the realm of 

Aesthetics and Poetics. Thus, he acknowledges the indebtedness to the 

views of the grammarians in developing the theory of Dhvani. ("prathame 

hi vidv°∆so vaiy°karan°≈, 2006,p.138). Ànandavardhana builds up his 

whole theses of literary criticism with the Pratibh° at its core. He and the 

followers of the School of Dhvani reiterate the supremacy of imagination 

and rasa in their theses. Poet's imagination is deeply rooted in Pratibh° or 

it is the manifestation of Pratibh°. It needs no external guidance or 

requirements to manifest the poetry. This can also be equated with the 

famous definition of poetry by William Wordsworth as "all good poetry is 

the spontaneous overflow of powerful emotions" (Brett  and  Jones, 

1963,p.266). Ànandavardhana views that without Pratibh°, poetry cannot 

be composed. He also adds that Pratibh° can make up the lack of learning 
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or scholarship, but the lacking of Pratibh° can be substituted by none. 

Pratibh° as a poetic flash transforms an ordinary man into a poet having a 

vision or darøana. It is said that a seer (Œ¿i) having a darøana only can be a 

poet. Rhetoricians have no dispute among them in the view that a poet 

should be capable of expressing that which he 'sees' (var∏an°nipu∏a≈). 

But this poetic expression flashes forth only with the help of darøana or 

Pratibh°, as mentioned.  

According to R°jaøekhara, Pratibh° is the creative faculty of the 

poet as well as the reader. Hence he conceives Pratibh° in two ways; 

K°rayitr¢ and Bh°vayitr¢ respectively. Thus, earlier as well as later 

rhetoricians accept Pratibh° as the inherent wonderful faculty of natural 

disposition and inborn gift of the poet (Gayatri Rath, 2000,p.149). In other 

words, it is the intelligent faculty of intellect where new and novel 

blooming of ideas arise. 

4.4. The Concept of Pratibh° in VP 

As discussed, Spho∂a is the auditory impression of the sentence 

uttered and Pratibh° is its meaning. According to Bh, sentence is the basic 

meaningful unit in a communication and we understand the meaning as a 

flash of understanding in the light of Pratibh°. The sentence theory of Bh 
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is to be understood from the context of his general theory of knowledge, 

Pratibh°. Bh defines the very concept as:- 

vichedagraha∏e'rth°n°m pratibh°nyaiva j°yate. 

v°ky°rtha iti t°m°hu≈ pad°rthairupap°dit°m. (VP, 2.143) 

When the meanings of the individual words in a sentence are understood 

separately, a flash of understanding takes place, which is different from 

the word-meanings and is called sentence-meaning. This meaning is 

brought about by the meanings of the individual words, but at the same 

time, it is unique as well as devoid of parts. Each utterance reveals the 

spho∂a (an auditory impression) while Pratibh° immediately translates it 

into meaning. Bh conceives the concept of Pratibh° in a unique manner 

that, he envisages it both semantically as well as psychologically. Pratibh° 

in the semantic perspective is the sentence-meaning. From the 

psychological point of view, it may be perceived as an 'intuitive instinct', 

which has intuitive powers ranging from instinctive knowledge of animals 

or birds to super-natural perceptions of yogis. 

4.5. Characteristics of Pratibh° 

Bh expounds the characteristic features of this concept in several 

verses. He states that though Pratibh° is experienced by everyone within 
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himself, it cannot be explained to others as 'it is this'. Even the subject, 

who experienced it, is not able to render an account of it to himself. 

ida∆ taditi s°nye¿°man°khyey° kathaµcana 

praty°tmav§ttisiddh° s° kartr°pi na nir£pyate. (VP, 2.144)  

K A S Iyer explains this verse by citing an example of a drink made up of 

many ingredients. It is difficult to explain the taste of such a drink to 

others, even by the one who tastes it (VP, 2.146). Thus, Bh calls the 

Pratibh° as 'Avic°rita' or indefinable.  

upaøle¿amiv°rth°n°∆ s° karotyavic°rit° 

s°rvar£pyamiv°pann° vi¿ayatvena vartate. (VP, 2.145) 

Pu∏yar°ja explains that, this flash of understanding brings about an 

amalgamation (Upaøle¿a) of the meanings of the individual words, which 

were not connected before (Asa∆s§¿∂a).  

Bh suggests that Pratibh° would be revealed when the speech 

faculty comes into action. Pratibh° is produced either through the words or 

through the Bh°vana, one's predispositions.  

s°k¿°cchabdena janit°∆ bh°van°nugamena v° 

itikartavyat°y°∆ t°∆ na kaøcidativartate. (VP, 2.146) 

Thus, there are two possibilities in the production of pratibh°. If it is 
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manifested by the uttered speech, it can be produced here and it should be 

inherited from previous births, if produced by the bh°van°. Bh argues that 

none can avoid its presence in his/her activities. Each and every activity is 

motivated by the Pratibh°. People indulge it their activities only when they 

are motivated either by mental stimulation or from the previous 

impressions acquired (even from previous births). A mental stimulation is 

the idea originated in the mind or inspired by the audible sounds. What is 

worthy of note here is that, the flash of understanding is always preceded 

by the linguistic faculty or øabdabh°van°.  

Pratibh° is the cause of any sentient being indulged in any activity. 

In other words, any action in this world presupposes a will to act. When it 

is impregnated with words, it becomes cognizable by the listener. Thus Bh 

opines that the whole world considers Pratibh° as an authority. 

pram°∏atvena t°∆ loka≈ sarva≈ samanuøyati 

sam°rambh°≈ prat°yante tiraøc°mapi tadvaø°t. (VP, 2.147)  

No activity of a living being is possible without the precedence of 

Pratibh°. Bh argues that Pratibh° is the reason behind the transformation 

of the voice of male cuckoo during the spring season. The same pratibh° 

teaches animals and birds to build nests. Pratibh° motivates the 

stimulations of hunger, thirst, love etc. in animals and birds (VP, 2.148-
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151). Here, Bh says that Pratibh° or øabda is present in every living being 

by birth itself. In living beings other than human beings, it is not fully 

developed. In new born babies, it is the reason behind their 

communication through crying, laughing etc. They cannot speak, only 

because their speech organs are not mature enough. 

4.5.1. Pratibh°: A Semantic Concept 

Pratibh° is the semantic unit of communication, where sentence-

meaning shines forth. The semantic characteristics of Pratibh° have been 

glimpsed elaborately in the previous chapter (under 3.5.1.6). The whole 

discussions of Bh on sentence-meaning is to be understood on the basis of 

the concept of Pratibh° elucidated by him.  Spho∂a and Pratibh° are the 

two major linguistic components underlying the synactico-semantic 

analysis of sentence in VP.  "According to Bh, sentence is the meaningful 

linguistic unit. Every expression consists of three elements i.e. dhvani 

(n°da or the physical sound), spho∂a (intermediary mental word) and artha 

(meaning)" (Gayatri Rath, 2000, p.149). Thus apart from the physical 

sound dhvani and the intermediary auditory image spho∂a, there is another 

knowledge which prevails in the intellect. This transforms spho∂a into 

meaning in a flash and is known as Pratibh°. This transformation takes 

place so fast that the gap between the flash and the understanding of the 

sentence-meaning cannot be noticed.  
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4.5.2. Pratibh°: Indivisibility of meaning 

 Bh advocates that sentence cannot be divided into smaller parts 

rather it is a single unit. Modern scholars also suggest that the whole 

expression should be taken into account in a conversation to understand 

the meaning. Bh's Akha∏∑a school considers sentence as a unified whole, 

which cannot be derived from its parts viz. words or syllables (VP 1.73). 

Though the words in a sentence are grasped successively, the perception 

of the sentence is simultaneous, when the meaning is flashed in the 

listener's mind. (Raja, 1962, p.134-135). 

 According to the Akha∏∑a School, Pratibh° is also devoid of parts 

or sequence. It cannot be divided into word-meanings. In other words, 

sentence-meaning is not evolved as a result of the summation of individual 

meanings of the components.  M¢m°∆sakas as well as Naiy°yikas, who 

belong to the Sakha∏∑a school advocate that the sentence-meaning is 

evolved from the word-meanings. Here, word is considered as the unit of 

meaning and not a product of sentence analysis. According to Bh, the 

concept of sentence can be perceived from both the levels of 

communication and grammar. In the level of communication, sentence is 

the meaningful unit of language and is a unified whole or devoid of 

components. Sentence-meaning is also grasped as a whole by the hearer. 

Thus words and word-meanings have no independent status in 
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communicating a thought or an idea. While sentence is analysed for the 

purpose of grammatical studies, words are only abstracted from the 

sentence (apoddh°ra). In linguistics and grammar, words and word-

meanings abstracted from sentence have great importance. Thus according 

to Bh, components of a sentence are significant only for studying grammar 

(ø°stra vyavah°ra) and they have no independent status in communication.  

As the sentence-meaning Pratibh° is grasped as a whole, it lacks 

any sequential nature. Bh states that øabda, which is devoid of divisions, is 

also devoid of any sequence (VP, 1.48). To quote A N Hota:- 

According to Bh, sequence which belongs to the phonological act is 

imposed upon time. Intellect gets expanded along with sequence of 

sounds it perceives and so sequence leaves its marking on intellect. 

Intellect has a dual ability, namely to grasp wholes with or without 

sequence, and so becomes capable of perceiving one object in 

'singleness' and diversity. Lastly, since sounds appear in our notion with 

a sequence, the meaning which comes from sounds also appear to have a 

sequence in our notion, although it is indivisible. These are 

presuppositions for understanding the character of meaning (1985, 

p.143). 
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4.5.3. Extra-lingual Meaning 

 Bh rightly observes that apart from the ordinary meaning, sentences 

express some extra lingual meanings very often in verbal communication 

(VP, 2.310-313). Some philosophers call it as 'Lak¿a∏a' or secondary 

meaning, which is either depending upon speaker's intention or on 

contextual factors. Even though sentence is considered as the meaningful 

unit of language, in most of the cases, a sentence cannot be analysed apart 

from the context in which it is uttered. The circumstances, in which the 

communication takes place, obviously influence the meaning. Here, the 

word 'context' includes not just the environmental surroundings of the 

speaker, but it signifies several factors that help the hearer to fix the 

meaning. Bh refers to a list of several factors, which influence the 

meaning of a sentence (VP, 2.316-317) and these are elucidated in the 

previous chapter. Thus, the coalescence of word-meanings cannot 

determine the sentence-meaning. This supports the indivisibility theory of 

sentence-meaning. 

 School of Vy°kara∏a accept only the primary sense which is based 

on lexical meaning. But even in the conversations of our daily life, we use 

expressions and phrases whose meaning cannot be understood by knowing 

the sentence-meaning or word-meanings. In these situations, the primary 

sense fails to convey the meaning of the expression. Philosophies like 
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Ny°ya, Ved°nta etc. as well as the school of Ala¥k°raø°stra accept several 

levels of meanings beyond the lexical meaning like lak¿y°rtha (secondary 

meaning), vya¥gy°rtha (suggestive meaning), t°tpary°rtha, prakara∏°rtha 

etc. They are the extra-lingual meanings which are over and above the 

ordinary meanings of the sentence. Bh's concept of Pratibh° includes these 

infinite levels of meaning that shines forth from a conversation. 

4.5.4. Pratibh°: An Intuitive Instict 

 Bh emphasises that nobody can avoid Pratibh° in one's activities, 

which is produced either through words or through bh°vana. 

s°k¿°cchabdena janit°∆ bh°van°nugamena v° 

itikartavyat°y°∆ t°∆ na kaøcidativartate. (VP. 2.146)  

Each and every activity of living beings is preceded by this intuitive 

knowledge. In communication, it is produced by the words while it is born 

with a predisposition (itikartavyat°) in the case of children or animals. The 

day-to-day activities of all animals develop because of this Pratibh°. It is 

not only comprehension or manifestation of an idea, but also the 

knowledge of how to act. Here, Pratibh° is conceived at the level of 

instincts of animals and birds. As we know, all animals have a tendency to 

act according to the nature of their classes of beings. Sometimes they tend 

to act in response to the stimulations from the outer environment also. But 
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from where does this tendency arise, is the central problem. Zoologists as 

well as Psychologists show their interest in this field. They suggest that 

animals act according to their instincts. Without instincts the organism 

would be an inert lifeless mass only. They are the motivators and shapers 

of all individuals and their social life. Instincts are inborn complex 

patterns of behaviour that exist in most members of the species. Any 

behaviour is instinctive if it is performed without being based upon prior 

experience, and is therefore an expression of innate biological factors. Sea 

turtles, newly hatched on a beach will automatically move towards the 

ocean. Communication of honeybees by dancing in the direction of food 

source is another example. Other examples include animal fighting, animal 

courtship behaviour, internal escape functions and the building of nests. In 

general, it is defined as:- 

largely inheritable and unalterable tendency of an organism to make a 

complex and specific response to environmental stimuli without 

involving reason. (https://www.merriam-webster.com/instinct) 

These instincts or behaviour patterns are inherited or inborn and 

manifested in response to certain stimuli.  

 Bh tries to answer these complex behaviours and instincts of 

animals through the concept of Pratibh°. He remarks that intuitions are 
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produced just as some substances acquire the power to intoxicate without 

the help of any external efforts. According to him, Pratibh° is an intuitive 

knowledge and this transforms the voice of the male cuckoo in spring 

season as well as teaches animals to build nests etc. Pratibh° stimulates 

animals and birds on to actions like eating, loving, hating, swimming etc. 

associated with particular species (VP, 2.148-150, Trans. K A S Iyer). 

Pu∏yar°ja compares this intuition to the conscience of good people 

(sajjana), which enables them to decide what is right and what is wrong 

quite instinctively. To support this argument, he also quotes K°Ωid°sa's 

famous verse "sat°m hi sandehapade¿u vastu¿u 

pram°∏amanta≈kara∏aprav§ttaya≈" (VP, 2.147). K°Ωid°sa tries to convey 

the idea that 'for good people, their own conscience is the guiding force or 

authority, in matters of doubt'. Pu∏yar°ja remarks that these intuitions are 

caused by predispositions, peculiar to every living being of different 

species and these are deeply rooted in the intuitive knowledge Pratibh°.  

Bh again puts forth an idea that this intuition is the result of °gama 

(tradition), accompanied by bh°van°. 

bh°van°nugat°d etad °gam°d eva j°yate 

°sattiviprakar¿°bhy°m °gamastu viøi¿yate. (VP, 2.151) 

In this verse, the words °gama, bh°van°, °satti and viprakar¿a are not 
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clear. It is difficult to decide what Bh meant by these words. Pu∏yar°ja 

understands the word '°gama' as øabda or the word. Therefore, øabda, 

either proximate or remote is the cause of intuition. Bh°van° is the 

tendency to act according to the nature of the different classes of beings. 

Thus Pratibh° arises from °gama, which is assisted by Bh°van°. 

Raghunatha Sarma explains this verse as follows:- 

bh°van°sahak°re∏a Pratibh°y° hetubh£ta≈ °gama≈ dvividha≈ - °sanno 

viprak§¿∂aøca. tatr°sanna iha janmani, viprak§¿∂o janm°ntare 

ityevam°sattiviprakar¿°bhy°m øabda eva Pratibh°heturiti. (VP 2.151)  

It gets clear from this explanation, that the word or øabda is the root of 

Pratibh°. It is proximate if it arises in this very life and is remote when it is 

inherited from the previous births. K A S Iyer have some pertinent 

suggestions in this regard. He doubts when Pu∏yar°ja says that the word 

'°gama' signifies øabda, whether he has the words of Veda in mind. 

Similarly, by the word 'bh°van°', does Bh mean what he calls 

'øabdabh°van°' in VP 1.114 (VP, 2.151, Trans. K A S Iyer, 63). Bh's 

theory of øabdabrahma can also be conjoined here. He says that:- 

na so' sti pratyayoloke ya≈ øabd°nugam°d§te 

anuviddhamiva jµ°nam sarvam øabdena bh°sate. (VP, 1.123) 

Every cognition in this world is associated with øabda and nothing is 
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omitted from the light of øabda. Thus the intuitive knowledge Pratibh° and 

the instincts are all deeply rooted in øabda or the word. This clearly 

indicates the all pervasiveness of Bh's language theory which intrudes into 

the deeper levels of human thoughts.  

4.6. Pratibh°: its sources 

To Bh, Pratibh° is 'anirvacan¢ya', or that cannot be described to 

others as 'it is this'. But he tries to explain the ways through which 

Pratibh° is manifested. Though the very concept is peculiar to his theory 

of sentence meaning, Bh uses the word in a broad general perspective, 

which can be manifested in six different ways and thereby he admits six 

kinds of intuitions or Pratibh°. The six sources of Pratibh° are Svabh°va, 

Cara∏a, Abhy°sa, Yoga, Ad§¿∂a and Viøi¿∂opahita. 

svabh°vacara∏°bhy°sayog°d§¿∂opap°d¢t°m 

viøi¿∂opahit°∆ ceti pratibh°∆ ¿a∑vidh°∆ vidu≈. (VP, 2.152) 

Bh does not give elucidation and examples for each kind of 

Pratibh°, while some explanations are seen in the V§tti and the 

commentary of Pu∏yar°ja. Both these commentaries differ at some points 

in giving examples of six kinds. 

(i) The first kind of Pratibh° is caused by svabh°va or nature. The 

word 'svabh°va' refers to the instinctive knowledge of animals, which 
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enables them to engage in activities appropriate to their species. Pu∏yar°ja 

illustrates this with an example of monkey and its activities (VP, 2.152). A 

slightly different opinion is described in the ancient commentary, the V§tti 

of VP. It mentions an example of natural tendency of Prak§ti (primordial 

matter) to evolve into Mahat and our natural tendency of waking up from 

deep sleep (VP, 2.152). 

(ii) The second cause of Pratibh° is cara∏a, which generally denotes 

a Vedic School. But here, it signifies øi¿∂°c°ra. This kind of Pratibh° is 

awakened, if one strictly follows the duties or karma according to his 

Vedic school. Pu∏yar°ja gives no more explanations except for the first 

kind, saying that all the others are clear and they need no elucidations 

("cara∏°di¿£d°hara∏°ny£hy°ni", VP, 2.152). The knowledge of the great 

seer Vasi¿∂ha who acquired special illumination by strictly observing the 

prescription of his Vedic school is the example given in the V§tti 

("cara∏animitt° k°cit pratibh°. tadyath° - 

°cara∏enaiv°vadh§taprak°øaviøe¿°∏°∆ vasi¿∂h°d¢n°m", VP, 2.152). 

Raghunatha Sarma also explains the special illumination of Vasi¿∂ha 

through which he could know the events in past, present and future. It 

indicates that through such observance, one may achieve a spiritual power 

resulting in a special capacity to perceive things that others are not able to 

know.  
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(iii) The third cause of intuition is Abhy°sa, which is generally 

translated as repeated practice. The declaration of expert hydro geologists 

and jewellers are prominent examples. Here, the V§tti suggests an example 

of the knowledge of a man, who can tell the existence of water for digging 

a well. All are not able to say where is the suitable place for digging a 

well, so also the knowledge of the genuineness of precious stones. This 

knowledge is not identical with inferential knowledge. According to Bh, 

knowledge of genuineness cannot be identified with inferential knowledge 

for it requires long practice which enables them to attain that skill. All 

such knowledge tends to reach a higher stage by practice. The expert 

knowledge of precious stones and metals is asam°khyeya or inexplicable 

to others and is caused by abhy°sa (regular practice) only. It cannot be 

achieved by means of anum°na. Such an expertise is inherited from a long 

cultural tradition. This intuition is the result of °gama (tradition) 

accompanied by bh°van°, the tendency to act according to the nature of 

the different classes of beings. If one gets some instances of referring a 

particular word with a particular applied meaning due to Abhy°sa, that 

word starts indicating that particular meaning, at least for that individual. 

Thus Abhy°sa is also one of the causes of Pratibh°.  

(iv) Yoga is another cause of Pratibh°. Through Yoga, one can 

imagine what is going on in others mind. The self-consciousness, which is 
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all consciousness, is Pratibh° and in the light of which, all things are 

revealed simultaneously and in all their aspects (Gopinath M Kaviraj, 

1924, p.11). The vision of Vasi¿a∂ha about the real nature of R°ma can be 

treated as an example for this kind of Pratibh°. Unable to see R°ma 

wearing valkala, while getting ready to go for forest, Vasi¿∂ha closed his 

eyes for a while. In the meantime he could see the real nature of R°ma (J 

Prasad, 2010, p.60). 

(v) The fifth cause of Pratibh° is ad§¿∂a. It is the power of Rak¿as 

(demons) and Piø°ca (the evil spirit) which enables them to enter the 

bodies of others and make themselves invisible (VP, 2.152, comm. V§tti). 

An individual is able to perform some unique activities led by some 

potency which he requires from his part karma. This invisible power is 

ad§¿∂a and due to this power, one can perform super sensible things.  

(vi) Lastly, Pratibh° is manifested due to viøi¿∂opahita or the grace 

of special person. The example illustrated in the V§tti is the special 

knowledge which K§¿∏advaip°yana gave to Saµjaya and others; thereby 

they could see the Kuruk¿etra war as such. Again, Lord K§¿∏a gives the 

mystic insight to Arjuna to see his cosmic form in the same context.  

Thus it is very clear that Pratibh° has been conceived in a very 

comprehensive way in VP. Pratibh° exists in every living being 
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accompanied by bh°van°. The manifestations of Pratibh° range from the 

basic instincts of animals and birds to the superhuman perceptions of Œ¿is 

("§¿¢∏°mapi yajjµ°na∆ tadapy°gamap£rvakam", VP, 1.30). Thus, we can 

conclude that the genius of a poet or a scientist or an Œ¿i has no 

quantitative difference from the average man's intuition or instincts of 

animals. 

4.7. The Concept of Pratibh° and its Implications 

4.7.1. Pratibh° and V°k 

The whole second canto of VP highlights the semantic nature of 

Pratibh°, which has been discussed in detail. But Bh treated the concept 

beyond its linguistic characteristics. He revealed the philosophic as well as 

psychological outlook of this concept. Bh explains the process of 

cognising the meaning in a language act in two perspectives. He analyses 

the speech act both from the points of view of the speaker and the hearer. 

To him, a linguistic communication can be said complete when the 

speaker expresses his intention through sounds and the hearer understands 

what the speaker intends to mean. In this context, what K A S Iyer 

remarks, is relevant. He puts forth the view that Bh perceives Pratibh° 

from two different dimensions i.e. from the point of view of the speaker's 

experience before utterance and that of the hearer's experience after 
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hearing the utterance. When Pratibh° is analysed from the hearer's point of 

view, it is a linguistic entity, which gives rise to the cognition of the 

sentence-meaning. Pratibh° transforms the sentence heard into meaning. 

This explains the semantic feature of Pratibh°, where the sentence-

meaning shines forth as a flash. When it is analysed from the speaker's 

angle, Pratibh° precedes the utterance. Here, Pratibh° is not conceived in 

the form of any language and thus the units of language, either in the form 

of sentence or words are not important. Coward identifies this state of 

Pratibh° with Paøyant¢ stage of V°k, after which, comes the utterance 

(1980, p.14-15). TheV§tti also points to this aspect of Pratibh° (VP, 1.14). 

 According to Bh, the speech principle V°k has three stages in the 

course of its manifestation viz. paøyant¢, madhyam° and vaikhar¢ (VP, 

1.144, citation). Later grammarians like N°geøa and Kaundabha∂∂a adds 

another division known as par° to this list. This fourfold classification of 

speech principle is developed in Tantraø°stra and the Pratyabhijµ° School 

of philosophy. According to Bh, par° and paøyant¢ are identical. Gaurinath 

Sastri argues that Bh accepts no stage higher than paøyant¢ (See 

Gowrinath Sastri, 1959, chs.1-4). Among these three stages, Vaikhar¢ 

form of speech is the first level of speech act, which is called as dhvani. 

This is the physical sound that which is really heard by the sense of 

hearing and can be differentiated as phonemes, words and sentences. This 
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word is sequential in nature and all the peculiarities of speaker are also 

present in this state. As the name indicates, madhyam° form of speech is 

an 'intermediate' as it lies in between vaikhar¢ and paøyant¢. The language 

and the thought conveyed by it are undifferentiated in this state. Bh says 

that it is located in the buddhi and is accompanied by pr°∏a (breath). Thus 

it is psychological in its nature and can be comprehended by the intellect 

(VP, 1.144). This corresponds to Pr°k§tadhvani described in the first 

chapter of VP. The third and supreme stage paøyant¢ is the øabdabrahman, 

which is explicated in the opening verse of VP. This purest as well as 

subtlest form of øabda is abstract in nature and has no sequence. It is 

indivisible and beyond worldly use. This has been identified with Pratibh°, 

the flash of insight. V§¿abhadeva expounds this form of V°k in his 

Paddhati, an ancient commentary of VP as:- comm. on VP, 1.14 reads as 

follows. "Pratibh°m iti - yeya∆ samastaøabd°rthak°ra∏abh£t° buddi≈, 

ya∆ paøyant¢ty°hu≈, yata≈ øabd°≈ pr°∏av§ttim anupatanti, tam anupar° iti 

anugacchati" (VP, 1.14). If one tempts to realise this stage of speech, he 

passes through various stages and ultimately arrives at an undifferentiated 

state known as Pratibh°. In this regard Kunjunni Raja observes that "the 

complete utterance or the v°kyaspho∂a indicates this principle of 

consciousness, paøyant¢ or Pratibh°. There is no real distinction between 

speech and thought at this stage (1963, p.147-148). 
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4.7.2. Pratibh° and the Sentence Spho∂a 

 As discussed, Bh's whole theory of language act is firmly rooted in 

three basic concepts of language, namely dhvani, spho∂a and Pratibh°. 

These are three different levels of language, which are interconnected to 

complete a language act. Among the definitions of sentence mentioned in 

VP, Bh gives emphasis to the definitions held by those, who believe in the 

indivisibility theory of the sentence. In their perspective, sentence is 

defined as sentence-spho∂a and sentence-meaning is Pratibh°. Thus it is 

clear that sentence-spho∂a and sentence-meaning Pratibh° are two distinct 

concepts coined by Bh. Spho∂a can be taken as an auditory impression 

manifested by articulated sounds or dhvani whereas Pratibh° refers to the 

meaning conveyed by the sentence. Meaning is understood only after the 

auditory perception of sound. Thus Pratibh° is aroused only after the 

spho∂a is manifested. 

 Different opinions are held by scholars in this regard. Scholars like 

J. Brough, Kunjunni Raja and KAS Iyer argue that spho∂a is the linguistic 

sign in its aspect of meaning-bearer. According to them, spho∂a is not a 

mystic entity as suggested by A B Keith (1928, p.387), but they consider 

the spho∂a doctrine as the theory of language-symbolism. This concept of 

spho∂a explains the problem of how language is grasped in a verbal 

communication. But the problem of meaning of the sentence is yet to be 
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unravelled. They maintain that spho∂a in general and sentence-spho∂a in 

particular has been assumed as a solution to this problem. On the contrary 

they opine that Pratibh° as a flash of understanding is the sentence-

meaning. These two arguments are self-contradictory. Here what Matilal 

remarks, seems to be more agreeable. To quote him  

For Bh, however, this is a wrong term: 'meaning-bearing unit'. Spho∂a is 

the real substratum, proper linguistic unit, which is identical also with its 

meaning. Language is not the vehicle of meaning or the conveyor-belt of 

thought. Thought anchors language and language anchors thought. 

øabdan° or 'languageing', is thinking; and thought vibrates through 

language. In this way of looking at things, there cannot be any essential 

difference between a linguistic unit and its meaning or the thought it 

conveys. Spho∂a refers to this non differentiated language-principle. 

Thus I believe that it is sometimes even incorrect to ask whether spho∂a 

is or is not the meaning-bearing speech unit in Bh's system (1992, 

p.85).   

If the spho∂a theory arose as a solution to the problem of understanding 

language, Bh would not have introduced the concept of Pratibh° as 

sentence-meaning. Thus, it can be comprehended that Bh puts forth the 

concept of sentence-spho∂a, which explains the language principle so as to 

how language is used and grasped. While, the concept of Pratibh° is 
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introduced to solve the problem of how language is understood (Gayatri 

Rath, 2000, p.164-165). The auditory impressions are transformed into 

meaning in the mind by the virtue of Pratibh°. 

4.7.3. Pratibh° and the Concept of Transformations in Modern 

Linguistics 

Recent researches in the field of syntax and semantics heve 

presented various theories regarding the analysis of sentence. The 

psycholinguistic approaches of transformational linguistics
19
 

revolutionanised the scientific study of of sentence and its meaning. The 

two major prosoects of thansformational grammar are 'linguistic 

competency' and 'generative grammar'. These two conceppts are 

                                                           

19 The linguist's approach towards the analysis of a sentence is mainly of four types: 
Traditional, Comparative and Historical, Structural and Descriptive and 
Transformational. The traditional grammarians break up the word order to analyse 
the relationship between the words such as nouns and adjectives. On the other side, 
linguists like Otto Jespersen tried to analyse language in a historical and comparative 
methodology. They hold that language undergoes constant change and thus the 
prototypes can be traced through the historical and comparative analysis. As scholars 
focused more on language and less on history, they introduced a new methodology in 
analysing language. These scholars approach language in two ways; Synchronic and 
Diachronic, which focus on the structural analysis of language. This methodology 
has been devloped by a group of linguists called structuralists. The goals, methods 
and assumptions of transformational grammarians are unique and different from 
those of descriptive lingistics. In contrast with the structuralists, they consider 
grammar to be a system of rules that generate exactly those combinations of words 
which form grammatical sentences in a given language. They developed the concept 
of 'transformations' which helps the user to produce new sentences from the existing 
ones. 
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developed by the later cognitive linguists such as Noam Chomsy
20
, Ronald 

Langacker
21

 etc.  In contrast with the structuralists, transformational 

linguists believe that the proper object of linguistic study is the knowledge 

that the native speaker possesses, which enables them to produce and 

understand various sentences. This knowledge is termed as 'competence'. 

According to Chomsky, this is innate and he called it as 'innate linguistic 

knowledge' or 'innate language competency'. The concept of generative 

grammar tries to define rules that can generate the infinite number of 

grammatical sentence possible in a language. This method of grammar 

uses the concept of 'transformations' which helps people to produce new 

sentences from the existing ones. To explain this concept, Chomsky sets 

forth the idea that each sentence in a language has two levels of 

representation; a deep structure and a surface structure. The deep structure 

reresents the core semantic relations of a sentence and is mapped on to the 

surface structure via transformations. Thus deep structures can be 

perceived as a universal grammar underlying the language act and 

corresponding to the linguistic competence. 

On a shrewd analysis of the concept of Pratibh°, conceived by Bh, 

it can be stated that Pratibh° is the prototype of 'transformations'. In a 

                                                           

20 1957. Syntactic Structures. 
21 1987. Foundations of Cognitive Grammar. 
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conversation, the listener first grasps the speech in terms of words, one 

after the other. This manifests the internal spho∂a (buddhisthaøabda), 

which is the auditory impression of the uttered speech. At this level it 

resembles the concept of 'deep structure' presented by the 

transformationalists. Sudden after the manifestation of the internal spho∂a, 

Pratibh°, the intuitive instinct transforms it into the meaning. Similar 

process is adopted by the cognitive linguists, when they explain that the 

deep structure is mapped on to the surface structure via transformations. 

 It has been a topic of debate among the scholars of linguistics as 

well as psychology that how a child acquire its first language. Some of 

them accept the role of instinct as not so useful in the child's language 

acquisition, while some others hold the view that child's language is a 

product of instinct (Gayatri Rath, 2000, p.151-152). Chomsky answers this 

vexed problem by his notions of generative grammar and innate linguistic 

knowledge. In his cognitive theory, Chomsky suggests that, language 

acquisition is based on various rules and regulations. A child, who comes 

in contact with various language features, makes his own rules though 

unconsciously. Earlier it was believed that the children grasp their 

preliminary words from either the parents or the other elders.  

But recent linguistic trends do not accept that parents 'teach' 

children their first language. The reason is no parent has the necessary 
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explicit knowledge to do so, and children anyway acquire the knowledge 

of their first language long before they are in a position to understand the 

relevant instructions of their parents (Neil Smith, 2004, p.116). In his 

theory of 'cognitive capability', Chomsky argues that people possess a kind 

of language faculty which is a part of human natural biological qualities. 

This idea is known as 'Innate language faculty', which has a basic 

grammar system which is termed as 'Universal Grammar' (Jyothirmayi P 

C, 2009, p.283). This innate linguistic knowledge enables a child to 

acquire the notion of structure, which helps the child to learn any 

language.  

 Bh, also holds similar view with Chomsky and he emphasises on 

the role of intuition in child's language acquisition. He opines that it is 

øabdabh°van° that enables a new born baby to make the first movements 

of vocal organs. Stimulated by this øabdabh°van°, air coming out of 

baby's mouth is able to strike at certain points of articulation and produce 

sounds. The V§tti again mentions that there is no other reasons than 

Pratibh° to make these movements  

°dya≈ kara∏aviny°sa≈ pr°∏asyordhna∆ sam¢ra∏am 

sth°n°n°mabhigh°taøca na vin° øabdabh°van°m. (VP, 1.122)  

This theory of word impregnatedness of Bh akin to the innate language 
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competency of the transformationalists. Even though Chomsky's concepts 

of language are different from that of Bh, there are resemblences between 

Pratibh° and Chomsky's 'Innate Language Faculty'. Both are innate and 

instinctive in nature and explain the process through which children gain 

the knowledge of language.  

In Indian scenario, M¢m°∆sakas and Naiy°yikas also present a 

similar concept in the child's language acquisition, with slight changes. 

They also state that children first understand the sentence as a whole and 

later, by the process of inclusion and exclusion (°v°pa and udv°pa), they 

come to know about the individual meanings of the words. Later they are 

able to understand and produce new sentences. The process is elaborated 

in Ny°yasiddh°ntamukt°val¢ as:- 

evam vyavah°r°dapi yath° prayojakav§ddhena gha∂am°nayetyukta∆ 

tacchrutv° prayojyav§ddhena gha∂a °n¢tastadavadh°rya p°røvastho b°lo 

gha∂°nayanar£pak°rya∆ gha∂am°nayeti øabdaprayojyamitya 

vadh°rayati. tataøca gha∂a∆ naya g°∆ badh°nety°div°ky°d 

°v°podv°p°bhya∆ gha∂°dipad°n°∆ k°ry°nvitagha∂°dau øakti∆ g§h∏°ti. 

----- prathamata≈ k°ry°nvitagha∂°dau øaktyavadh°ra∏e' pi l°ghavena 

paøc°ttasya parity°gaucity°t. (1988, p.561-563) 

The sum total of this discussion is that Bh was the first to introduce 

the instinctive innate knowledge of a person called Pratibh° into the realm 
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of linguistics. This innate capacity enables a person to understand and 

produce various sentences and is manifested by the indivisible-sentence-

spho∂a. The concept of transformations introduced by the modern 

cognitive linguists akin to Bh's Pratibh°  in several aspects.   



 

 

Chapter 5 

Conclusion 

 

 Language is generally perceived as the medium for communicating 

one's ideas to the other. Thus, language faculty includes not mere 

linguistic factors, but psychological as well as social factors are also 

significant. This communication or transference of thought takes place 

through meaningful linguistic units and each meaningful unit represents a 

complete thought. This meaningful linguistic unit is in the form of 

sentence and thus, linguists and grammarians accept sentence as the unit 

of communication. Therefore the study of sentence and sentence-meaning 

has drawn the serious attention of linguists, grammarians and 

philosophers. The ancient scholars in India called this meaningful 

linguistic unit as øabda and it was accepted as one of the means of valid 

knowledge (øabdapram°∏a). As a result of this serious attention given to 

the concept of sentence, by the eastern scholars, various theories and 

concepts have evolved in the realm of language studies. 

In the present study titled "The Treatment of Concept of Sentence - a 

Study based on V°kyapad¢ya", emphasis has been given to the various 

propositions of the concept of sentence and sentence. Here, a humble 
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attempt is made to understand the ways in which these concepts are 

envisaged in the different systems of thought in India. While going 

through the detailed discussions on the perspectives of different thinkers 

on these concepts, the following observations are made.  

1. Almost all Schools of thought accept øabda as a distinct means of 

valid knowledge as it unveils the knowledge hitherto unknown. The 

term øabda is used to denote the meaningful linguistic unit and it is 

generally defined as in the form of sentence.  

2. The concept of sentence is defined in manifold ways by the 

preceptors of different schools of thought. In general, the sentence 

is defined in two perspectives; Sakha∏∑a and Akha∏∑a. The former 

school treat sentence as a collection of semantically connected 

words. Though sentence is an aggregation of its parts, it denotes a 

unified sense and thus, is considered as a unified entity, which is 

distinct from the parts. The factors that constitute the unity of 

sentence are °k°¥k¿°, yogyat° and sannidhi. The individual words 

in the sentence are interconnected by these factors. Sanskriticians 

give emphasis to these factors in their discussions on the concept of 

sentence. On the other side, a group of philosophers hold that 

sentence is an indivisible unit of language (Eko' navayava≈ øabda≈), 

devoid of any parts. This is the Akha∏∑a School of sentence. 
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3. If sentence is defined as the aggregation of words, the meaning of 

sentence is also decided by the meanings of the individual words. 

The individual words are associated semantically to denote a 

unified sense. This particular meaning is distinct from the meanings 

of the parts. This process of the cognition of sentence-meaning, 

derived from the semantic association of words is generally termed 

as 'ø°bdabodha' or 'verbal cognition'. 

4. There are two subdivisions under ø°bdabodha viz. 

kha∏∑aø°bdabodha and akha∏∑aø°bdabodha. In the first variety, the 

import is produced by the parts of the sentence while in the latter, it 

is produced as a unitary whole. Almost all Indian thinkers are in 

fond of kha∏∑apak¿a of verbal import, while Bh and his followers 

set forth the theory of akha∏∑aø°bdabodha. 

5. There are two major theories in the kha∏∑apak¿a of verbal import 

viz. Abhihit°nvayav°da and Anvit°bhidh°nav°da. The followers of 

the Bh°∂∂a School of M¢m°∆s° and a group of Naiy°yikas are the 

major followers of the Abhihit°nvaya theory. The essence of this 

theory is that, the words in a sentence first designate their meanings 

and then the word-meanings are brought together to give the 

sentence-meaning. While Prabh°kara, the founder of the Pr°bh°kara 

School of M¢m°∆s°, and his followers believe in the latter theory 
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of verbal import. According to them, each word in the sentence 

gives a connected meaning and hence the meaning of the sentence 

can be comprehended from each word. 

6. Bh, who upholds the theory of indivisibility of sentence and 

sentence-meaning, accepts Akha∏∑av°kyaspho∂a as the real nature 

of sentence and Pratibh°, a flash of understanding, as the sentence-

meaning. These concepts are elaborately discussed in the 

V°kyak°∏∑a of VP.  

7. Bh examines language in three levels viz. analytic level, 

communicative level and ultimate level. As a method of 

communication, language is the carrier of thoughts and thoughts 

cannot be communicated in bits and pieces. Thus sentence is the 

unit of communicating ideas and it is also indivisible in nature. 

8. Bh is a staunch believer of the indivisibility theory of sentence and 

sentence-meaning and he provides a number of arguments to 

support this theory. Just like the perception of a multi-coloured 

picture, which is evolved as a unity in spite of subsequent analysis 

into its component coloured parts, a cognition presenting different 

jobs as its contents is a unitary entity in reality (VP, 2.8-9). It is 

indivisible into several individual cognitions. Though a sentence 
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has various components in subsequent analysis, it is cognised as 

unitary whole by the speaker as well as listener. If a sentence is 

divisible into words and words into phonemes, then this division 

has to be carried out further. Therefore, the sentence is accepted as 

undivided into constituent parts and conveys one single meaning. 

9. The individuality of the subsequent words in the sentence is also 

explained by Bh in the analytic level of language. For the purpose 

of grammar, sentence can be analysed into its parts such as noun, 

verb etc. This is not real, but is carried out in the mind. Bh termed 

this unique concept as 'apoddh°ra'. Though the listener grasps the 

sentence as the sequence of words, the sudden flash of 

understanding Pratibh°, cognizes the meaning of the sentence as a 

whole. After the cognition of sentence-meaning, he identifies the 

individual words and their meanings by the process 'apoddh°ra'. 

10. While discussing about the meaning of the sentence, Bh introduces 

the theory of Pratibh°, which states that the sentence conveys its 

meaning in a flash. To explain how sentence is comprehended, Bh 

goes beyond the level of uttered speech. In order to explain the 

problem of linguistic communications, he introduces this very 

concept, which signifies the intuitive linguistic disposition. From 

both the point of views of the speaker and the listener, the sentence 
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meaning cannot be accepted as, that which is built up gradually on 

the basis of word meanings. It is grasped through an instantaneous 

flash of insight. This instantaneous understanding is neither spatial, 

nor particular, nor dependant on the peculiarities of a particular 

language. It is the instinctive power of the mind. Thus, Pratibh° can 

be experienced, but cannot be expressed to others in terms of 'it is 

this'.  

11. Bh expounds the important characteristics of Pratibh° in several 

verses. From the listener's point of view, Pratibh° is the meaning of 

a sentence and thus, it is the semantic unit of language. But Bh also 

explores the deeper levels of this concept. From the speaker's point 

of view, it is identical with the Paøyant¢ state of V°k. This unravels 

the psychological as well as the philosophical outlook of Pratibh°. 

12. Bh explains six kinds of Pratibh° and thus, is conceived in a very 

comprehensive way. The manifestations of Pratibh° range from the 

basic instincts of animals and birds to the superhuman perceptions 

of §¿is. Thus, the concept of Pratibh°, introduced by Bh goes 

beyond the level of communicating the sentence meaning. He 

conceives it as an intuitive instinct, the implications of which, can 

better explain several philosophical and psychological aspects of 

human language and thoughts.  
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13. But this innovative way of thinking introduced by Bh was not 

developed by the later scholars over the centuries. Later in modern 

linguistics, structuralism and behaviourism tried to analyse only 

language performance. They overlooked the idea of language 

competence and the cognitive grammar of language. The 

transformational or cognitive way of thought developed by Bh 

remains stagnated till the second half of 20
th
 century. It was in 

1970s that scholars like Charles Fillmore
22
, George Lakoff

23
, Ronald 

Langacker and Leonard Talmy
24

 etc, who did not follow the 

prevailing tendency to explain linguistic patterns by means of 

appeals to structural properties internal to and specific to language, 

tried to rediscover the cognitive principles of language. Later, the 

basic concepts of Chomskian school of linguistics tried to bring 

back a rich tradition of generative grammar and cognitive 

philosophy of language. It was Noam Chomsky, who tried to 

identify the theories behind language competence and put forth 

unique and innovative theories regarding he relation of language 

and mind. Thus modern linguists tried to develop the innovative 

                                                           

22 1993. Construction Grammar Coursebook. 
23 1977. "Linguistic Gestalts." 
24 1978. "The relation of grammar to cognition." 
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ideas of Bh and explore new horizons in the field of linguistics and 

psychology. 

14. Recent trends in Linguistics point to the necessity of deconstructing 

the views of Bh in the light of the revolutionary concepts of Modern 

Transformational Linguists. The major theories of 

transformationalists are 'generative grammar' and 'language 

competency'. These theories resemble Bh's concepts of sentence 

and sentence-meaning in manifold ways.  

 Modern linguistics has become a fast developing area of study 

encompassing various other fields of learning such as Psychology, 

Sociology, Philosophy, Cognitive Sciences and Information Technology 

etc. Linguists have different opinions on vexed questions like what is a 

sentence? What constitutes the sentence meaning? How is sentence 

constituted? How is the meaning of a sentence cognised as a whole by the 

listener? These problems have emerged into the realm of Semantics very 

recently. Transformational linguists and cognitive linguists contributed 

much in the field of Syntax and Semantics. The revolutionary ideas of 

modern cognitive linguists such as Chomsky and Langacker were erected 

upon the studies of the concept of sentence and cognition of the sentence-

meaning. 
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 In the light of these revolutionary developments of transformational 

and cognitive linguistics, the so called 'mystic' ideas of Bh on sentence and 

sentence-meaning can be deconstructed. The concept of sentence as a 

unitary whole and Pratibh°, an intuitive instinct as the meaning of 

sentence can be analysed beyond their linguistic characteristics. The 

psycho-linguistic analysis of the concept of Pratibh°, in the light of 

modern cognitive linguistics, has a wide scope to study further. In addition 

to this, Bh states that the sentence-meaning is a flash of awareness, which 

happens in memory (sm§ti). This aspect of Pratibh° can also be taken up 

for further study connecting neuroscience and psycho-linguistics. Thus it 

can be concluded with the remarks of Jan Houben:-  

Modern cognitive linguists and construction grammarians, on their part, 

may find to their surprise an extensive amount of investigations in 

Bhart§hari's work and in the Bhart§harian way of P°∏inian grammar that 

directly pertain to basic issues in their research programme. A 

rapprochement between Bhart§hari studies and cognitive linguistics is 

therefore expected to be most fruitful and stimulating for both parties. 

(2009, p.539) 

Many modern scholars are endeavouring in this area of studies, but Bh and 

his VP still remain the sources lof endless innovative and scholarly 

speculations even in this era.  
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